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Voorwoord

In toenemende mate is het bedrijven van wetenschap een collectieve
aangelegenheid. Dit is wel heel duidelijk het geval in het sterrenkundig ruimteonderzoek. Hoewel gedragen door de individuele wetenschapper, is onderzoek als in dit proefschrift beschreven alleen mogelijk dankzij de belangstelling, daadwerkelijke steun en inzet van een
groot aantal mensen.
In de eerste plaats geldt dit voor de Nederlandse belastingbetaler. Uw potentiële nieuwsgierigheid naar de verschijnselen in het
heelal en Uw bereidheid deze nieuwsgierigheid te bevredigen door
astronomen en astrofysici hun werk te laten doen, maakt het sterrenkundig onderzoek mogelijk. Dankzij Uw bijdrage van (gemiddeld) enkele
tientjes per jaar (iets minder dan in landen als Duitsland, Frankrijk
en Engeland) kunnen astronomen de technici vragen hun instrumenten
buiten de dampkring te brengen. Hoewel U zelf, door straatverlichting
en luchtverontreiniging gehinderd, het uitspansel niet of nauwelijks
meer
kunt
zien, blijkt zonneklaar uit waarnemingen vanuit observatoria in afgelegen delen op deze Aarde en vanuit de ruimte: de
sterren zijn er nog. Ze stralen helderder dan ooit, zelfs met straling
van eertijds onvermoede
soorten zoals infrarood-, ultraviolet- en
RÖntgenstraling. Over deze laatste stralingssoort gaat dit proefschrift. Dank voor Uw bijdrage daarin. Ik zal U als vanouds via populaire lezingen en artikelen op de hoogte houden van de ontwikkelingen
in de RSntgensterrenkunde en de facinerende aspecten van de hoge-energie-astrofysica.
De organisatie en verdeling van de door de overheid ter beschikking gestelde financiële middelen is in handen van de GROC (Geofysica
en Ruimte Onderzoek Commissie) en haar voorzitter prof. H. van de
Hulst. Deze commisie behartigt de belangen van haar vier werkgroepen,
waarvan de werkgroep "Ruimteonderzoek van Zon en Sterren", het Laboratorium voor Ruimteonderzoek te Utrecht er ëën van is(*). Zij onderhandelde met de overheid over de Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet
ANS, pleitte voor het belang van de Röntgenastronomie, keurde onze
voorstellen voor experimenten goed, etc,etc. Dit proefschrift was
alleen mogelijk dankzij hun bestuurlijke inzet.
Het verrichten van astronomisch onderzoek vanuit de ruimte vereist het vervaardigen van technologisch hoogwaardige instrumenten.
Deze moeten (a) tot het uiterste gaan in technologische mogelijkheden,
maar daarbij bovendien (b) bestand zijn tegen de ruwe omstandigheden

(*) De andere zijn de werkgroep "Kosmische Straling" te Leiden, de
werkgroep "Fotometrie" te Groningen en die van "Satelliet Geodesie" te
Delft
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tijdens de lancering en het daarbij (c) langdurig in de ruimte kunnen
uithouden. Dit vereist de intensieve samenwerking van ervaren fysici,
electronici, mechanic! en computerdeskundigen, en verder een nauwkeurige planning van een projectleider en de begripvolle begeleiding
door de administratieve staf en het secretariaat. Een dergelijk team
bestaat op het LRO en ik dank iedereen voor hun medewerking. Speciaal
dank ik de leden van de "Rontgen-groep" o.l.v. Bert Brinkman voor hun
bijdrage in het verkrijgen van de wetenschappelijke resultaten.
Sommige van deze resultaten zijn verkregen uit waarnemingen van
de Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet ANS. Ik heb de samenwerking bij
de bouw van deze satelliet tussen de industrie en de astronomie van
nabij mogen meemaken en heb daarbij grote waardering gekregen voor de
deskundigheid en betrokkenheid van Prof. W. Bloemendal en zijn medewerkers (Fokker) en van Ir. C. Kramer en zijn groep (Philips). Ook de
leden van het team op het European Space Operation Centre ESOC te
Darmstadt o.l.v.Ir. M. Lamers (NLR) toonden grote bereidheid tot
samenwerking en belangstelling voor de sterrenkunde. Ik heb door hun
activiteiten geleerd dat het maken van een satelliet niet alleen een
technologisch, maar vooral ook een organisatorisch hoogstandje is.
ANS was het eerste project waarvoor het LRO ook verantwoordelijkheid droeg in de operationele fase, d.w.z. bij het functioneren van de
satelliet na de lancering. De satelliet vereiste dagelijks nieuwe
instructies en dumpte ook dagelijks de verkregen meetresultaten via de
directe computerlijn met het E30C-statlon in Darmstadt. Dankzij de
nauwe samenwerking tussen het 'ANS-team' (Bert Brinkman, Rolf Mewe,
Hans Schrijver, Ed Gronenschild, Ton den Boggende, Albert Naber en
ikzelf), de computerafdeling (Theo Gunsing, Frans Ammerlaan, Frans
Werkhoven en Chiel Galama) en de communicatiedeskundige (Annelies
Veldkamp) is dit soepel en bevredigend verlopen.
Ook de interpretatie van de verkregen astronomische gegevens Is
veelal een collectieve zaak, zoals duidelijk blijkt uit het aantal auteurs van diverse in dit proefschrift opgenomen artikelen. Behalve de
eerdergenoemde mensen hebben daar ook toe bijgedragen Johan Bleeker
(Leiden), Henk Huizenga (Leiden), Willem van Dijk (Utrecht) en een
aantal buitenlandse collega's, waarbij ik in het bijzonder Josh Grindlay (Cambridge,V.S.) wil noemen.
Dit proefschrift kwam tot stand onder leiding van mijn promotor
Kees de Jager. Hij speelde, als directeur van het LRO, een belangrijke
rol in alle hiervoor genoemde aspecten. Hij is bovendien een belangrijk stimulator van het astronomische ruimteonderzoek en mede-initiatiefnemer voor de voorstellen voor de eerste Nederlandse astronomische
satelliet ANS. Ik dank hem in het bijzonder voor de stimulerende discussies (ook die met betrekking tot de promotiedatum) en de critische
kanttekeningen bij eerdere versies van de manuscripten in dit proefschrift.
Verder ben ik dank verschuldigd aan de direct betrokkenen bij het
tot stand komen van dit proefschrift. Dank aan Louise Cramer, die bewezen heeft dat ook bij gecomputeriseerd typewerk de vaardige hand van
een secretaresse onontbeerlijk is. Ik ben het dan ook volledig oneens
met de ingelijste tekst boven haar bureau getiteld "Het is ook nooit
goed...". Dank aan Hans Braun voor zijn zorgvuldig teken- en fotowerk
-9-
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en zijn lay-outadviezen.
Tot slot ben Ik veel dank verschuldigd aan mijn vriendin Thea
Kokkeler, die zich zo voortreffelijk heeft Ingezet, niet alleen voor
de controle van alle referenties in dit proefschrift, zoals het vervangen van "1978,in press" door recentere verwijzingen, niet alleen
voor het nagaan van de figuren met onderschriften, en andere zorgvuldige eindredactionele werkzaamheden, zoals het zetten van de puntjes
op de i, niet alleen voor haar geduld in deze laatste maanden en haar
liefde in de laatste jaren, zonder welke dit proefschrift er niet geweest zou zijn, maar vooral ook voor haar voortdurende correcties van
mijn onverbeterlijke lange zinnen, waarvan je inderdaad kunt zeggen,
evenals van de lengte van dit proefschrift en van de duur van de totstandkoming ervan:
Het had korter gekund.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift
gaat over de interpretatie
van astronomische
waarnemingen in het Röntgendeel van het electromagnetische spectrum.
De waarnemingen zijn uitgevoerd met instrumenten die geheel of
gedeeltelijk vervaardigd zijn op het Laboratorium voor Ruimteonderzoek
in Utrecht. Rontgenstraling wordt n.l. geabsorbeerd door de Aardse
dampkring en de instrumenten moeten daarom buiten de dampkring
gebracht worden. Röntgenastronomie is dus een aspect van het sterrenkundig ruimteonderzoek. In dit proefschrift komen enkele resultaten
van drie meetinrichtingen ter sprake: i) de Röntgeninstrumenten in de
Astronomische Nederlandse Satelliet ANS; ii) de RÖntgendetectoren in
een
Leids-Japans-Utrechts,
raket-gedragen
experiment,
genaamd
LEINAX-IV; en iii) de Röntgenspectrograaf in de Amerikaanse High
Energy Astrophysical Observatory HEAO-2 (EINSTEIN observatory).
In deze samenvatting zei ik eerst een historische achtergrond
geven van de Röntgenastronomie, waarbij
ik mij beperk tot de
galactische (d.i. tot ons melkwegstelsel behorende) Röntgenbronnen.
Vervolgens komt de ontwikkeling in de laatste jaren aan de orde,
voorzover de in dit proefschrift opgenomen artikelen daar een bijdrage
aan hebben geleverd.
Rontgenastronomie, historische achtergrond
Tot 1962 was de Zon de enige bekende bron van kosmische
Rontgenstraling. De Zon, indien geplaatst op een afstand van die van
de dichtstbijzijnde ster, zou slechte een zeer zwakke Rontgenbron zijn
die met de detectoren van de jaren zestig niet registreerbaar zou zijn
geweest. De eerste ontdekking in 1962 van een Rontgenbron die verder
dan de Zon staat, was dan ook een volslagen verrassing. Deze bron,
Scorpius X-l geheten, is zo sterk dat zijn ioniserend effect op de
bovenlagen van onze dampkring merkbaar is.
Rontgenstraling wordt uitgezonden door gassen die een zeer hoge
temperatuur hebben (100000 tot 100 miljoen graden K) of waarin
anderszins sprake is van hoog-energetische deeltjes. Dit gas wordt
blijkbaar rechtstreeks waargenomen en is niet omgeven door een koele
atmosfeer. Een atmosfeer zo dun als die van de Aarde zou de
Rontgenstraling n.l. reeds volledig absorberen.
In 1970 werd de eerste, geheel aan Röntgenastronomie gewijde
Amerikaanse satelliet UHURU gelanceerd. Deze ontdekte al spoedig dat
Röntgenbronnen zeer klein en compact zijn en deel uitmaken van een
dubbelstersysteem. Compacte sterren zijn de laatste stadia in de
ontwikkeling van een gewone ster. De ontdekking van de zeer compacte
Neutronensterren (en mogelijk die van Zwarte Gaten) behoort in de
-11-

astrofysica tot de belangrijkste van deze eeuw. Ter toelichting daarom
de volgende alinea's.
Sterren stralen en verliezen dus energie. Aangezien alle energiebronnen, ook die van een ster, eindig zijn, kan men afleiden dat aan
het bestaan van een stralende ster een einde moet komen. De laatste
'stuiptrekkingen* van een ster in dit proces kunnen gepaard gaan met
gigantische explosies, waarbij grote delen van de ster het heelal in
geslingerd worden. De ster kan daarbij zelf tijdelijk zo sterk in helderheid toenemen, dat deze overdag zichtbaar kan worden (Supernova's).
De snel uitdijende gasresten van dergelijke explosies laten duidelijk
zichtbare sporen na aan het firnament, b.v. in de vorm van Supernovarestanten. Deze restanten stralen in het Röntgengebied en zijn daarom
nog steeds bronnen waar hoog-energetische processen plaatsvinden.
Er blijken maar drie mogelijke uiteindelijke toestanden voor een
ster te bestaan: Witte Dwergen, Neutronensterren en Zwarte Gaten. Deze
resten zijn alle zeer compact. De zwaartekracht is in deze sterren
buitengewoon sterk en heeft de materie samengeperst tot vormen die op
Aarde onbekend zijn. Men noemt materie onder dergelijke omstandigheden
gedegenereerd of ontaard.
Het bestaan van de twee meest extreme vormen van compacte materie, Neutronensterren en Zwarte Gaten, was reeds een halve eeuw geleden op theoretische gronden voorspeld. De ontwikkelingen in de techniek en het ontstaan van het sterrenkundig ruimteonderzoek maakten het
mogelijk deze objecten ook inderdaad waar te nemen. Een van de
verschijningsvormen is een Röntgenster, een andere de in 1961 ontdekte
z.g. radiopulsar.
Het RBntgeninstrumentarium in de ANS
Vanaf 1974 veranderde het 'Röntgenbeeld', dat de astronomen van
het heelal hadden, als gevolg van de resultaten van een groot aantal
nieuw gelanceerde meetinstrumenten (de satellieten ANS, Ariel-V,
SAS-3. 0S0-8 en meer recent de HEAO-1 en HEAO-2). De eerste in deze
rij was ANS, die gelanceerd werd in augustus 1974. De satelliet zelf
had een bijzondere eigenschap. Hij kon in principe langdurig gericht
worden op een tevoren bepaald hemellichaam; dit in tegenstelling tot
de meeste satellieten uit die tijd, die roteerden. De Rontgenexperimenten waren bovendien, in tegenstelling tot de UHURU satelliet,
gevoelig voor z.g. 'zachte' Rttntgenstraling met golflengtes in de
buurt van 40 Angstrom. Beide eigenschappen hebben geleid tot nieuwe
ontdekkingen. Voor het Röntgenonderzoek waren er echter ook een aantal
nadelen(*). De voor deze kleine, ingenieuze satelliet noodzakelijke,
polaire baan was verre van ideaal voor de waarneming van Rontgenbronnen. Een fout tijdens de lancering bracht de satelliet bovendien in
een te hoge baan, waardoor grote storingen door de Aardse stralingsgordels optraden. Verdere begrenzingen werden veroorzaakt door strooi-

(*) Voor de volledigheid zij hier op gewezen dat de ANS ook een
Groningse ultraviolet fotometer bevatte, die minder last had van deze
nadelen
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licht van de Aardatmosfeer. De effectieve meettijd per satellietomloopperiode van 98 min was vaak niet meer dan enkele minuten. De
maximale totale waarneemtijd per bron was daardoor slechts één tot enkele uren. Niettemin heeft de ANS een aantal zinvolle waarnemingen
kunnen doen aan de tot dan toe bekende Rontgenbronnen. Enkele ervan
zijn in hoofdstuk II van dit proefschrift opgenomen. Zij betreffen
waarnemingen aan de heldere Röntgendubbelstersystemen Hercules X-l en
Cygnus X-l. Deze laatste bron is het enige astronomische object,
waarin sprake is van een stellair Zwart Gat. Naast de bestudering van
bestaande bronnen zijn er met de ANS een aantal nieuwe soorten
Rontgenbronnen ontdekt, waaronder Vlamsterren (Hoofdstuk III.1) en
Witte Dwergen (Hoofstuk IV.1). ANS heeft verder uitvoerig gezocht naar
de Röntgenstraling van nabije sterren (Hoofdstuk IV.2) en naar de z.g.
Cataclysmische Variabelen (Hoofdstuk IV.3). In beide laatstgenoemde
gevallen werd slechts het 'topje van de ijsberg' gezien. Later onderzoek met satellieten met een veel groter gevoelig oppervlak (HEAO-1 en
het EINSTEIN observatorium) hebben inderdaad aangetoond, dat bijna
alle sterren ook Rontgenbron zijn en dus blijkbaar omgeven zijn met
een stralenkrans van hete materie (corona).
De meeste eerder genoemde RÖntgensatellieten zijn in gebruik
gebleven totdat de instrumenten niet meer functioneerden of totdat de
satelliet in de dampkring "erbrar.dde na drie tot vijf jaar. Nadat de
ANS één jaar gefunctioneerd had, besloot de toenmalige staatssecretaris Klein de operaties van de ANS te laten stoppen. De baan van
de ANS was toen juist door wrijving in de dampkring teruggebracht tot
een geschikte hoogte, waardoor veel langere meettijden gebruikt konden
worden. Het wordt wetenschappers vaak verweten dat zij kort voor
begrotingsbeslissingen "juist iets belangwekkends" ontdekt hebben. Met
de ANS ontdekten we (Grindlay en Heise, Hoofdstuk III.2), helaas kort
na de begrotingsbeslissing, inderdaad een geheel nieuw verschijnsel:
intense Rontgenstoten, gemeten aan een Rdntgenbron in een bolvormige
sterrenhoop, door ons 'bursters' gedoopt. Binnen een maand nadat dit
bijzondere gedrag van sommige
Rontgenbronnen via een 'telegram
circuit' van de Internationale Astronomische Unie IAU openbaar was gemaakt, had deze vondst reeds grote activiteit tot gevolg. Het waarnemingsprogramma van de Amerikaanse SAS-3 werd geheel aangepast en voor
een groot deel gewijd aan het 'burster'-onderzoek. Oude gegevensbestanden van de UHURU en SAS-3 satelliet werden doorzocht naar vergelijkbare verschijnselen. Astronomen gebruikten de grootste optische
telescopen om in het rode en infrarode deel van het spectrum zo diep
mogelijk door te dringen in het gebied rond het centrum van ons melkwegstelsel, waar de 'bursters' gevonden werden. Ook Nederlandse
astronomen (b.v. medewerkers van het Sterrenkundig Instituut te
Amsterdam, o.l.v. Prof.E.P.J. van den Heuvel) namen deel aan dit
onderzoek met optische middelen. Dr. J. van Paradijs (Amsterdam) was
betrokken bij het Röntgenonderzoek van het SAS-3-team (Cambridge,V.S.)
van de 'bursters'.
Op aandringen van Prof. C. de Jager kregen wij alsnog toestemming
voor een verlenging van de operaties met de ANS van 6 weken. Enkele
resultaten verkregen in die periode zijn vermeld in Hoofdstuk III.3 en
III.4. Daarna werd de ANS in de automatische z.g. 'scanning mode* ge-13-

zet en verkregen wij alleen nog de gegevens via Amerikaanse grondstations (NASA). Deze waren tamelijk beperkt van aard, maar leidden
onder meer toch tot de detectie van een z.g. 'transient' Rontgenbron
(d.i. een plotseling ontstane en tijdelijke Röntgenbron, zie 1.3.3 en
III.5).
Het LEINAX-IV-experiment
Veel pionierswerk in het ruimteonderzoek wordt uitgevoerd met instrumenten die slechts kort (15 min) m.b.v. een raket buiten de dampkring
worden gebracht. Zo'n voorbeeld is de telescoop voor de meting van
ultrazachte Röntgenstraling
van de Leidse
werkgroep 'Kosmische
Straling', in samenwerking met een groep in Japan en het LRO in
Utrecht. De tot op heden unieke resultaten, verkregen door metingen
aan de hete Hitte Dwerg HZ 43, staan vermeld in IV.4 en IV.5. Voor het
eerst was het daarbij mogelijk om door gebruikmaking van het doordringend vermogen van Röntgenstraling de structuur van de diepere
lagen in de atmosfeer van zo'n ster te onderzoeken.
De Rontgen-Objectief-Tralie-Spectrograaf (EINSTEIN

observatorium)

In November 1979 werd de High Energy Astrophysical Observatory HEAO-2
in een baan om de Aarde gebracht. Na de lancering werd de satelliet
tot EINSTEIN
observatorium gedoopt,
wegens het
eeuwfeest van
Einstein's geboortedag in dat jaar. Deze gigantische Amerikaanse
satelliet was 100 maal gevoeliger dan zijn voorgangers. Het LRO heeft
een Objectief-Tralie-Spectrograaf vervaardigd voor montage achter de
Röntgentelescoop. Hiermee konden spectra van RBntgenbronnen worden gemeten met een spectrale, nauwkeurigheid van 0.5 Angstrom. In II.3 en
IV.7 zijn enkele resultaten opgenomen, die verkregen zijn met dit
experiment. Dit vertegenwoordigt slechts een minime fractie van de
totale resultaten, verkregen met het EINSTEIN observatorium. Verscheidene astronomen uit Utrecht (Dr. R.Mewe, Prof.C.Zwaan) zowel als uit
Leiden (groep van prof.H.van der Laan) waren als gastwaarnemer betrokken bij de resultaten van het EINSTEIN observatorium. In Hoofdstuk
IV.6 zijn resultaten van een gastwaarneming met dit observatorium vermeld.
De galactische Ro'ntgenastronomie op dit moment
Dit proefschrift bevat voorbeelden van resultaten verkregen van
alle nu bekende soorten galactische Rftntgenbronnen, met uitzondering
van (ruimtelijk
uitgebreide) Supernovarestanten(*). Men
kan de
Ró'ntgenbronnen indelen naar de aard van de energiebron. In volgorde
van helderheid in Röntgenstraling komen we dan tot de volgende
soorten.
In de vanaf de eerste ontdekking bekende z.g. 'populatie I

(*) Zie proefschrift E.H.B.G. Gronenschild, 1981, voor ANS resultaten
met betrekking tot Supernovarestanten.
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heldere Röntgenbronnen' is de aanslibbing (accretie) van materie op
een Neutronenster de bron van de energie (1.2). Hierbij komt een
energie vrij die tot 10 procent van de rustmassaenergie van de opvallende materie kan bedragen: vele malen groter dan in enig ander proces
(inclusief kernfusie) mogelijk is. De bestudering van zowel de
optische ster van het dubbelstersysteem als de Rontgenbron is van
essentieel belang voor het bepalen van belangrijke fysische grootheden. Zo is het de astronomen van het Sterrenkundig Instituut te
Amsterdam voor het eerst gelukt de massa van een Neutronenster te bepalen.
In de 'bursters* (populatie II heldere Rontgenbronnen of z.g.
galactische builbronnen) blijkt de energie afkomstig te zijn van explosief verlopende, thermonucleaire reacties in de verse aangeslibde
lagen aan de buitenkant van een Neutronenster (1.3.1). Hoewal deze
energie een factor 100 kleiner is dan die bij accretie vrijkomt, kan
ze toch door opslag tijdelijk in een uitbarsting domineren. Waarnemingen aan "bursters' kunnen van essentieel belang zijn voor het bepalen van de straal van een Neutronenster. Deze is van de orde van
slechts tien kilometer, maar de precieze waarde zegt iets over de aard
van de' zwaartekracht en over de aard van de kernkrachten in het binnenste van een Neutronenster. Beide gebieden van de hoge-energie-fysica zijn moeilijk hier op Aarde rechtstreeks te bestuderen.
Cataclysmische Variabelen zijn in zeker opzicht de 'kleinere
broers' van Röntgendubbelsterren. Het zijn nauwe dubbelstersystemen
waarin een Witte Dwerg een van de componenten is. Röntgenstraling van
Cataclysmische Variabelen wordt veroorzaakt door accretie van materie
op de Witte Dwerg. De energie die hierbij vrijkomt is minder dan bij
accretie op Neutronensterren. Deze bronnen zijn dan ook 10000 maal
lichtzwakker. Toch zijn het erg interessante studieobjecten. Evenals in
de Röntgendubbelsterren valt de materie n.l. niet rechtstreeks naar de
compacte ster, maar vormt eerst een schijf rond deze ster, die qua
uiterlijk iets weg zal hebben van de ringen van Saturnus. De accretieschijven in Cataclysmische Variabelen zijn ook goed in het optischeen ultraviolette deel van het spectrum waar te nemen en lenen zich
daarom goed voor nadere studie.
De meeste sterren behoren echter tot een geheel andere klasse van
nog eens 1000 maal lichtzwakkere Röntgenbronnen. Zij bezitten een hete
krans van gas (corona), vastgehouden door magneetvelden zoals op de
Zon. Dit magneetveld wordt opgewekt door de rotatie van de ster
('dynamomechanisme') en de energie van het hete gas is waarschijnlijk
afkomstig van gedeeltelijke annihilatie (vernietiging) van het magneetveld. Soms vindt dit proces erruptief plaats (Zonnevlammen, Vlamsterren (1.3.1) en z.g. SS CVn sterren (1.3.3)). De erupties op Vlamsterren en op RS CVn sterren zijn echter vaak veel krachtiger dan die
op de Zon.
De Röntgenastronomie heeft zich vanaf 1962 ontwikkeld tot een belangrijke tak van de observationele sterrenkunde. In het 'gouden
decennium' 1970-1980 met zijn grote aantal aan RSntgenastronomie gewijde satellieten, zijn vele belangrijke ontdekkingen gedaan. Op het
ogenblik is er nog slechts êên satelliet op dit gebied werkzaam: de
Japanse HAKUCHO, die zich vnl. bezighoudt met de bestudering van
-15-

'bursters' en heldere ROntgenbronnen. In de nabije toekomst wordt de
European X-ray Observatory
SATellite EXOSAT gelanceerd
met
instrumenten aan boord, waaraan twee Nederlandse groepen hebben bijgedragen, t.w. de Werkgroep 'Kosmische Straling' in Leiden en het LRO in
Utrecht. Met deze satelliet kunnen alle geïnteresseerde wetenschappers
waarnemingen verrichten. In Nederland kijken naast de medewerkers van
de genoemde werkgroepen ook andere astronomen en fysici verwachtingsvol uit naar het succesvol functioneren van deze Europese RÖntgensatelliet.
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Summary
This thesis concerns observations of compact galactic X-ray sources,
performed with instruments which are prepared at the Space Research
Laboratory (SRL) in Utrecht, or in which the SFL was involved in part
of the hardware.
These are i) the X-ray experiments onboard the
Astronomical Netherlands Satellite ANS, ii) a rocket-borne ultra soft
X-ray experiment and iii) the Objective Grating Spectrometer onboard
the EINSTEIN observatory.
Our galaxy contains a variety of X-ray sources. The oldest known
class, the high luminosity X-ray sources, are all part of a close
binary system containing a normal star and a neutronstar, in which
matter is transfered from the star and accreted onto the neutronstar.
The conversion of gravitational energy in the accretion proces is very
efficient and the luminosities of these sources are high.
With
present-day detectors one has essentially observed all of these
systems, of which there are about 100 in our galaxy. In Chapter II I
present some of the observations of this type of sources made with
ANS, including the detection of soft X-rays from the compact X-ray
binary Hercules X-l and the "return to the high state" of the black
hole candidate Cygnus X-l,
Since 1974, after the launch
of such satellites as ANS,
Ariel-V,SAS-3,OSO-8, other types of X-ray sources were discovered.
Although Transient X-ray sources were previously known, it appeared
that various types existed. Chapter III deals with these transient
X-ray phenomena.
The fastest type, X-ray bursters discovered with
ANS, appears and disappears on time scales of seconds to minutes. These
bursts are the result of unstable thermonuclear burning in the outer
layers of an accreting neutronstar.
Although nuclear reactions are
about 100 times less efficient than accretion, the storage of nuclear
fuel leads temporarily, during the release in a thermonuclear flash,
to luminosities comparible to the steady state accreting neutronstars.
X-ray flares from flare stars have characteristic times of the
order of minutes to tens of minutes. The first flares were observed
with ANS.
The energy of the flare is not derived from an accretion
proces. The scale height, determined from the temperature of the hot
plasma and the acceleration of gravity of the star, is larger than the
radius of the star.
Hence the hot plasma is not gravitationally
bound. In stead one assumes that this hot plasma is bound in magnetic
loops, similar to the situation in the solar corona. The X-ray flares
observed with ANS were 1000 times more intense than those of the
largest solar flares.
With ANS we have searched extensively for X-ray emission from
stellar coronae and from cataclysmic variables. Stellar coronae of
late type stars were expected to be seen in X-rays by analogy with the
-17-

solar corona; cataclysmic variables were expected to be soft X-ray
emitters by analogy with the bright X-ray binaries.
In cataclysmic
variables one observes accretion onto a white dwarf, which should
release 1000 times less energy, as compared with accretion onto
neutronstars.
Part of this energy could be seen in soft X-rays.
During our search the results of two american rocket-borne experiments
indeed verified both hypothesis: The corona of Capella and the
cataclysmic variable SS Cygni were detected in X-rays. With ANS we
confirmed these observations and also detected unexpectedly a hard
X-ray component in SS Cygni. Searches for other cataclysmic variables
in soft X-rays, however, only revealed detection upper limits, even
though some of the observed sources were in outburst. This situation
has been verified with the much more sensitive experiments in the
series High Energy Astrophysical Observatories HEAO-1 and EINSTEIN
observatory. Up to now only two cataclysmic variables (U Gem and SS
Cygni) are observed in soft X-rays.
As a result of EINSTEIN
observations we now know that most cataclysmic variables, however, do
emit hard X-rays. Some observations concerning these types of objects
are summarized in Chapter IV.
Another important EINSTEIN result is
that all stars are X-ray emitters and appearantly are surrounded by a
hot coronal plasma.
As a side result of the ANS search for stellar coronae, we
discovered the X-ray emission from a hot white dwarf, Sirius-B.
Presently, only two of those sources are known, despite extensive
searches with the EINSTEIN observatory. The other hot white dwarf, HZ
43, was studied by us in a rocket-borne experiment designed for the
detection of ultra soft X-rays. Our results on these low luminosity
galactic X-ray sources are collected in Chapter IV.
In Chapter I the various types of compact galactic X-ray sources
are reviewed and put into the perspective of earlier and following
observations.
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CHAPTER I
REVIEWS
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I.1

INTRODUCTION

After the first discovery of bright X-ray sources in the sky (Giacconi
et al. 1962), X-ray astronomy has developed to an important branch of
observational astronomy.
The emission of X-rays indicates the
occurrence of high-energy physical processes.
Observable X-rays from
stars (Sco X-l), from super nova remnants (such as the Crab nebula),
from galaxies (such as M87) and the discovery of a diffuse isotropic
X-ray component witness the fact that high-energy astrophysical
processes indeed play an important role on all spatial scales, ranging
from stars and stellar systems to the universe as a whole.
In this thesis I present some observational aspects of compact
galactic X-ray sources. They represent results that are obtained with
X-ray experiments in which the Space Research Laboratory in Utrecht
was involved in preparing (part) of the hard vare.
They include
observations of all type of compact galactic X-ray sources known to
date. Results of observations performed with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite on non-compact X-ray sources, the super nova remnants,
were published elsewhere.
As we now know, all compact galactic X-ray sources observed prior
to 1974 are related to accretion onto neutron stars (or possibly black
holes).
In a model originally proposed by Shklovsky (1967), the
energy emitted in the . X-rays is
derived from the release of
gravitational energy, when matter falls in the deep gravitational
potential well of a neutron star.
The conversion of gravitational to
kinetic energy is very efficient, amounting to approximately 10
percent of the rest mass of the accreted material.
We refer to this
type of objects as high luminosity galactic X-ray sources and present
some observations made with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
(ANS) and with the Objective Grating Spectrometer onboard the EINSTEIN
observatory in Chapter II.
After 1974 observations made with rocket borne X-ray experiments,
with ANS .Ariel V and SAS-3 indicate the existence of other types of
galactic X-ray sources. The ANS discovery of X-ray emission of flare
stars for example, suggests that high-energy phenomena associated with
the release of magnetic energy similar to, but on a larger scale than
solar flares, play a role. The ANS discovery of X-ray burst sources
also has widened the scope of X-ray astronomy. As is now known, the
energy in X-ray bursts is derived from unstable nuclear burning in the
surface layers of accreting neutron stars.
In Chapter III I have
collected some of our findings, together with some related articles,
under the general heading of transient galactic X-ray sources.
With the increased sensitivity of X-ray experiments (either
effectuated by a larger effective collecting area of the instruments
or by devoting a larger observing time per object) other X-ray
-20-

sources, not related to accreting neutron stars, were discovered.
With the ANS satellite we detected X-ray emission of Isolated hot
white dwarfs (Sirius B) and with a rocket borne X-ray experiment
(LEINAX-IV) we obtained unique observations of the only other known
hot white dwarf, HZ 43. In 1974 also two other types of objects were
discovered to be X-ray sources: coronae of stars and cataclysmic
variables.
The results of
HEAO-2 (EINSTEIN observatory) have
demonstrated that all stars are X-ray emitters and are surrounded by a
corona of hot (^ 10 6 K) gas, similar to, but often much more luminous
than that of the Sun. Cataclysmic variables are related to the high
luminosity X-ray binaries. The role of the accreting compact object
here is taken by a degenerate dwarf.
The graviational field on white
dwarfs is a thousand times smaller than that on the surface of neutron
stars. The low luminosity of cataclysmic varibales as compared to the
classical X-ray binaries is a direct consequence of the difference in
release of gravitational energy.
Chapter IV deals with the low
luminosity X-ray sources; isolated hot white dwarfs, cataclysmic
variables and our early efforts to search for X-ray emission from
coronae of stars.
In the remainder of this chapter I will give reviews on the
subjects of relevance in Chapters II to IV. These are ment to put our
results into
the perspective of
earlier and
following X-ray
observations.
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1.2

HIGH LUMINOSITY GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES

There are known about 100 high luminosity (Lx> 1036erg/s *-n t n e 2-10
fceV range) galactic X-ray sources. Since our galaxy is transparent for
X-ray radiation with energies larger than 3 keV, this means that we
essentially have observed them all. Satellites such as SAS-3 and
HEAO-1 were able to determine precise (10" to 60") X-ray positions of
all the brightest galactic X-ray sources. With this positional
accuracy it was possible to identify about 50 sources with optical
stars. A review of the optical counterparts of compact galactic X-ray
sources is given by Bradt and McClintock (1983).
On the basis of optical identifications it appears that there are
two distinct type of sources. Those identified with massive, early
spectral type (0 and B) stars and those identified with late spectral
type, low mass stars. This division is seen in the ratio of X-ray to
optical luminosity (see histogram in Figure 1). The first category is
referred to as 'massive X-ray binaries' or 'population I X-ray
binaries', the second category is often called 'low mass X-ray
binaries','late type X-ray binaries' or 'galactic bulge or population
II X-ray sources'.
In the massive X-ray binaries the optical appearance is dominated
by the intrinsic light of the early type companion. They were the
first to be identified as such: the 'classical' X-ray binaries such as
Cen X-3, all belong to this class. The majority of them contains an
X-ray pulsar. The possible registration of radial velocity curves for
both components (shifted absorption lines in the optical and shifted
pulsar arrival times in the X-ray) often allows one to obtain orbital
parameters. In most cases the companion star approximately fills its
critical potential, the Roche lobe (see Figure 2 for the model). For
reviews on the massive X-ray systems see Bahcall (1978a,1978b) and
Rappaport and Joss (1981).
The low mass X-ray binaries are more difficult to study. The
optical light is weak (B~18 magn) and often dominated by reprocessed
X-ray radiation (either near the secondary or in the accretion disc
itself). In most cases the absorption-line spectrum of the optical
companion cannot be observed, consequently the spectral class and
radial velocity curve cannot be measured. The X-ray sources do not
pulse (with one exception: 1627-673). Most sources exhibit X-ray
bursts (see section 1.3.2). Only recently one found evidence for the
binary nature of these sources: a 50 min periodicity in absorption
dips was discovered for the source 4U1915-05 (Walter et al., 1982;
White et al. 1982).
Accretion disc models are moderately successful in explaining
some of the observed properties of high luminosity galactic X-ray
sources. The accretion disc model is due to Shakura and Sunyaev (1973)
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Fig.l. Distribution of the ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity for
binary systems containing oompaot objects. Figure from review of
Bradt and MoClintock, 1983.
and Pringle and Rees (1972). Most of the present models are along the
lines of this original model (see reviews by Pringle, 1982, and
Verbunt, 1982). The models are based on the following assumptions:
(1) stationary radial flow of matter in the disc
(2) Keplerian motion of this matter and a radial motion caused by the
outward transport of angular momentum due to viscosity
(3) the viscous stress is taken as a constant fraction
of the
pressure. These discs are often referred to as a-discs
(4) all energy dissipated by the viscosity is radiated away
(5) pressure
perpendicular to
the disc
is balanced
by the
gravitational force component in that direction.
Given that our ignorance with respect to accretion discs is hided in
the viscosity parameter alpha, most of the other problems refer to the
boundaries of the disc: (1) the inner boundary, with its complicated
interaction between disc and the (magnetized) central object, (2) the
outer boundary, where most of the reprocessed X-rays comes from and
where the azimuthal symmetry breaks down at the spot where the
accretion flow of the secondary hits the disc, and (3) the bottom and
top sides of the disc, where possibly accretion disc coronae may play
an important role in determining the actual shape of the observed
X-ray spectrum (White and Holt, 1982).
Our observations relate to these boundary problems.
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THE SOFT X-RAY COMPONENT OF HERCULES X-l
The binary X-ray source Her X-l has an optical companion of ~2 M© and
falls in between the low mass and massive systems. It is an X-ray
pulsar (P"1.24 s) and shows total eclipses and optical pulsations (see
summary in Bahcall, 1978b).
Her X-l possesses a soft X-ray component in the energy range
0.1-1 keV (Shulman et al., 1975; Catura et al. 197S; Heise et al.
1976,
Chapter II, this thesis). The luminosity in this range is
comparable to that of the X-radiation observed in the 1-60 keV range.
The existence of a strong soft X-ray component was suggested some time
ago by Avni et al. (1973) and Pringle (1973) based on the inferred
continuous heating of the secondary HZ Her, which shows on the side
facing the X-ray source a F spectral type, as compared to the G
spectrum on the opposite side. McCray and Lamb (1976) considered an
highly idealized model of an opaque shell of matter around Her X-l
which intercepts part of the hard X-rays emanating from the neutron
star surface and reradiated the absorbed luminosity as soft X-rays.
The shell is formed at a distance where the centrifugal and magnetic
field impede the gravitational infall of the gass. Assume that the
accreting matter is flowing inward with radial velocity
I*

I LIGHT-SEC

(1)

!30 LIGHT-SEC

~O.IM

MASSIVE
(0900-403)

LOW-MASS
(1627-673)

Fig. 2. Models for the low mass and massive high luminosity X-ray binaries. Mass transfer takes place through the inner Lagrangian
point of a Roche lobe filling component. Figure from review of
Bradt and McClintock, 1983.
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toward a neutron star of mass M, until it is deflected by the stellar
magnetic field. There a thin hydrostatically supported shell will
form. This occurs at a radius R^ where the magnetic field pressure
B 2 /8TT of the stellar dipole field balances the rampressure of the
infalling gas, pv r 2, plus the weight per unit area of a gass shell of
surface density
M
s
where M s is the mass of the shell, fls its solid angle. The radius
RA then can be given by
3
GMa
B
R
s
1
n
pV 2
+
(3)
8ir
R
A
The mass of the shell is related to the accretion rate M according to
M s « Mt<j where t^ is a characteristic time for matter to drop on the
neutron star surface, ft can be determined from the total luminosity:

r<V 7 T

(4)
*n
where R n is the neutron star mass. McCray and Lamb (1976) now
construct models subject to the constraint that the shell must absorb
hard X-rays and reradiate them with the observed soft X-ray luminosity
at the' observed temperature.
We observed Her X-l with the Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS)
on board the EINSTEIN observatory. The purpose was to determine a high
resolution (~1 Angstrom) soft X-ray spectrum between 8 and 100
Angstrom in an attempt to resolve possible spectral line features and
absorption edges associated with the soft source (Helse et al.,1982,
Chapter II, this thesis). We found a clear and sharp separation at 0.6
keV between the soft and hard X-ray component. The spectrum shows a
featureless continuum, indicating a source of high optical depth. The
black body temperature varies in the range from 0.07 to 0.1 keV, which
falls in between the possible extremes as proposed by McCray and Lamb
(1976).
Becker et al. (1977) find the iron K-edge in absorption during
anomolous intensity dips, attributed
to absorption by material
streaming between the
primary star and the
compact companion
(Giacconi, 1973). Other signatures of iron line in the X-ray spectrum
near the K-iron line have been observed in Her X-l (Pravdo, et al.
1977) and are interpreted as line fluorescence from the shell of
matter surrounding the neutron star.
CYGNUS X-l, THE BLACK HOLE CANDIDATE
Cyg X-l is one of the few X-ray sources with a hard power law X-ray
spectrum extending beyond several hundred keV, possibly > 1 MeV (Nolan
et al. 1981). Cyg X-l also distinguishes itself by its conspicuous
time variability in the X-ray range over a wide range of time scales.
In particular there is evidence for sub-millisecond bursts (Giles,
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1981). A review of the status up to 1977 is given by Oda (1977).
The optical identification (HDE 226868) of Cyg X-l in 19/2
followed after a major decrease of X-ray emission by almost an order
of magnitude (in 2-6 keV), which was associated with a sudden
appearance of a radio source (Tananbaum et al., 1972). There exists a
bimodel state of the X-ray emission of Cyg X-l, called the 'high
state' and the 'low state'. In May 1975 we observed Cyg X-l with ANS
(Heise et al. 1975, Chapter II, this thesis) and concluded that the
X-ray emission was back to the high state. The All Sky Monitor aboard
Ariel-V registered the X-ray intensity throughout 1975 (Figure 3) and
found two such transitions. From 1976 until early 1980 Cyg X-l has
been X-ray-quiet, according to the fairly continuous record from the
All Sky Monitor (Kaluzienski, 1980). After the loss of Ariel-V in
March 1980, the Japanese Hakucho satellite has carried on the
monitoring intermittently, öda (i980) reported detection of a new high
state event, lasting roughly throughout June 1980. The interval
between the high states seems to be approximately 5 years, based on
three cases. The description of a bimodel behaviour of Cyg X-l may be
an oversimplification. The existence of high and low states is not
well understood. Thorne and Price (1975) modified the accretion disc
model and considered two source regions: an optically thin (physically
thick) and hot inner region emitting Comptonized hard X-ray photons
and an optically thick (physically thin) outer region emitting thermal

JD2 442 000+
Hg.3. Daily average intensity of Cyg X-l as measured by the All Sky
Monitor during 1975 (Holt et al. 1975). Soon after the April/May
transition Cyg X-l underwent another transition in November
1975.
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soft X-ray photons (see Figure 4 ) . The size of the hot region swells
when an instability (Lightman and Eardley, 1974) sets in, critically
determined by the accretion rate. When this instability is operative
(large accretion rate) the hard X-rays are increased and soft X-rays
are suppressed (low state). At low accretion rate the situation is
reversed (high state). The Lightman-Eardley instability is derived
under the assumption that the viscosity stress scales with the total
(gas + radiative) pressure. In the inner region where the radiation
pressure dominates, an increase in density and gas pressure is not
accompanied by an increase in viscosity and the disc blows up. It can
be questioned if this instability is indeed physical, since it does
not seem likely that the viscosity should scale with the radiative
pressure in the inner regions. Shapiro et al. (1976) constructed a
detailed model, which we will refer to as the 'standard accretion disc
model for Cyg X-l'.
In the low state in November 1974 we observed with ANS intensity
dips in the spectrum of Cyg X-l, which occurred preferentially near
superior conjunction, when the 0 star is in between the X-ray source
and the Earth (summarized in Heise and Brinkman, 1976.Chapter II, this
thesis). We found spectral changes associated with the intensity dips
and emphasized that they could be interpreted either by an increase in
absorbing intervening matter (absorption dips) or by a change in the
spectral slope. We preferred the spectral slope interpretation. Other
X-ray observers have reported a similar behaviour, but interpreted the
intensity dips as an absorption phenomena (Li et al., 1974; Mason et
al., 1974; Holt et al. 1979). More recently Pravdo et al. (1980)
observed some of these intensity dips with high spectral resolution
with the Solid State Spectrometer on board the EINSTEIN observatory.
They also found intensity dips in which the power-law index varies
inversely with the intensity; i.e. the lower the intensity, the
flatter the spectrum becomes. Pravdo et al. (1980) interpret the
intensity dips as caused by a blob of additional material, which is
found between the X-ray source and the observer. The occurrence of
many dips near superior conjunction
suggests that material is
injected, or prominences are formed on the accretion disc, along the
line connecting the binary companions. These authors place limits on
the temperature of the intervening blob. Temperat"res below 10^ K are
ruled out, since photo-electric absorption by cool material cannot
describe the dip spectra below 2 keV. They conclude to a temperature
of 5x107 K of the blob.
In the standard model (Shapiro et al. , 1976) soft X-rays (~0.1
keV) are copiously generated within the Cyg X-l accretion disc. The
soft photons are then Compton scattered into hard X-rays by hotter
electrons (kTe~ 50 keV) in the gas surrounding the disc. Liang and
Price (1977) and Bisnovatyin-Kogan and Blinnikov (1977) also reconcile
the hard X-ray spectrum of Cyg X-l by Compton scattering of a central
soft X-ray source in a 10' K accretion disc corona. We tried to
observe (Heise et al. 1975,Chapter II, this thesis) this soft X-ray
component. We could show that our spectrum is consistent with the
predictions based on the standard accretion disc model, but where
unable to demonstrate that the data actually demand this model. This
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Fig.4. A model for the X-ray emitting aaoretion diso for Cyg X-l as proposed by Thome and Prioe (1975). A very hot optically thin region Compton scatters soft X-ray photons into the hard X-ray
range. High and low states are determined by the size of the optically thin region.
difficulty is caused by the sever interstellar absorption that makes
observations of the soft X-ray component very difficult. Pravdo et al.
(1980) also find some improvements in the spectral fits of Cyg X-l, by
including a soft X-ray component. While these observations thus
support the existence of such a component, the intensity is poorly
determined. It could be ~100 times more than the model requires.
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1.3.1

1.

X-RAY BURST SOURCES (*)

HISTORICAL REMARKS

The discovery of X-ray bursters (Grindlay and Heise,1975; Grindlay et
al. 1976) with the ANS satellite has had a great impact on the theory
and further observations of galactic
X-ray sources. It almost
immediately made X-ray astronomers change the observational program of
X-ray satellites operative at the time (such as SAS-3) and stimulated
others to reinspect the existing data. The study of bursts is the main
objective of the Japanese satellite Hakucho, which is at present the
only wide field survey type of X-ray observatory still in orbit. From
the flood of new observations on X-ray bursters we now know that we
see the direct X-ray emission from the surface of a neutron star. This
allows us, at least in principle, to determine such important
fundamental physical parameters as the mass and radius of neutron
stars.
The discovery of X-ray bursters was a natural consequence of the
technical properties of the ANS satellite. With its three axis
stabilized orientation capabilities, the instruments were continuously
pointed at the source, in contrast to the way of operation of most
other satellites at that time. Thus a phenomenon lasting only for a
few seconds every so many hours could be detected. Belian et al.
(1976) also found short duration transients, but were unable to
determine (with the spinning Vela-5 satellite) the associated X-ray
source and the rise and decay times of these phenomena.
In a way one could say that bursters were discovered for the
'wrong reason'. We studied the X-ray source 3U1820-30 in the globular
cluster NGC 6624 with the expectation that this source was of a
completely different nature than the other high luminosity galactic
X-ray sources. In September 1975 John and Neta Bahcall were visiting
the Space Research Laboratory in Utrecht and showed interest in our
results on X-ray sources in globular clusters, in particular the
source 3U1820-30 in NGC 6624. Bahcall and Ostriker (1975) and Silk and
Arons (1975) had suggested that these globular X-ray sources might
result from accretion onto a massive black hole, which was formed by
the collapse of the cluster core. I showed the Bahcalls our data on
3U1820-30 taken in March 1975. It was a bright, and at that time a

(*) Text is based on my review talk held at a colloquium on FLARING
ASTROFHYSICAL PLAiMAS,
in Utrecht,The Netherlands,
on November
2-3,1981.
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rather steady X-ray source, showing no other "finger prints" than a
relatively small amount of interstellar absorption as compared with
some other strong galactic X-ray sources. They pointed out that this
just might be the discriminating evidence between binary X-ray sources
and globular cluster sources. In binary X-ray sources the absorption
cutoff is partly circumstellar and variable, being due to material
flown off the stellar component. In the massive black hole hypothesis,
the larger effective area for accretion (proportional to the mass of
the hole) allows for a small accretion rate from intercluster gas to
explain the observed
luminosity. With a small
accretion rate
circumstellar absorption would be absent and the measured absorption
cutoff would be pure interstellar and hence constant. They urged me to
reobserve the source and to try to detect possible variability in the
cutoff in order to prove/disprove this characteristic. It was three
weeks before the next visibility period (end of september
1975), a
period for which the observational program was already scheduled. The
excitement on the possible existence of a massive black hole, however,
made me change the observation schedule. I exchanged observation time
with the UV experimenters on ANS and rescheduled the source for as
long as it was visible (approx. 4 days). In November 1975 Josh
Grindlay found the first burst in the quick look data. I soon found a
second one. The raw data (countrates integrated over 16 sec),
available a few months after the observation as standard procedure for

3U 1820-30
sept 28,1975
1-7 keV

9*49m20s

20s

Fig.1. One of the two discovery bursts in the X-ray
situated in the globular cluster NGC 6624.
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source

3U1820-30

every source, clearly showed the important features of the burst.
Figure 1 shows the burst in high time resolution mode (125 ms).
Grindlay and I were used to compare the results of the Cambridge HXX
X-ray detector and the Utrecht SXX X-ray detector in case of 'flaring
behaviour' since our collaboration on flare star observations. We
realized the unusual characteristics of this phenomenon and went into
great detail in trying to prove beyond doubt that the burst was
actually of celestial origin and not induced by magnetospheric
effects. Crucial evidence for a celestial origin came from the
comparison of the two physically completely different detectors, the
Cambridge HXX and the Utrecht SXX. They were known to respond
differently to particle environments. Also the fact that two similar
bursts were detected added to the credibility of a celestial origin.
Before this discovery Babushkina et al (1975) had observed hard X-ray
bursts with the Soviet satellite Kosmos 428 (of which we were not
aware at that time) with similar characteristics. However, they turned
out to be all of magnetospheric origin (Lewin and Joss, 1977).
A few weeks after the discovery of the bursts the operations of
the ANS satellite were stopped,
although the instruments were
performing perfectly and the erroneous eccentric orbit had decayed to
better background environment. SAS-3 and other satellites continued
observations on bursters and increased
the number of bursters
dramatically, most notably with Lewin*s discovery of the so called
rapid burster (Lewin et al.,1976) MXB1730-335. SAS-3 confirmed the
bursts in NGC 6624 (Clark et al.1976), and found also a spectral
hardening during the bursts. They confirmed the conjecture by Grindlay
et al. (1976) that the occurrence of bursts relates to the steady
emission of the source, in particular that no bursts were seen above a
certain intensity level of the steady source. Spectral hardening as a
function of time during the burst, however, turns out not to be a
general characteristic of bursters. Most bursts instead show a
spectral softening (see next sections). The hardening is possibly due
to Compton reverberations in a hot thin plasma around the source.
(Grindlay and Gursky, 1976; Canizares, 1976).
In a renewed start of ANS operations for the limited period of
six weeks in March and April 1976 we observed the rapid burster also
(Heise et al.,1976,Chapter III, this thesis). We catched the source in
what is now known as a Mode II burst pattern (see next section) where
the bursts are of similar energy and occur with almost equal
intervals. We were able to locate the source within a smaller error
box, thereby confirming the identification by Liller (1976,1977) with
a highly reddened previously unknown compact globular cluster (Liller
1) observed in the infrared.
We also searched for X-ray emission from a large number of
globular clusters (Grindlay et al., 1976, Chapter III, this thesis).
We obtained upper limits to the X-ray emission of 16 globular clusters
that were a factor 2 to 10 smaller than obtained in previous attempts
to detect X-rays. Among these were globular clusters previously
observed in X-rays (such as NGC 1851 and 6770), showing the high
variability of these sources. We located the position of the X-ray
source in NGC 6712 to an (one dimensional) accuracy of 1 arcmln and
-33-

demonstrated that this source was likely not to be in the center of
the globular cluster. We suggested that the completely different
appearance of the rather diffuse cluster NGC 6712 (as opposed to the
highly condensed other X-ray globular clusters) might indicate that
NGC 6712 has been partially disrupted and was formerly of high central
density (the formation of binaries and other compact objects require
this condition). The X-ray~ source in NGC 6624 at the time of the
renewed ANS observations was in a high state and did not show bursts.
Two opposing points of view on the origin of the bursts
characterize the early literature on the subject: the hypothesis of an
exotic object (massive black hole) in the center of a globular cluster
versus the origin on neutron stars in narrow binary systems. The
discovery of bursters outside globular clusters at first seemed to
support the second point of view. However many new hitherto unknown
and obscured globular clusters were found at the position of X-ray
bursters and there was always the possibility of massive black holes
left over after complete disruption of globular clusters (Grindlay et
al.,1976,Chapter III, this thesis). The evidence went increasingly in
favor of the
binary star model, both
from observational and
theoretical arguments and these have now definitely excluded the
massive black hole hypothesis. The energy ratio involved in steady

-f 0-20s
+40-70S
+ 150-440S
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Fig.2. Incident spectra of a long burst taken with 0S0-8 for the initial pulse3 the hardest interval and the tail of the decay. Solid curves show the best black body fit. This figure, taken from
Swank et al. (197?) shows the black body cooling.
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X-ray emission and in the time averaged burst luminosity conformed
with the idea of nuclear burning as the source of the burst energy
versus accretion as the source of energy for the steady emission.
Crucial were the results of Swank et al. (1977) with HEAO-1. They
found that a black body spectrum was the best fit to the observed
X-ray spectrum of a long X-ray burst (see Figure 2). The emitting area
was
the
size of a neutron star. Moreover, during the burst the
temperature decreased whereas the size of the emitting area stayed
constant ('black body cooling'). The development of the theory of
unstable nuclear burning of material accreted on the surface of a
neutron star could potentially explain many features of the bursts.
The position of the X-ray sources within globular clusters as
determined with the EINSTEIN observatory (Grindlay, 1980) indicates
masses of order 1 to 5 solar masses, rather than the expected > 100
solar masses for massive black holes. Recently, direct evidence for
the binary nature of burst sources has been found (see next section).

2.

OBSERVATIONS OF X-RAY BURSTS

The X-ray burst observations are frequently and thoroughly reviewed.
See e.g. Lewin and Clark (1980), Lewin and Joss (1981,1982). Here I
will only briefly introduce some observed properties and Indicate the
recent development.
X-ray bursts are seen in galactic bulge sources. These are bright
(> 10^4 e r g s -l) x-ray sources with faint (Mv around 2) optical
counterparts, in contrast to the luminous massive X-ray binary systems
(Mv around -6). Their spectra ara softer than in the massive binary
systems and show no pulsations (pulsars don't burst and bursters don't
pulse). The spatial distribution is concentrated toward the galactic
center (although it has a wider distribution than what is strictly
called the galactic bulge). About ten are seen in globular clusters
(of which 7 are seen to burst).
The major development since the last review (Lewin and Joss,1981)
is the actual discovery of the
binary nature of the burster
4U1915-05/MXB1916-05, independently by Walter and by White and Swank
(Walter,White and Swank, 1981; Walter et al.,1982; White et al.,
1982). The source shows periodic absorption dips with a period of ~ 50
min which remains stable over many years, thus allowing it to be
interpreted as caused by binary motion. Assuming that the secondary
fills its Roche lobe, White and Swank (1981) derive a mass for the
secondary of 0.009 MQ or 0.04 M Q for a helium and hydrogen (X-0.75)
degenerate dwarf, respectively. A zero age main sequence hydrogen star
does not give a valid solution above the minimum mass of 0.085 M Q for
hydrogen burning. A solution with a zero age main sequence helium star
would imply that the star is visible as a 14 magnitude blue star,
which is not the case. Other indications, such as 4 hour modulations
in V801 Area - 4U1636-53 (van Paradijs,1981) and in V926 Sco MXB1735-44 (McClintock, 1981), also show that most likely all galactic
bulge X-ray sources are in very low mass close binary systems.
There are two types of bursts observed (as distinguished first by
-35-

Hoffman et al.,1978). Type I bursts (the majority of the now known 30
bursters) have burst intervals in the order of hours to days (and
possibly longer) and show a softening during the decay of the burst
consistent with black body cooling. Type II bursts (only seen in the
rapid burster MXB1730-335) have burst intervals of seconds to minutes
and show no distinct softening during the burst decay. The rapid
burster MXB1730-335 also shows type I bursts.
Type I bursts have a rise time of order 1 sec,a decay time from
3-60 sec and a tail from 10-1000 s. The total energy release is of
order 10^9 erg and the peak luminosity is of order 10*8 erg s"1, which
is on average a "standard candle" (van Paradijs, 1978). Burst
intervals range from hours to days, but could occasionally be as short
as minutes (as in MXB1743-28 ,Lewin et al., 1976, and 4U1608-52, as
observed with Hakucho by Murakami et al., 1980). Most features of type
I bursts, such as rise time, duration, and burst intervals, can be
very well explained with the models for unstable nuclear burning. Some
bursts, however, show a multiple peak structure. The peak luminosity
can in some cases exceed the Eddington limit for a one solar mass
object by an order of magnitude. These last two properties are
difficult to account for in the nuclear flash models (see below).
The type II bursts in the rapid burster MXB 1730-335 discovered
by Lewin et al. (1976) (see Figure 3) show a recurrence time which is
two orders of magnitude shorter than that of type I bursts. The
average power in type II bursts has led Joss (1977) and others to
assume that these bursts are powered by accretion and are the analog
of the steady X-ray emission in other burst sources. Possibly the
bursting behaviour in type II bursts arise from instabilities in the
magnetosphere, thereby modulating the accretion flow (see e.g. Lamb et
al., 1977, and earlier references, Neugebauer et al., 1978; Apparao et
al., 1980, and Horiuchi et al., 1980). The type II bursts show a clear
correlation between the waiting time to the next burst and the energy
of the burst. (From obvious deviations of this one can identify also
the occurrence of type I bursts). This suggest a mechanism in which
energy (accreted material In the ma^netosphere?) is stored up to some
critical point and of which then a certain (variable) amount is
released.
The type II bursts in the r&pid burster come in two bursting
modes (Marshall et al., 1979). In mode I the burst energy varies over
a large factor, with preference around 2x10^8 and 4x10-" erg s~*. In
mode II the spread in energy in the bursts is much smaller and peaks
around 10^9 e r g s"*l. In the ANS observations of the rapid burster
(Heise et al., 1976, Chapter III, this thesis) we apparently caught
the source in mode II, since bursts were of almost equal amplitude and
with almost regular intervals.
For a complete review of the X-ray bursters I refer to Lewin and
Joss (1981).

3.

THE NUCLEAR FLASH MODEL FOR TYPE I BURSTERS

X-ray bursts were predicted prior to
-36-

discovery by Hansen and van Horn

MXB-1730-335

SAS-3

Sept-Oct., 1977

13

200
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Fig.3. Observations of the rapid burster made with SAS-3, showing the
'waiting time-burstsize ' relation and the occurrence of type I
bursts that do not fit this relation. (Hoffman et at. 1978).
(1975). In this important first study of steady state burning in the
surface layers of accreting neutron stars, they show that the burning
occurs in thin shells. These shells are unstable for a wide range of
accretion rates and neutron star masses on time scales of hours to
milliseconds, hence including the burster time scales.
Maraschi and Cavaliere (1977) (considering hydrogen burning) and
Woosley and Taam (1976) (considering helium and carbon burning) were
the first to suggest unstable nuclear burning on the surface of
neutron stars as a model for X-ray bursters. Dimensional arguments and
an analysis of the problems were given by Lamb and Lamb (1977,1978).
Detailed numerical studies were performed subsequently by Taam and
Picklum
(1978,1979);
Taam
(1980,1981a,1981b);
Joss
(1977,1978,1979,1981); Joss and Li (1980); Fugimoto, Hanawa and Miyawi
(1981). I first describe (following the dimensional arguments of Lamb
and Lamb, 1977, and analytical approximations by Wallace, Woosley and
Weaver, 1982) the gross features to expect from these models and then
show what the results are and what difficulties are encountered in the
actual numerical calculations.
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a) Structure of accreted layers on a neutron star
Accreted material on a neutron star will release

grav

ÏT

1HU

"

MeV/nucleon

(1)

in the outer-atmosphere. After thermalization this will lead to
surface temperatures of 10^-10^ K which will be radiated efficiently
away as X-rays. Owing to the insensltivity of radiative envelopes to
the precise
form of
the outer
boundary condition,
the hot
outer-atmosphere will have no appreciable effect on the deeper layers
of the star. The material cools, becomes buried under new accreted gas
and reaches higher densities (Figure 4 ) . The equation of mass
conservation and the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium can be
written as
dP _
dM "

GM»
, „ 4

(2)

constant

where p is the gas pressure,M* and R* are the neutron star mass and
radius: Since one is only interested in the outermost layers (20 m
down from the photosphere) one can take the mass and the radius as a
constant. Eq. (2) can be integrated to give
ACCRETION

HYDROGEN-RICH
LAYER

PHOTOSPHERE:
p~\ g cm"'

HYDROGEN-BURNING
SHELL:/9~IO 5 * 6 gem"3
CARBON-RICH
LAYER (?)

HELIUM -BURNING
SHELL :,O~IO 6 " 8 gem"3
- BURNING
SHELL (?):/0~l0 9 "'° gem"3

CENTRAL DENSITY
~IO l 5 g cm"3

Fig. 4. Sketak of the surface layers of an accreting neutron star (from
1979).
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M
P(M) - 3.5 M

14.3km

1.41%,] I R*

dyn cm-2

(3)

Nuclear fusion reactions will release at max .mum 6 MeV/nucleon »
6x10*8 erg g~l. Since the accretion luminosity (eq.l) is of the order
of 100 MeV per nucleon, the nuclear luminosity will only be a few
percent of the accretion luminosity, but may temporarily dominate in
bursts if fuel is stored. The observable factor a is defined as the
ratio of the steady luminosity to the time averaged burst luminosity.
The fact that a ~100 for most burst sources was one of the first
indications for the nuclear flash theory for bursters.
The nuclear energy stored in the burried material will increase
linear with time for a constant accretion rate. However, even near
zero temperatures picnonuclear reactions and electron capture will
cause the material to fuse eventually to the iron peak elements. This
will limit the total amount of stored nuclear energy. With the given
picnonuclear reaction rates one is able to estimate absolute upper
limits to the stored energy.
Picnonuclear reaction rates are a very steep function of the
density. The reaction rates are proportional to exp(-c/p Ub) where c
is a constant. Therefore above a certain maximum density a given
element is entirely transmuted, independent of the mass accretion
rate. Hydrogen is transmuted by picnonuclear reactions above p m a x (H)
"10? g cm"3 (electron capture), helium is transmuted above p niax(He)
«109 g cm~*3 (triple alpha) and carbon and oxygen are transmuted above
Pmax(c>" 3xl0 10 and
P max (0)« 5xl0 10 g cm"3, respectively (mainly by
electron captures). Figure 5a, taken from Lamb and Lamb (1977), gives
the mass of the shell above the maximum densities for hydrogen, helium
and carbon, as derived from eq. (3) together with the equation of
state. The uncertainties caused by the unknown exact mass-radius
relation for neutron stars is indicated as hatched areas. Multiplying
the mass of these shells by the available maximum nuclear energy for
resp. H, He and C gives the maximum amount of stored energy in the
form of nuclear energy in H, He and C-shells on the surface of neutron
stars (Figure 5b). Snialler neutron star masses allow for thicker
layers and hence for more available nuclear energy. At low core
temperatures this fuel is not ignited and no bursts are expected.
At higher core temperatures the
material enters into the
thermonuclear regime, before the picnonuclear reactions can take
place. This will occur when the temperature is sufficient to overcome
the coulomb barrier around the nucleus. This temperature, the Debye
temperature for the nucleus (Salpeter and Van Horn, 1969) is given by
T

=1

thresh -

23xI

,8 ,ve,-2

°

(•

<•)

JO9 g/cm3
where u. »A/Z. One can define a minimum temperature that is needed to
start tfiermonuclear reactions at the above mentioned densities. At
higher temperatures thermonuclear reactions can take place already at
lower densities and hence the H,He and C layers will be higher up in
the neutron star and contain less mass and less stored fuel. At very
high temperatures the accreted material will burn continuously as it
is deposited on the star and no fuel storage will take place, hence no
-39-

Pig,5. (a) The envelope mass exterior to the densities 10 3 10 and
2x10 g cm~°t as a function of neutron star mass, (b) The maximum nuclear energy stored in the layers indicated in 5a for cold
neutron stars, (a) Similar as 5bt but for neutron stars hot
enough for thermonuclear runaway to occur. The hatched area's
indicate the uncertainty due to the unknown neutron star equation of state. (Fig, adopted from Lamb and Lambt 1977)..
bursts can be expected. It is therefore of critical importance to know
the temperature structure in the shell* The following considerations
lead to a good estimate*
Hydrogen burning is likely to be stable (see next section). In &
steady state hydrogen burns at the same rate as material accretes, and
the nuclear luminosity then is just

qfl fi erg s"1

(5)

where qjj is the energy released from H burning (qn/X»6.8xlO18 erg s"1,
where X is the hydrogen fraction). For X-0.7 this amounts to

L - 2.66X1034 f

Q*

] erg s"1

(6)

At the temperatures of interest, H burns primarily through the CNO
cycle, and therefore depends on the metal abundance Z. The energy
generation rate then is (Wallace and Woosley, 1981):
5.861xJ015 Z

1
erg s"
s '

where $ stands for '$ -limited' CNO cycle. M
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(7)
is the mass of the

hydrogen burning shell. Combining (7) with (5) we obtain:

Assuming that H-burning Is the only energy source in the neutron star
we can calculate the temperature at the base of the hydrogen burning
and this is then the same as the temperature below that layer.
Combining the stellar structure equations for the temperature
gradient (radiative transport) and
mass conservation gives the
temperature in LaGrangian (mass) coordinates:
dT 4 _

3ic(r)L(r)

dM~ "

"Tl

I

(Q,

W

1 6TT ac r
If we approximate L(r) as a constant throughout the shell and again
take r as the constant R*, we can integrate eq. (7) from the surface
M»0, 1>TO down through an envelope of mass M to obtain
T 4 -T Q 4 = 3*\*
(10)
4 M
16n ac R*
where K is
the mass averaged
opacity, dominated
by electron
scattering. Using the nuclear luminosity, eq. 5, of a hydrogen mass
according to eq. 8, we obtain the temperature TJJ at the base of the
hydrogen burning layer

This illustrates that the metallicity Z of the accreted material is an
important parameter. At high accretion rate M, the temperature is high
and the onset of thermonuclear reactions will already begin high up in
the neutron star, where the density is low and the total amount of
stored energy thus is modest. At very low accretion rates one has the
inverse situation and the stored energy (limited by picnonuclear
reactions) is maximally that given in Figure 5b. How much of this can
actually be released in a nuclear flash? For an instability to occur,
it is necessary that thermonuclear, rather than picnonuclear reactions
take place. Lamb and Lamb (1977) use characteristic densities and
temperatures for thermonuclear burning as found by Hansen and Van Horn
(1975) in numerical computations, and arrive at Figure 5c.
We will consider in the next section how the stored nuclear fuel
actually can be released in a flash.
b) The thin-shell instability
In thin shells with nuclear burning it is known from stellar
evolution computations,
that instabilities
arise ('thin
shell
instability', Schwarzschild and Harm, 1967). If the time scale of
increase of thermal energy in a shell due to nuclear burning is
smaller than the time scale of the cooling of the shell by radiative
diffusion, a thermonuclear runaway will occur. We can estimate these
time scales by
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T - S

(12)

where R Is the gas constant and e the heating, resp. cooling energy
rate in erg s""lg~l.
The cooling rate S R " dL/dM by thermal diffusion can be defined
from the temperature gradient equation (9) as
e

R

- ^ T

4

(pH p )" 2 erg g"1 s"1

(13)

where H p is the pressure scale height given by

The heating rate for triple alpha reactions as given by e.g. Cox
and Giuli"(Stellar Structure, eq. 17.341 and 17.342) is:
e 3 o = 3.46x]0 n p 2 Y 3 f 3 a
where f is a screening factor given by

3
8

f 3 o « exp(2.4xlO~3p4/Tg/2)

erg g"1 s~J

(15)

(16)

For a thermal instability to develop in non-degenerate matter it
remains to be shewn that in thin shells no hydrostatic readjustment
will cause sufficient adiabatic cooling, such as is the case if we
consider a non-degenerate star as a whole (see Schwarzschild and Harm,
1967, for full details).
One obtains the criterion for nuclear runaway by equating (13)
and (IS). The result is plotted in the (p,T)-plane by Wallace and
Woosley (1982) and can be roughly given as the dividing line
log p - J0.4-|y T g

(17)

for 6<log p <10 and pure He layers.
The runaway time scale (eq. 12) for marginal instability is very
sensitive to the density, ranging from milliseconds to hundreds of
seconds.
c) Flash models
If the time scale for nuclear runaway is larger than the dynamical
time scale In neutron stars (which is in the millisecond range), a
hydrostatic treatment
of the problem will be a good first
approximation. The total nuclear energy release is always smaller than
the gravitational energy of the burning material and hence the outer
envelope of the star will only expand to radii much smaller than the
stellar radius. (However, it is energetically possible that a small
fraction of the envelope carrying most of the energy can be blown
away). Under these conditions the luminosity in a burst is not
expected to be greater than the Eddington luminosity appropriate for
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the neutron star mass M. I will come back to this point later.
There art five important parameters that determine the occurrence
and development of the shell instability and the appearance of a
burst. These are: the mass M and radius R of a neutron star (in
principle coupled through the structure equations, but there is still
ambiguity about the equation of state), the accretion rate M , the
metallicity Z and the core temperature T c . The last three parameters
M ,Z and T c are coupled in a steady state accretion situation. Some of
the released nuclear energy will heat the interior and this will
establish an equilibrium core temperature. The time scale for reaching
this equilibrium is determined by the total heat capacity of the
neutron star divided by the fraction of the nuclear energy flow into
the interior and is typically of the order of 1000 years. Hence the
core temperature is determined by the accretion rate averaged over the
last 1000 years.
It is clear from these considerations that a full understanding
of the dynamic development of the thin shell instability can only be
obtained through numerical computations. The important things to know
are: what fraction of the fuel is actually consumed in a flash , what
fraction will be used for heating the stellar interior, how will the
temperature structure be influenced by the flashes, where will
convection take place and for how long, etc. In the Joss (1977) models
hydrogen burning is neglected, spherical symmetry assumed, no magnetic
fields are taken into account, M and R are fixed and H and T c are
taken as free parameters. The results conform remarkably well with the
gross features of the observations and can be summarized as follows:
i) the helium flash consumes all energy and synthesizes all elements
to the Fe peak elements. Hence no carbon flashes are expected,
ii) Most of the nuclear energy released in a flash is transported to
the surface, rather than the interior. The diffusion time to the
surface is ~ 0.1 s and hence the rise time of the bursts reflects the
thermonuclear instability time scale, which turns out to be ~ 1 s for
the chosen temperature and accretion rate. As we have seen above,
however, this scale can range from milliseconds to hundreds of seconds
for other choices.
iii) The black body surface temperatures and the black body cooling
time (of order 10 s) correspond to what is observed in many X-ray
bursts (although there are exceptions).
iv) The recurrence time between flashes is just the amount of time
required for the helium rich layer to reach the critical temperature
for thermonuclear ignition and hence is related to the accretion rate
and thus to the steady X-ray luminosity. This corresponds to what is
observed in
a large number
of bursters (although
there are
exceptions).
v) At high accretion rates and very low accretion rates steady burning
will take place and no flashes are observed. This corresponds e.g. to
what is already observed in the first ANS observations: when 3U1820-30
(in NGC 6624) was in a high luminosity state no bursts were detected.
The hydrogen burning neglected by Joss (1977) poses problems
which are addressed to by Taam and Picklum (1979) and Taam (1980). The
temperature at the hydrogen layers is in excess of 10# K and the
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hydrogen will primarily burn via the CNO cycle rather than the p-p
chain. The typical reaction rates here are determined by the slow weak
interactions (positron decay of N-13, 0-15 and F-17) which are
typically ^ 100 s, much longer than the runaway time of 1 s. The
hydrogen burning in equilibrium will then be incomplete and generate
only a fraction of the maximum available energy and might not be
thermally unstable. The hydrogen is pushed toward higher densities. At
accretion rates en excess of 10l6 g s~* the H-shell may overlap the
He-shell (Taam and Picklum, 1979; Taam ,1980). The helium burning
there, however, produces carbon by proton captures on 0 and N and will
enhance the H burning. As a result, the heating of the H burning in
the He shell might be so important that it is this energy source,
rather than the core temperature, that determines the overall
temperature structure and thus the onset of the instability.
Ayasli and Joss (1982) carried out a new series of models taking
into account general relativistic corrections to the stellar structure
and extending the reaction network to include also hydrogen and
elements up to A"56. The results now depend on the metal abundance Z
of the accreted material. At Z-10™2 all fuel will be transmuted in
each flash. At Z-10"3, as is typical for population II stars, half of
the hydrogen is left unburned. Residual positron decay of Ni-56 and
Co-56 releases heat that is important for the temperature structure.
Both effects will influence the onset of the next flash. Possibly
these effects could explain the irregular and short recurrence
intervals as are observed in some bursters.

CONCLUSION
Thermonuclear flash models explain most of the features observed in
X-ray bursts. They leave enough room to possibly explain in the future
some of the as yet remaining obstacles. Deviation from spherical
symmetry e.g. (different detonation times at different parts of the
surface) might be able to explain the multiple peak structure seen in
some bursts. Storage of fuel, the complexities of the hydrogen burning
layer and the influence thereof on the thermal structure in
combination with deviations of spherical symmetry, might explain why
in some cases bursts are seen within a relatively short interval of a
few tens of minutes. The effect of the magnetic
field is
insufficiently known. It will funnel the accretion onto part of the
neutron star surface, thereby increasing the effective accretion rate
and it will influence the transport of radiation by reducing the
effective opacity. Apparently very high magnetic fields inhibit the
occurrence of bursts, since bursts are not seen in X-ray pulsars.
The occurrence of "Super Eddington" luminosities still poses a
problem. From the observational point of view there are inaccuracies
caused by unknown individual distances to the X-ray sources and
therefore making the actual luminosities uncertain. On the other hand,
strong magnetic fields will reduce the opacity and therefore increase
the theoretical Eddington limit. If super Eddington luminosities are
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actually occurring, this will mean that dynamical effects in the
neutron star atmosphere have to be taken into account. This has not
yet been done in most numerical models. Wallace and Woosley (1982)
actually show that dynamic effects are important for those bursts that
have luminosities close to the Eddlngton limit and that these effects
are artificially suppressed by the models of Joss. These authors warn
that radii of neutron stars measured from black body luminosities and
temperatures during an Eddington limited burst, may not relate to the
equilibrium neutron star radius and thus probably can not be used for
the determination of the mass-radius relation for neutron stars.
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1.3.2

X-RAYS FROM FLARE STARS (*)

1. SOME PROPERTIES OF FLARE STARS
Flare stars of the UV cetl type (also called dM dwarf flare stars) are
fast rotating low luminosity cool stars of spectral type dMe. Their
masses are astrometrically determined ranging from 0.062 M Q (ROSS
614B) to 0.64 M o (YY Gem) with corresponding radii of 0.18 Ro to 0.61
Ro« Their surface gravities are a factor 2 to 5 larger than that of
the Sun. Stars with masses up to 0.2-0.3 M Q are expected to be
completely convective and in the mentioned mass range for flare stars
at least a deep subphotospheric convection zone will exist. Rotation
has been measured to be fast (~100 km/s) as compared to the sun (2
km/s).
There are now approx. 78 flare stars known within a distance of
20 pc of the Sun (see lists of Pettersen, 1976; Kunkel, 1975; and
Gershberg, 1978), hence there must be more than 109 in our galaxy.
Flares are seen in the optical continuum with a brightness increase
which often exceeds that of the quiescent star. They have amplitudes
ranging from 0.5 to 6 magnitudes in the visible wavelength range and
frequencies of 0.1 to a few per hour. Rise times are of the order of
seconds to tens of seconds and decay times are in the range tens of
minutes up to several hours. Time resolved spectroscopy of stellar
flare events, as observed in the optical and ultraviolet, indicate the
occurrence of large velocities (few hundred km s~*) in the disturbed
atmosphere (Giampapa, 1982). The total energy release ranges from
1032 to 1035 erg^ which is typically much larger (up to 10^ times)
than that of the most energetic solar optical flare (1032 erg). Flare
energy in the U-band as a function of flare frequency is depicted in
Figure 1 (from De Jager, 1981). For comparison the H-alpha flux for
solar flares is given as a function of solar flare frequency. Often no
microwave emission is associated with the optical flare, however low
frequency (< 1 GHz) non-thermal radio emission is often seen to follow
the flare. The properties of these stars are reviewed by Kunkel
(1975), Gurzadyan (1980) (see also in: Rodono and Byrne, 1982).
Many authors have emphasized the similarities between stellar and
solar flares. As early as in 1954, when only 6 flare stars were known,
Svestka (1954) recognized the fact that the light variations on the
flare stars are limited to a small area and behave in this respect as
those of solar flares. Also Schatzman (1967) stressed the analogy
between stellar and solar flares. This is now a generally accepted
(*) Invited review held at the European conference
plasma's in astrophysics",Nice,8-10 nov 1982.
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on "Very hot

point of view for the classical flare stars (see e.g. Mullan, 1977),
in particular because of our increase in knowledge after the detection
of stellar flares in the X-rays. Some dM dwarfs show periodic
variations in optical brightness (of order 0.1 magnitude) known as the
BY Draconis syndrome (Bopp and Espenak, 1977; Hartmann and Rosner,
1979) attributed to the presence of cool star spots on the rotating
star. This would imply a surface fractional area typically as large as
0.1-0.2 to be covered with large magnetic fields (as compared with
~10~3 in the case of large active regions on the Sun) (Vogt, 1982).
Flare activity is seen to vary with time, although no strict
periodicities have been found. There is a tendency for flare activity
to be larger when the rotation is fast (either in young dMe flare
stars or in RS CVn close binaries). Also the activity is larger when
spots are present (Gershberg, 1975). In all stars with convective
envelopes the magnetic field strength is expected to be concentrated
in discrete structures of high field strength (Zwaan, 1977). It is
quite possible that the large flare activity of most dM stars is
directly related to large magnetic fields, generated by the fast
rotating convective envelope ('dynamo mechanisms"). We will return to
this point after discussing quiescent X-ray emission from coronae.
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2.

DISCOVERY OF X-RAYS

The first X-ray emission from flare stars was observed with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) (Heise et al., 1975, Chapter III,
this theses). In a caapaign with coordinated optical and radio
observations about ten flere stars were searched for X-ray emission.
One flare occurred on YZ Canis Hinoris in the soft and medium energy
X-ray band, unfortunately at a time that no optical and radio coverage
was available. The total energy release was 4x1031 erg in the soft
(0.2-0.28 keV) range and 2x1032 i n the medium (1-7 keV) range,
indicating temperatures of the order of a few times 10' K. The
emission measure (see Mewe et al., 1975, Chapter IV, this thesis) was
5x1053 cm~3, a factor of at least 1000 larger than that of a solar
flare. The total duration was only a few minutes. As compared to the
EINSTEIN observations (see below) a few years later, the background is
high and probably we see only the very peak of the flare.
On UV Ceti we had simultaneous X-ray observations during an
optical flare of unprecedentedly large amplitude (U-band increase of
7.5 magnitudes). Although the satellite was in a high background
environment at the time, we detected soft X-ray emission with a total
energy release of 3xl030 erg in the narrow band. The ratio of X-ray to
optical luminosities, both restricted to the measured band width, was
0.03. The total energy release, corrected for the band width, is model
dependent and in particular determined by the temperature and the
assumed spectrum. This correction is, however, necessary as Haisch et
al. (1977) correctly point out,if one wants to compare the luminosity
ratio with expectations. Taking T > 10 7 K and assuming optically thin
bremsstrahlung, the emission measure is 1.2x10^3 C m~3, implying a
total X-ray luminosity of 2x1030 erg/s. The total energy release in
the optical as measured from the U and V observations was estimated,
after application of bolometric corrections (Haisch et al., 1977), to
be 5.6x1031 erg. The ratio of X-ray luminosity Lx to optical L o p t then
is Lx/^opt* 0.06. This is to be compared with upper limits of Lx/LOpt<
10 5 obtained in observations with other satellites.
The successful search for X-rays from flare stars by ANS has
stimulated other coordinated ground-based and satellite observations.
SAS-3 performed two such searches with limited results. The campaign
of Karpen et al. (1977) was aimed at YZ CMi. 31 minor optical flares
(smaller than 3 magnitudes) and 11 radio events were recorded, but no
X-rays were detected. The largest optical flare with X-ray coverage
indicates an upper limit in
0.15-0.8 keV of about 1029 erg/s
corresponding to Lx/LOpt< 0.3 . A second SAS-3 campaign used Prox Cen
as target (Haisch et al. 1978). They recorded 30 optical flares and 12
possible radio bursts, while no X-ray detections were made. In this
case the brightest optical event indicated Lx/Lopt<0.08. Both cases
were consistent with the ANS findings.
Kahn et al. (1979) found two X-ray flares on AT Mic (- Gliese
799AB; dM4.5e + dM4.5e; d-8.2 pc; no optical observations made; no
time profile measured) with HEAO-1 and two questionable ones on AD
Leo. The flare emission fitted a thermal optically thin bremsstrahlung
spectrum of 3x10? K with total emission measure of 10^4 cm'^and with
-50-

an indication of iron line emission. The X-ray luminosity peaked at
1.6x1031 arg/s and the total flare energy release was > 5x1032 e r g .
This very large flare is comparable in energy to the ANS YZ CMi flare.

3. DATE FROM THE EINSTEIN OBSERVATORY
a) Quiescent coronal X-ray emission
Quiescent coronal X-ray emission was for the first time observed from
a dM star Prox Cen with the EINSTEIN observatory (Haisch and Linsky,
1980).
The temperature
was
3.5x10^ K
and luminosity Lx«
1.5x1027 erg/s, which is a fraction of 2.2x10""* of the bolometric
luminosity. By comparison, the Sun has a fraction 1.3xl0~6 of its
total luminosity in X-rays and would have had a ratio of 5xl0"5 if the
entire solar disc were covered with active regions. IUE spectra
(Haisch and Linsky, 1980, for Prox Cen and Carpenter and Wing, 1979,
for YZ CMi) show C I, C II, C IV and N V lines, indicative for a
chromospheric transition layer of temperature 1-2x105 K . other results
from the EINSTEIN observatory have shown that stars in general form a
class of quiescent soft X-ray emitters (Vaiana et al., 1981) with
X-ray luminosities ranging for dM stars from 1 O 2 6 _ I Q 2 9 erg/s and
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ratios of X-ray to optical luminosities from 1O~3-1O"°*7. it appears
that the soft X-ray emission is not uniquely related to the bolometric
luminosity, but that there is a large spread in X-ray emission per
spectral type, indicating that there is an additional determining
parameter. This was anticipated by C.Zwaan who submitted an EINSTEIN
observing proposal (prior to the launch) for studying the X-ray
emission of F,G and K stars as a function of rotation rate (using Call
emission as an indicator) (see Mewe and Zwaan,1980). Early hints that
rotation indeed plays a significant role came from observations of
(among others) YY Gem (dMle+dMle) (Smith, 1979). This is a rapid
rotator and posseses Lx well above the mean for the spectral type (see
Topka, 1980).
Besides this soft X-ray emission Swank and Johnson (1982) have
found evidence with the EINSTEIN Solid State Spectrometer for a much
hotter X-ray component above 10? K in the red dwarfs Wolf 630 AB and
AD Leo. This emission is similar to, but less pronounced than the very
hot component in RS CVn stars (see e.g. our grating observations on
Capella in Mewe et al., 1982). In two recent papers Tsikoudi (1982)
and Haisch and Tsikoudi (1982), after analyzing HEAO-1 1.5-20 keV
data, found evidence for very hot coronae (ÏO^-IO^ K) in 13 out of 70
observed flare stars (see also Golub, 1982). They derive a very large
ratio (up to a few percent) of the total X-ray to total bolometric
luminosity. Up to now RS CVn stars were the most efficient converters
of bolometric luminosity into X-rays (Swank et al. 1981). Thus it
seems that red dwarf stars deposit quite a large fraction (a few
percent) of their bolometric luminosity into a corona.
b) Flares
Only four major and five minor flare events (see review by Haisch,
1982) were found while pointing at about 40 out of the 78 known flare
stars. In addition 6 events, detected in Hyades and Pleiades, were
seen. I summarize briefly the observational data on red dwarf flare
stars.
Haisch et al. (1980,1981) report on a simultaneous X,UV, optical
and radio program in March 1979 centered on the flare star Prox Cen
(» Cen C - V645 Cen - Gliese 551, spectral type dM5e; d*1.3 pc). They
found one X-ray flare. It showed a luminosity of 6x1027 erg/s,
temperature decaying from 1.7 to 1.2x107 K and emission measure
decaying from 7.5-12x105° cm"3. The emission measure and total energy
thus was a factor of 10 larger than in solar flares but similar in
other characteristics and much smaller than the ANS and HEAO-1 X-ray
flares. There was simultaneous optical and radio coverage but no
indications of flaring was found in these wavelength bands, implying
Lx/LOpt to be larger than 1.
Johnson (1981) studied the quiescent X-ray emission of all stars
within 6.5 pc. He detected two X-ray flares (no optical coverage): a
significant one on Wolf 63OAB for which a light curve could be made
and an indication of a flare on +44<>2051 AB.
Kahler et al. (1982) report on a flare star campaign in October
1979 on YZ Canis Minoris. Their results are summarized in Table 1. Two
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TABLE 1
Optical Flara Energie»

Maxinun
Tiae(UT)

Date (1979)
Oct. 25

Oct. 27

B - Band

Peak(erg* a"') TotaKerg»)

Pcak(crgi •"') Total(crgt)

1.9x
1.8 x
3.6x
8x
8x
8x
1.1 x

1042:53
1110:59
1111:25
0932:05
1016:50*
1018:30°
1058:50*
1 124:18*
0858:33
0912:30

Oct. 26

U - Band

1.2x10 31
4 x 1028
1 x 1028

10 29 (C)
10 28 (C)
10 28 (C)
1O 27 (C)
1O 27 (C)
1O 27 (C)
10 28 (C)

1.7 x IO 28 (K)
4 x 10 28 (K)

1.3 x I0 29 (K,L)
3.1 x 10 28 (M)
1.2 x 10 28 (M)

3 x 1 0 30
8 x 1 0 29

6.4x IO 28 (M)
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1979).

events were detected in optical and X-ray wavelengths. They are
depicted in Figure 3. The peak temperature 2x10? K is similar to the
solar case
(cf. Svestka,
1976), the
emission 'measures
1-6x1051 cm~3 are about one order of magnitude larger than those of
the largest solar flare (Moore et al. 1980).
Analyses of other EINSTEIN flares have not yet appeared in the
literature. Table 2, taken from
the review by Haisch (1982),
summarizes the EINSTEIN flare observations. X-ray flares observed in
RS CVn variables will be discussed in the next section (1.3.3) on
Transient Galactic X-ray sources.

The thermal X-ray flare plasma
Physical explanations for flare emission from flare stars have up to
now been limited in scope. Gurzadyan (1966) suggested the inverse
Compton effect as a possible source for X-ray emission. Grindlay
(1970) considered non-thermal bremsstrahlung from fast electrons. His
models (criticised for the lack of self absorption, e.g. Gurzadyan,
1971) predicted too large an X-ray flux (Heise et al., 1975, Chapter
III, this thesis) as compared with the first X-ray observations.
Kahler and Shulman (1972) and Crannell et al. (1974) used scaling
40

1100
1110
TIMEUT

1120

1130

Fig. 3. X-ray, optical and radio fluxes of a flare on YZ CMi on October
IS 1979. (Figure taken from Kahler et al. 1982).
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(X-ray to radio and X-ray to optical) as a basis for predicting the
expected X-ray flux from these stars. Recently Katsova and Livshitz
(1982) have tried to simulate observed stellar flare characteristics
from a vertical injection of accelerated electrons (20-100 keV) into
denser chromospheric layers.
With the increased knowledge on solar flares after Skylab and the
Solar Maximum Mission SMM, more refined comparison with solar flares
becomes possible. Moore et al. (1980) give a description of the
thermal X-rays from solar flares. A short summary is as follows. The
flare appears to originate in coronal loop structures (with fields of
the order of a few hundred Gauss) where in the flash phase magnetic
energy is released and carried down to the chromosphere by fast
particles and thermal conduction, together with mass motions and
radiation, causing the chromospheric enhancements. The plasma in the
loop (of dimensions 10$ cm for small and lOiO c m f or large flares) is
heated to temperatures of order 10? K and radiates as thermal
bremsstrahlung. The emission measures range from 10^8 to 10^0 cm~3.
Often the luminosity increases after the temperature peak and lies in
the range 1026-i()28 erg/s. The derived densities in the loop (which
are highest for the short loop lengths) range from 10H-10l2 cm"^ in
'compact* flares to lO^O-loU in large flares. Moore et al. (1980)
derive some useful time scales from the requirement that the total
heating must be balanced by an equal amount of cooling over the life
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Fig. 4. The U-band fluxes and X-ray oount rate for a flare observed on
YZ CMi. (Figure taken from Kahler et al. 1982).
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time of the flare, the energy content of the hot plasma and its decay
time define a minimum possible cooling rate. As the actual cooling can
be shown to be larger, there must be continued heating during the
flare (except perhaps in the 'compact' flares).
Cooling rates
Two principal cooling rates are important: radiative cooling and
thermal conduction. Since in general pressure equilibrium in the flare
loop is established on a short time scale, cooling by adiabatic
expansion can be neglected.
The power density of thermal bremsstrahlung is given by
E r = n e 2 P(T)

(J)

where n e is the electron density, T the temperature and P(T) is the
radiative loss function (Raymond et al., 1976; Mewe and Gronenschild,
1981), which is approximated by
P(T) = 6xJ(f2 0 T~* erg cm3 s

(2)

and often, for a plasma at 10? K is taken as the constant value
4xlO~23 erg cm^s" 1 . The radiative cooling time tr is the total energy
content of a volume V divided by the radiative loss
3n kTV
t = —|
* io' ~ s
(3)
r
n e 2 P (T)V
(where k is the Boltzmann constant).
The conductive cooling time depends on the geometry. In the case
of classical conduction the conductive flux q is given by
AT

AT

1

9

1

q = K |i- = 1x10° ±j-— erg s" an
(4)
5/2
where K * K<T and we have estimated the temperature gradient by T/L,
with L the loop length. The conductive cooling time through an area
V/L of the flux tube is
3n kTV
, L2n

te . _ } _ . 4=00-° -jl s

(5)

However for more realistic loop models, where the cross sectional area
at the foot point is smaller than the average and where chromospheric
convection (see e.g. de Jager, 1982) and evaporation (see Kuin, 1982)
reduce the heat conduction, the actual time scale for heat conduction
might be an order of magnitude larger.
For a subflare with T-10? K, L-l(>9 cm and n e " 10 1 1 cm"3, the
values for the radiative and conductive cooling times become tr«io3 s
and tc«io2 s. With the probable underestimation of the cooling time
Moore et al. (1981) conclude that the expected radiative and
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conductive cooling times are of the same general order. For a large
class 3 flare, with L-lOlO cm and ne*10^-^ cm~3 both time scales are
again equal and of the order of a few hours.
However, these cooling times are at least several times less than
the life time of a loop. Therefore the loop arcade must maintain and
grow by the continual addition of new hot (10? K) material or the
active region must grow by the formation of new hot loops. The flare
process which generates the thermal X-ray plasma continues far into
the decay phase of the flare. Also Svestka et al. (1982) conclude from
SMM observations that the time of visibility of loops in X-rays is
much longer than the cooling time of the loops.
Heating rates
It is generally believed that the immediate source of energy release
in a flare is the non-potential magnetic field in the vicinity of the
flare. The time scale at which field reconnection can take place is
determined by a characteristic distance transverse to the magnetic
field lines divided by a characteristic speed at which the field lines
move. If this distance is some fraction 1/f ("filamentary factor") of
the length L of the loop structure and this speed is some fraction
Mp (reconnection Mach number) of the Alfven speed v^ then the heating
time th i s given by
t. =

V

(where 3 is the ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure of a fully
ionized hydrogen plasma, k is Boltzmann's constant and m p the proton
mass). Moore and Datlowe (1975) showed that the proportionality factor
containing the dimensionless parameters is the same for different
solar flares:
"* * 0.1

(7)

By requiring that in general the magnetic pressure in a loop dominates
over the gas pressure and thus
3
< l,Haisch (1982) determines lower
limits of the magnetic fields in flare stars by identifying the rise
time of known flares with this heating time scale t^. He finds minimum
magnetic field strengths ranging from 500 Gauss for Prox Cen to as
large as 3000 and 9000 Gauss for the two flares on YZ CMi.

4. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE FLARE DATA
Svestka (1973) has suggested that in the Sun the heat conducted
downwards from the hot coronal flare plasma is sufficient to power the
chromospheric flare emission (say between 1000 and 7000 A ) . Mullan
(1976,1977) adopted this model to estimate the ratio of X-ray to
optical emission. If the X-ray power is Pr"E(t)/t r , where E(t) is the
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Fig. 5. Tmo X-ray flares observed with the EINSTEIN observatory from the
flare star Prox Cen. (Figure taken from Haisoh3 1982).
thermal energy content of the hot plasma and tr the radiative cooling
time and if P c (t) is the conductive power with Pc"E(t)/tc, then the
ratio of X-ray Lx to optical luminosity LOpt can be written as
L

X

v».

opt

(8)

where n Pr is the fraction of X-rays reprocessed in the optical. It
is expected that n « 1 and this term will be neglected. In the case
of solar flares this leads to the prediction Lx/ L opt" 0.08, roughly
consistent with the observations. In the stellar case it depends on
estimates of the loop length and the electron density. The main
conclusion from the first X-ray and optical flare star observations is
that with loop lengths of order or smaller than the stellar radius and
with densities an order of magnitude hi-^aet than in solar flares, the
expected X-ray and optical luminosities can be reproduced. Stellar
flares indeed resemble solar flares and their 103 times larger
luminosities can be explained by densities that are one and a half
order of magnitude larger than on the Sun* In view of the larger
surface gravities on red dwarfs this is not unlikely.
It is illustrative to compare the thermal hot plasma energetics
and cooling times with the observations on stellar flares. Haisch et
al. (1980,1981) found a decay time of 1200 s of a flare on Prox Cen
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with emission measure (1051 Cm"~3) and peak energy flux (1028 erg/s)
typical for a large solar event. The emission measure continued to
increase after the temperature maximum, which indicates that new hot
material must have been added to the flare plasma. The X-ray flare
energetics could be explained by an arch structure of length 10*0 cm
(of the order of the stellar radius), with an arch radius of 10^ cm
and typical densities of 10 1 1 cm~3. The ratio of radiative to
conductive cooling times tr/tcthen is 2.4, which could explain
according to the authors the large Lx/Lopt ratio (>1) implied by the
absence of an optical flare. Also, assuming densities derived by
Haisch et al. (1980,1981), the tr value is approximately equal to the
measured decay time of the flare (1200 s). However, in view of the
results obtained on the Sun as stated earlier (Moore et al., 1980,
Svestka et al. 1982) these derived densities should be treated as
lower limits, since there is evidence for continued heating in which
case the duration of the flare is larger than the radiative cooling
time.
The YZ CMi flares found with EINSTEIN by Kahler et al. (1982)
also agree with the picture
of solar-like flares with larger
densities. From the optical flare, which fitted a Planck function of
8500 K, they derive a projected area of lO1^ Cm2(0.5 percent of the
stellar disc). Assuming that the optical flare area is similar to that
of the coronal flare (on the Sun the geometry is, however, generally
more complex) and assuming a loop length of 10^ to 10^0 c m > they
derive electron densities between 1.4-4.5x10*1 cm~3. The radiative
cooling time at this density is indeed close to the observed 660 s
decay of the X-ray flare.
Haisch (1982) assumes equality between conductive and radiative
time scales, as Moore et al. (1980) have found to be the case on the
Sun. He identifies this time scale with the decay time of the flare
and fixes the geometry with a loop length L and cross section (L/10)2.
Under these conditions the temperature T, the electron density n e and
the loop length L can be expressed in the observable emission measure
and the observable decay time. Applying this to the 8 flares observed
with EINSTEIN with measurable decay times, he finds for 5 out of 8
cases, that the thus derived temperature is in fact consistent with
the measured temperature. These events are apparently solar like
flares, with loop lengths comparable to solar subflares (of the order
of the stellar radius), but where the densities are as high as found
in solar 'compact' flares. The decay times are correspondingly shorter
than for the Sun. For the other 3 flares (in particular two on YZ CMi)
the results are not self consistent and these scaling laws, according
to Haisch (1982) may not apply.

5.

RADIO EMISSION

Radio emission from flare stars was discovered by Lovell et al.
(1963). They saw at meter wavelengths radio flares of several Janskys
(10~26 y m~2Hz~l) in amplitude and typical duration of tens of minutes
associated with large optical flares. Several coordinated optical and
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radio studies
on flare stars
were performed (Lovell
et al.
1964,1969,1971; Higgins et al. 1968; Spangler and Moffet, 1976). In
recent years the observed radio bursts usually had flux densities much
below U y and therefore there is some mistrust about the single dish
observations before 1976 (Fisher and Gibson, 1982). The onsets of the
radio bursts are often delayed by several minutes with respect to the
flare onset and may vary in durations from a few seconds to several
minutes. The spectra are non-thermal at meter wavelengths. The
brightness temperature is very high, indicating coherent radiation
mechanisms. Strong polarization of the radio emission points to large
magnetic fields (Gibson, 1982).
The YZ CMi flare detected with EINSTEIN (Kahler et al. 1982) was
accompanied by an enhanced radio flux measured with the Jodrell bank
interferometer at 408 MHz (see Figure 3). The event was not detected
at 1428 MHz and higher frequencies. It commenced about 17 minutes
after the impulsive phase and showed a high brightness temperature of
1012 K. xhe burst may have similar characteristics than those of solar
type IV radio bursts (see e.g Svestka 1976) and are associated with a
propagating shock. These
type IV bursts are
evidence of the
acceleration of energetic electrons in solar flares. However, type IV
spectra are usually complex (fig. 74 in Svestka 1976) and exhibit an
increase in amplitude with increasing frequencies between 1000 and
10000 MHz, which is not observed here. It may be that characteristics
determining the type IV spectra, such as magnetic fields, plasma
densities and electron spectra, are different in this stellar case.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE DIFFUSE BACKGROUND
Hayakawa (1973) proposed that possibly flare stars would account for
the major part, if not all, of the diffuse background. The stars are
numerous and evenly distributed. If each flare would be large enough
to contribute to a sufficiently large mean X-ray emission, the diffuse
emission could be explained. The mean diffuse background spectrum as
determined by a number of N point sources per cm3 with spectrum L(E)
photons (keV s)""*, which are active for a fraction f in time, is given
by
I(E) = fNL(E)A(E)/4ir photons cm~2(keV s sr)""J

(9)

where X (E) is the mean free path of photons of energy E keV. After
our first X-ray flare detection (Helse et al. 1975) we concluded that
the flare star contribution could not explain all of the diffuse
background if the detected flares were typical. The subsequently found
upper limits by SAS-3 (Karpen et al. 1977) further made clear that, in
fact, the contribution is negligible.
From recent EINSTEIN observations (Grindlay and Hertz, 1982)
there is now evidence that the diffuse galactic background is the
result of unresolved sources of the known types, viz. normal stars, RS
CVn stars and cataclysmic variables*
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7.

CONCLUSION

Stellar flares of UV Ceti type look similar to solar flares, although
it must be emphasized that solar flares are an extremely diverse group
of phenomena and that the total
body of stellar flares with
sufficiently detailed observational data is still very limited. The
much larger flare luminosity in comparison to solar flares can be
understood from the much larger emission measures of the optically
thin thermal bremsstrahlung of the hot plasma, caused by higher
densities rather than larger volumes. The usually much larger activity
and the larger energy involved in stellar flares presumably relate to
fundamental stellar parameters such as rotation rate and magnetic
field strength.
X-ray observations may prove to be a fundamental tool in
exploring these parameters.
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1.3.3

TRANSIENT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES

The sudden appearance of new X-ray sources in the sky was already
known in the first decade of X-ray astronomy from rocket borne and
balloon borne X-ray instruments (e.g. Centaurus X-2, Harries et al.
1967). With the increased sensitivity and sky coverage available with
satellites many more were discovered, in particular as a result of the
X-ray instruments aboard the Ariel V satellite (e.g. with the All Sky
Monitor).
The study of transient X-ray phenomena requires X-ray
instruments with large fields of view or X-ray experiments placed in
satellites that frequently scan all sky.
The Einstein observatory in
the recent past and the EXOSAT observatory in the near future have
small field of view (~1°) telescopes.
Progress in this field, in
particular with respect to finding new sources is therefore expected
to be small.
At the present time one can identify at least three types of
transients. The "hard X-ray transients", the "soft X-ray transients"
and the "weak, high latitude transient X-ray sources".

1.

HARD X-RAY TRANSIENT SOURCES

Hard X-ray transient sources appear and disappear with a time constant
of the order of a month. They can reach intensities similar to that
of the Crab nebula. They often exhibit X-ray pulsations from a few
seconds to several minutes. The first examples of "hard transients"
were A1118-61 (intensity up to 0.1 times that of the Crab, Ives et al.
1975) and A0535+26 (with intensity 1.5 times the Crab, Rosenberg et
al., 1975), whereas several others were reported subsequently (see
catalogue in Bradt and McClintock, 1983).
The X-ray intensity
increase can be as large as 10* (e.g. Kriss et al. 1981). Their X-ray
spectrum is characterized by the same hard X-ray spectrum as seen in
the massive X-ray binaries. They are optically identified with early
type stars of spectral class Be and exhibit X-ray pulsations.
Thus
they fall indeed into the class of massive X-ray binaries with a
neutron star component. The Doppler shifts in the pulse arrival times
show that the orbital eccentricities are often very large (see
Rappaport and Joss, 1981), see Figure 1.
The X-ray outburst in these
sources may be due to sudden changes in accretion. A review is given
by Rappaport and Van den Heuvel (1982).

2.

SOFT X-RAY TRANSIENT SOURCES or X-RAY NOVAE

Soft X-ray transient

sources (or X-ray novae) appear on
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a time scale
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Fig.l. Sketch of the orbits and companion star of several X-ray binarieSj showing the eccentric orbits of transient sources such as
0115+634. (Figure taken from review of Bradt and McClintock, 1983).
of days and decay on time scales of weeks to months.
Their spectra
are characterized by a thermal bremsstrahlung spectral form with
temperatures of the order of 1 keV. An example is A0600+00 (Nova Mon,
V616 Mon) of which the ANS observations have been included in Chapter
III of this thesis (Brinkman and Heise, 1976). At maximum, in August
1975, this source reached an intensity level several times that of the
brightest steady X-ray source in the sky (Sco X-l). In the optical
the source decayed from 11th to 18th magnitude. Other examples are
Cen X-4 and Aql X-l. These three sources are low mass close binary
stars with a late type (K) spectrum for the secondary star.
These
objects are possibly similar to recurrent novae with the white dwarf
star replaced by a neutron star (Bath, 1976).
Wallace,Woosley and Weaver (1982) have proposed and computed
thermonuclear models for this type of X-ray transients.
Type I
bursts, soft X-ray transients and gamma ray bursts may thus all be
related to the same type of physical phenomenon, viz. unstable nuclear
burning on accreting neutron stars.
Their difference lies in the
value of the principle determining parameters, such as the accretion
rate M onto the neutron star, the metallicity Z of the accreteu
material ( and for gamma ray bursts: the strength of the magnetic
field B ) . A summary of their calculations is as follows: at (on the
average) low accretion rate, the equilibrium core temperature of the
neutron star is lower than in the models producing type I bursts.
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After steady CNO burning of the hydrogen (limited by low met.allicity
Z) a thicker (1O23- 10^5 g) helium layer may develop than is the case
in type 1 bursters. At the bottom of this layer the densities are so
high that helium is degenerated and the thermonuclear ignition may be
so violent as to produce a nuclear detonation wave.
In consequence,
the resulting super-Eddington luminosities will promote extensive mass
loss in the form of a radiatively driven wind.
The mass loss rate
will be of order 10*8 g 8~1 a n d will endure as long as the luminosity
exceeds the Eddington value. This extreme radiation pressure causes
the photosphere to extend to several times the original neutron star
radius within about 10 ms following the helium ignition.
At this
large radius, the star radiates low energy (2 keV) soft X-rays at a
luminosity near the Eddington value.
Wallace et al. (1982) make
several predictions: i.e. about the run of temperature as a function
of time during the outbursts.
The effective temperature for the
transients in their study is low during the Eddington luminosity
phase, owing to the size of the extended photosphere.
As the
luminosity falls
slightly below the
Eddington limit
and the
photosphere recedes, the effective temperature should increase sharply
to a peak (when the radius again reaches that for the initial cold
neutron star), then gradually falls off with decreasing luminosity,
this behaviour should be characteristic for all Eddington limited
transients.

3.

HIGH GALACTIC LATITUDE, SHORT-LIVED TRANSIENT X-RAY

SOURCES

a) Possible relation to RS CVn variables
Weak, high galactic latitude transient X-ray sources were observed by
several satellites. In this thesis I have included our findings of
such a source with ANS (Schrijver et al., 1978, Chapter III). The
observational data of this type of X-ray source is, due to their
transient nature, very limited. Often they are only seen during one
satellite orbital scan.
The duration is of the order of hours, but
may be as short as several minutes (e.g. Hoffman et al., 1978).
Before 1978 there were no identifications within the positional
uncertainty area of these sources with objects for which it was known
that they were X-ray emitters.
In 1978, however, RS CVn variables
were recognized as a class of emitting X-ray sources (Walter et al.
1978, 1980).
Garcia et al. (1980) identified two high galactic
latitude X-ray transients (HO123+O73 and 4U1137-65) with RS CVn
systems.
These systems are the most plentiful binary stars known.
Their space density, derived from known eclipsing systems (Hall,
1976), is 10"6 pc~3.
Correcting for selection effects, the total
density is estimated to be 10~5 pc~3.
Because of this high spatial
density Garcia et al. (1980) predicted that such systems may account
for a large number of the short duration (<hours) transients seen at
high galactic latitude.
Moreover, flares in these sources are
expected to repeat.
Subsequently, Schwarz et al. (1981) detected
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outbursts of the previously known transient AOOOO+28 and Identified
this with the RS CVn system HD 224085. From their sky exposure they
conclude to a flare event rate of typically several flares per year.
X-ray luminosities observed in the flares are of the order of 1()32 to
1()33 erg s~* (2-6 keV). The flares correspond to a total energy
release of lO^o to K p ' erg.
A summary of all observed flares on RS
CVn systems is given in Table 1. The relatively hard X-ray spectrum
indicates temperatures of 3x10? K and implies emission measures of
order 10^6 cm~3.
This is a factor of 10^ larger than the largest
solar flare and still a factor of 10^ larger than the largest flare on
red dwarf stars. Models that are based on solar analogies by scaling
solar flares (Walter et al. 1980) cannot produce the observed emission
measure within the presumed dimensions of the binary system.
I will
summarize some of our knowledge with respect to X-ray observations
from RS CVn variables.

B) X-rays emission from RS CVn variables
RS CVn's are detached and non-interacting subgiants of spectral class
K0+ F to G with orbital periods between one day and two weeks. The
stars rotate synchronously with the orbital period.
They show
wavelikti distortions in the V magnitude (0.1-0.2 mag) which sometimes
migrate to earlier binary phase with period of 10 to 20 years. This
phenomenon is interpreted by Hall (1976) as resulting from extensive
star spot activity on the surface of the cooler companion, facing the
G subgiant. To fit the observed photometric waves the star spots must
cover between 6 to 18 percent of the surface of the active component
(Eaton and Hall, 1979; Dorren et al. ,1981; Kimble et al., 1981).
Steady radio emission (5 GHz) has been detected from several RS
CVn systems with occasional flaring involving an order of magnitude
change in the flux (Hjellming et al. ,1973; Owen et al., 1976). They
indicate synchrotron emission from mildly relativistic electrons.
Since this radio flux is not dependent on the binary phase, it is
TABLE 1: RS CVn / X-ray Transient and Flaring Systems *
X-ray source

Optical Star

Lx(max)
erg s"1

max

R e f e r e n ces

4U0336+01

HR1099

4xlO 32

5.9

White et al., 1978

2A1052+606

BD+61°1211

10 3 2

9.4

33

7.2
5.1
7.2

HO 123+075

HD8357

4U1137-65

HD101379

AOOOO+28

HD224085

3A1431-409

10
4x10

10 3 2

"V532 Cen" ,1;8xlO

33

For references see Charles, 1982.
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12.4

Charles et al. , 1979
,Garcia et al., 1980
l
Hall et al., 1 982
Garcia et al., 1980
Schwarz et al. , 1981
,Booth et al., 1982
McHardy et al. , 1982

presumed that the radio emission is generated in a large volume around
or in between the two stars.
Capella (Alpha Aur) was the first RS CVn to be observed in soft
X-rays (Catura et al. 1975; Mewe et al. 1975, Chapter IV, this
thesis). Subsequently many more were found (Walter et al. 1978,1980).
The origin of X-ray from RS CVn binaries is thought to be due to
coronal emission, maintained by the intense star spots and related
flare activity (Walter et al. 1978).
A summary of the X-ray
observations is given by Charles (1982).
The ratio of pressure scale height to the stellar radius is given
by
107

*

*©

™

which is larger than 1 for Capella. The hot gas is apparently not
gravitationally bound.
Instead, one assumes that the hot gas is
bounded by magnetic loops according to the coronal loop model of
Rosner, Tucker and Vaiana (1978).
The ratio of X-ray to optical
luminosity is related to the rotational velocity.
The RS CVn's
roughly fall on the same curve
L

x/ T

% a1'2

L

bol
for all late type stars (Walter and Bowyer, 1981), but RS CVn systems
have the largest rotational velocities and the most luminous coronae
observed so far.
The X-ray luminosities range from 10^2 to 1033 erg
s~l.
Observations
with the Einstein observatory
Solid State
Spectrometer (Swank et al. 1980,1981) and with the Objective Grating
Spectrometer (Mewe et al. 1982) indicate a multiple temperature
structure.
The spectrum shows, besides the dominant soft X-ray
component of 5x10^ K, a significantly hotter component at temperature
5x10? K. An important question is: on which component do the X-rays
originate.
Since isolated G and F stars generally have X-ray
luminosities which are a factor of 10 lower than observed in RS CVn's,
it is sometimes assumed that the K star is the dominant component. If
the X-rays were confined to loops close to the surface of the active
star, one would expect (1) X-ray modulation of the light curve
synchronized with the photospheric wave and (2) X-ray eclipses to
occur.
No evidence of these phenomena were found in extensive
observations on AR Lac (Swank and White, 1980), see Figure 2.
The
variations in the observed X-ray flux are thus presumed to be due to
flares and these would arise from the hot gas in the radio emitting
region between the two stars.
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Fig. 2. X-ray light curve of the RS CVn variable AR Lao3 showing the absence of X-ray eclipses. Figure taken from Swank et al. (1980).
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1.4.1

X-RAYS FROM ISOLATED HOT WHITE DWARFS

The first degenerate dwarf observed in soft X-rays was Sirius B as
discovered with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (Mewe et
al.,1975a, Chapter IV, this thesis; Mewe et al., 1975b, Chapter IV,
this thesis). Very soft X-rays were subsequently detected with SAS-3
from the hot degenerate dwarf HZ 43 (Hearn et al.,1976). We observed
this source in the ultra soft X-ray band (40-170 A) in a rocket flight
(Bleeker et al., 1978, Chapter IV, this thesis). HZ 43 was also seen
in extreme ultraviolet wavelengths (100-500 A) (Lampton et al.,1976)
and is the first non-solar object with observations covering the
entire electromagnetic range from the optical to X-rays.
A third
white dwarf, Feige 24, is a strong EUV emitter (Margon et al.,1976)
but is not seen at X-ray energies.
X-rays from isolated white dwarfs are an exception rather than a
rule.
Einstein observatory results of pointed observations on 11
white dwarfs have provided only upper limits (Topka, 1980; Vaiana et
al, 1981). A search at white dwarf positions in other EINSTEIN fields
have only provided a further 34 upper bounds to the X-ray emission.
Since, as we will see below, the X-ray emission is most likely thermal
in nature and originates in the photosphere of the white, dwarf, this
probably means that temperatures are just a bit too low (T < 10^ K) to
make them visible in the narrow soft X-ray observation band (up to 70
A) of the EINSTEIN observatory. These objects should be ideal targets
for future X-ray missions, such as EXOSAT with detectors sensitive up
to -400 Angstrom.
Both detected X-ray emitting isolated degenerate dwarfs are
members of binaries, but the binary separations are so large that
accretion from the companions is not believed to play any role in the
X-ray emission (Mewe et al. 1975a, Chapter IV, this thesis).
The
white dwarf receives at these large distances only a very small
fraction of a possible wind from the secondary. A word of caution,
however, is needed (see e.g. Greenstein, 1979). It should be noted
that many hot white dwarfs are members of binary systems, although the
numbers are too small to allow one to speak of a statistically
significant greater fraction compared with all white dwarfs.
E.g.
McGraw et al. (1979) have found a white dwarf of effective temperature
of 50000 K. This star was found to be a member of an eclipsing binary
with a period of 8 hours and contains a dM secondary at a distance
10 1 1 cm from the white dwarf. The extremely hot white dwarf HD 149499
B has been observed by Wray, Parsons and Henize (1979) with IUE to
have a temperature of 85000 K at a distance of 101-* cm from the
secondary. Even more conspicuous is the hottest white dwarf known so
far: BE UMa.
Ferguson et al. (1981) first drew attention to this
object because of its ultraviolet excess and highly variable optical
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spectrum, changing from absorption to strong emission. Margon et al.
(1982) found a 2.29 day period, which they interpret as the orbital
period of a close but detached binary system.
The effect of
irradiation of the hot star on the normal stellar photosphere of the
companion is clearly shown by a full magnitude increase in the visual
brightness, when the heated side is visible.
Possibly this could
induce effects such that secondary will loose mass at an increased
rate. Other forms of binary interaction, such as magnetic funneling
of the wind, would reduce the 1/r2 dilution factor. These effects
should be carefully studied to exclude an appreciable contribution
from accretion to the total luminosity.
White dwarfs represent the most common final stage of stellar
evolution. Hot (T > 30000 K) white dwarfs play an important role. It
is of greatest theoretical importance to know, for example, how hot a
hot degenerate star can be. The structure of white dwarfs is one of
the fields in stellar evolution in which some of the basic physics
(equation of state, crystal state, phase transitions, neutrino energy
loss) is still unclear (see review by Shaviv, 1979). For example with
the determination of the number density of hot white dwarfs as a
function of temperature, one will be able to establish the cooling
rate and see if neutrino cooling of the hottest white dwarfs can
indeed be important (Koestert 1978).
There is still an uncertain
connection between either nuclei of planetary nebulae, horizontal
branch, and hot subdwarf (sdB or sdO) stars on the one hand and the
hottest fully degenerate star on the other hand.
White dwarfs
have spectra
that indicate
'pure' chemical
compositions (see review by Liebert, 1980): they either consist of a
pure hydrogen or of an almost pure helium atmosphere. There is as yet
no really successful explanation for this.
Two thirds of the white
dwarfs have hydrogen rich atmospheres and are of spectral type DA,
characterized by broad Balmer lines whenever these are expected to be
visible (from 7000 K to 40000 K in high gravity atmospheres).
One
third is helium rich, with spectral type DB.
Only a few (-11) are
hybrid stars with composition in between those extremes. The physical
processes that influence the composition are gravitational settling,
diffusion, convection and accretion
from interstellar material.
Convection is not important in hot white dwarfs, but should be an
effective mixer at lower temperatures (Bohm and Cassinelli, 1971;
Fontaine et al., 1974; Vauclair and Fontaine, 1979; D'antona and
Mazzitelli, 1979).
Gravitational settling can be rapid enough to
affect the surface composition (Fontaine and Michaud, 1979; Vauclair
et al., 1979; Alcock and Illarionov, 1980).
We will subsequently discuss the two objects, HZ 43 and Sirius B.
HZ 43
X-ray emission of HZ 43 was discovered by Hearn et al. (1976).
We
observed (Bleeker et al., 1978, Chapter IV, this thesis) the source in
a rocket flight with sensitivity in the ultra soft X-ray range (40-170
A) with detectors with very thin window proportional counters.. A "two
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color" method in the soft X-ray band made it possible to deduce the
spectral slope in that range. It was argued that emission in terms of
a hot corona can be discarded on the basis of the extremely large
emission measures needed to produce the luminosities at the measured
fairly low temperatures (T< 150000 K) and that thermal emission of a
hot photosphere is more likely. In our first paper (Bleeker et al.
1978) we use black body radiation as a zero order approximation for
the thermal emission and found fits for black body temperatures (on
the basis of the X-ray data alone) in the range 60000 K to 160000 K.
However, black body emission is not always a good approximation to the
emission of opticcally thick plasmas. To show this, one can write the
emergent Eddington flux Hyfrom a stellar atmosphere
H V ( T = 0 ) = J E 2 (t) Sv(t) dt
o
where Svis the source function, E2 the second exponential integral and
t the optical depth as a function of frequency. S is defined as
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where K V is the absorption coefficient and crv is the scattering
coefficient, B is the Planck function. In the absence of scattering
and approximating the exponential integral as a delta function
6 (x-1) , one can write
H = B (T =l)/4
If, moreover, the optical depth does not vary much with frequency, all
the emission comes from a layer with the same temperature and one may
indeed approximate H by a black body curve
H

v = VTeff)/4

Both conditions, the absence of scattering and a constant absorption
with frequency, do not apply to hot hydrogen-rich white dwarfs.
Electron scattering is important and in particular the absorption
coefficient below the Lyman edge at 912 Angstrom, strongly varies with
frequency.
In a second paper Heise and Huizenga (1980, Chapter IV, this
thesis) therefore attempted to fit detailed model-atmospheres (Koester
models ,1979) to the entire set of data, including the optical, EUV
and soft X-ray data.
(Similar to Auer and Shipman, 1977, but
including the spectral slopes as well).
The general characteristics
of atmospheres that fitted most closely are: effective temperature
60000 K and an extremely low helium to hydrogen abundance, smaller
than 10~5 (by number). However the fits were still unacceptable: the
measured slope in the X-ray range is steeper than the ones resulting
from model-atmosphere
calculations.
In almost
pure hydrogen
atmospheres the atmosphere is transparent for X-rays*
One therefore
sees in X-rays the deeper and hotter layers of the star.
Moreover
this depth changes by more than an order of magnitude from 40 to 200
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Angstrom. This is illustrated in Figure 1, were I plotted the depth
of the layer defined by unit optical depth as a function of
wavelength. 1 used the mean optical depth as a measure. Apparently
X-rays originate deep in the photosphere and we realized that
deviations from uniform abundances in the atmosphere might have
observable effects.
Gravitational diffusion is a possible mechanism
to separate the hydrogen from the heavier elements. Analyses by e.g.
Koester (1976), Vauclair and Reisse (1977) and Fontaine and Michaud
(1979) indicate that a hydrogen layer on top of a helium rich lower
layer indeed would remain stable against mixing for hot white dwarfs.
In order to investigate the effect on the X-ray spectrum of non
uniform abundances we set up a simple model-atmosphere program and
proved indeed that the change in the emergent spectrum went in the
right direction.
We were able to obtain satisfactory fits for an
atmosphere consisting of helium-poor layers (He/H < 10~5) o f the order
of 1 g cm~2 overlaying a helium-rich lower layer with helium abundance
He/H > 0.1.
Both parameters, the thickness of the helium-poor layer
and the helium abundance of the helium-rich layer, could not be
determined uniquely from the data.
In white dwarf model-atmospheres it has become customary to
assume the acceleration of the gravity g to be 10^ dyne cm~2.
This
was done, because the calculated continuum fluxes in the UV and in the
visible range are relatively insensitive to the precise value of g
(e.g. Auer and Shipman, 1977). I noted from my layered models that
the change in the emitted X-ray spectrum is not due to the difference
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Fig.l. The mean optical depth of a layer where the optical depth at a
given wavelength is equal to unity for three model atmospheres.
The top curve has helium to hydrogen abundance 10"^ t the next
curve 10~4 and the bottom curve 10~%%
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in frequency dependence of the H and He absorption coefficients (which
are almost similar) but due to the change in overall atmospheric
structure, in particular with respect to the relative importance of
electron scattering to absorption. This suggested that a change in
the acceleration of gravity might also influence the X-ray tail of the
emergent spectrum. This turns out to be true. In Figure 2 I plotted
the emergent fluxes from model-atmospheres with g»10' and g«10^ dyne
cm~2.
Although the continuum fluxes in the optical,UV and EUV in
white dwarf atmospheres are insensitive to the gravity, this appears
no longer true for the soft X-ray fluxes.
Apart from the question whether the existing data demand the
above proposed configuration for HZ 43, we have shown the fascinating
possibility, that EUV and soft X-ray data may eventually provide a
method to probe the outer layers of white dwarfs.
Malina et al. (1982) have measured the spectrum of HZ 43 in che
EUV from 170-500 A, with a resolution of 15 A.
It Is marked by a
prominent absorption edge at 225+15 A with N(220 A)/N(236 A) O.51ÏO.13. The observed edge is attributed to absorption at the 228 A
Lyman edge of singly ionized helium. Their conclusion about the gross
features of the atmospheric properties of HZ 43 is similar to ours
with respect to the effective temperature, low helium abundance and
the fact that no single pure hydrogen or uniform trace helium model
will simultaneously fit the available optical to soft X-ray data.
Muchmore (1982) has discussed in detail the problems encountered
in modeling stratified atmospheres. When the abundance jump occurs in
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the optically thin part of the atmosphere It Is possible that a
temperature Inversion could occur. This can be understood in analogy
with the greenhouse effect.
A greenhouse can be hotter than the
surrounding air because it couples more strongly to the radiation
field incident on both of them.
With an abundance jump in the
optically thin part of the atmosphere we can divide the atmosphere
schematically in three layers: (a) an optically thick lower layer on
top of which rests (b) an optically thin helium layer which Is covered
by (c) an optically thin hydrogen layer. Because of the difference in
frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient (with a jump at 912
A for hydrogen and a jump at 504 A for helium), the opacity between
504 and 912 Angstrom is low. For temperatures > 30,000 K the peak of
the Planck function just occurs in this wavelength region.
The
radiation field in the optically thin part of the atmosphere where
electron scattering is important, is not a local quantity, but mainly
determined by the optically thick layer (a). The local temperature,
however, in the optically thin layers (b) and (c) is determined by the
interaction of the radiation field with the matter.
With the
radiation field peaked between 504 and 912 Angstrom, where the opacity
is lowest, the optically thin helium layer (b) may be transparent and
thus have a low temperature.
Under these conditions the hydrogen
layer (c) can couple more strongly to the radiation field than the
helium layer (b) and hence a temperature inversion jump between (b)
and (c) can occur. The occurrence of discrete temperature jumps can
prevent computer codes from iterating to a unique temperature profile
(Muchmore, 1982).
The problem, however, does not take place in the
models used by Heise and Huizenga (1980), since their abundance-jump
occurred within the optically thick layer at mean optical depth of
order 10.
The layered models of Heise and Huizenga (1980) and Muchmore
(1982) show that for temperatures at 30000 K and 50000 K the
decrements at 912, 504 and 228 Angstrom tend to be smaller than they
would be for uniform abundances. It should therefore be possible to
distinguish observationally between uniform and layered atmospheres
for hot white dwarfs on the basis of their continuous extreme
ultraviolet and soft X-ray spectra.

SIRIUS B
The discovery of X-rays from Sirius was quite a surprise. Two obvious
emission mechanisms, accretion and coronal emission around Sirius A
seem not to be applicable.
After the discovery (Mewe et al.,
1975a,1975b) coronal emission from Sirius A and emission due to wind
accretion from Sirius A onto Sirius B was discarded (see however my
remark in the introduction of Chapter 1.4.1).
Two other possible
emission mechanisms remained.
The first is emission from a corona
around Sirius B (Mewe et al., 1975, Chapter IV, this thesis; and Hearn
and Mewe,1976) and the second is thermal emission from the photosphere
of Sirius B (Shipman, 1976).
Because of the large angular separation
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between Sirius A and B it appeared possible to determine from EINSTEIN
observations that the bulk of the emission (99 percent) is indeed
centered around Sirius B (Steiner et al., 1982).
We will in turn
consider the two possible mechanisms.

Coronal models
The original suggestion of emission from a corona around Sirius B
(Mewe et al., 1975; Hearn and Mewe, 1976) was argued as inappropriate
for the DA star Sirius B (Fontaine,1977) because it needed a
convective helium envelope.
Subsequently Lampton and Mewe (1979)
developed a hydrogen coronal model where the heating by the convective
helium layer in the photosphere took place at deep helium layers,
which are covered by an overlaying hydrogen layer, in analogy to the
HZ 43 situation.
Thus the existence of a hot ( >10 6 K) corona
appeared marginally possible. More recently Martin et al. (1982) have
analysed HEAO 1 soft X-ray data of Sirius B. Assuming a bound-free
and free-free optically thin one temperature pure hydrogen continuum,
they were able to derive from their data an upper limit on the coronal
temperature of 150000 K and a conservatively estimated lower bound of
1Q32.8 e r g g-i f or t n e t o t a i luminosity. This is much larger than the
photospheric luminosity.
There are several reasons why this looks
impossible.
Assuming, for example, scaling laws for coronal loop
models, the physical parameters one derives for the corona (such as
total luminosity and base pressure) yield unreasonable values. It can
not be understood how the white dwarf could support a corona more
luminous than its photosphere. Moreover this corona would have such a
large base pressure that it should have observable consequences in the
photosphere.
The most important objection however is the fact that
such a cool luminous corona should emit copiously in the EUV. However
such an EUV flux has not been observed (Shipman et al., 1977; Cash et
al., 1978). The upper limits for the fluxes at 300 and 570 A, are at
least two orders of magnitude smaller than the expected emission from
optically thin plasmas, needed to account for the soft X-ray spectrum.
These values are
not influenced by the
negligible amount of
interstellar absorption toward Sirius B.
Unless some complicated and
unmotivated time dependence is assumed, Martin et al. (1982) conclude
that coronal emission is unlikely.

Photospheric models
Shipman (1976) was the first to realize that In white dwarfs with very
low helium abundance the opacity in the soft X-ray range would be so
low as to allow one to see through the atmosphere into the deeper and
hotter layers.
For effective temperatures larger than 32000 K and
helium abundance He/H < 10~5 the photosphere will emit sufficient soft
X rays to explain the ANS observations.
This temperature was in
agreement with the temperature found by Greenstein,0ke and Shipman
(1971) from comparison of H alpha profiles and model-atmospheres.
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There has been, however, considerable disagreement on the. actual
effective temperature of Sirius B.
The EUV fluxes are very sensitive
to the effective temperature and change by more than two orders of
magnitude as the temperature changes from 25000 K to 32000 K. The EUV
upper limits obtained by Cash et al. (1978) implied T e f f < 29000 K.
This is confirmed by Brune et al. (1978) from an upper limit in the
far UV range 1000-1080 Angstrom.
Reanalysis of observations in the
visible and the UV tend to support this result. Koester (1979) finds
Teff~22500 from ubvy colors.
Savedoff et al. (1976) find T -27000 K
from copernicus UV data. Bohm-Vitense et al. (1979) find 26000+1000
from the continuum level and slope in the UV (using Wesemael, 1980,
models).
Martin et al. (1982) indicate that much of the discrepancy may be
traced to the model-atmospheres used. At the temperature range of
interest the effect of hydrogen line blanketing on the temperature
structure and in particular on the emergent fluxes at EUV wavelengths
is considerable.
These fluxes can be an order of magnitude greater
for the same effective temperature when line blanketing is included.
This greatly relaxes the limits on inferred temperatures as derived
from EUV and soft X ray data.
They show that their soft X ray data
are consistent with a lower limit on the effective temperature of
27000 K for zero helium abundance (models with larger helium abundance
require larger effective temperatures to match the observed count
rate).
In conclusion one can say that the hypothesis of a photospheric
origin of the soft X-ray flux, is favored above the hypothesis of a
coronal origin.
With 27000 K < T ef f< 28500 K and an upper limit to
the helium abundance of He/H < 3x10~5 by number, the UV, EUV and soft
X ray data are now, according to Martin et al. (1982), tantalizingly
close to agreement.
However, as has become clear from both the study of HZ 43 and
Sirius B, a lot has still to be done in the field of model-atmospheres
of high gravity degenerate dwarfs to remove existent discrepancies in
the various models and to improve the reliability of the expected EUV
and soft X ray emission.
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1.4.2

X-RAY EMISSION FROM CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES

After the discovery of the importance of accretion phenomena in
compact X-ray sources it was soon realized (Bath,1973; Bath et
al.,1974; Lamb,1974; Fabian et al. 1976) that white dwarfs in
semi-detached binary systems could be the weaker counterparts of the
luminous compact X-ray sources. Earlier Cameron and Mock (1967)
considered the question of X-rays from accreting white dwarfs. Model
calculations were first performed by Hoshi (1973) and Aizu (1973).
Since this theoretical prediction preceded the X-ray observations on
Cataclysmic Variables I will in this review first treat the models and
then show which observations can fit these models.
The observations of X-ray emission from Cataclysmic Variables are
reviewed by Cordova and Mason (1982). The optical properties are
reviewed by Robinson
(1976) and Warner (1976).
See also the
proceedings of the IAU colloquium 72, on "Cataclysmic Variables and
related objects" held in Haifa, Israel, in August 1982, in particular
the reviews of Don Lamb (X-rays from White Dwarfs), Brian Warner
(Intermediate Polars) and Andrew King (Column accretion onto White
Dwarfs).

1. WHITE DWARFS WITHOUT MAGNETIC FIELD, THEORETICAL EXPECTATION
Material falling from infinity and accreting onto a white dwarf of
mass M and radius R at a rate F would yield a luminosity due to the
release of gravitational energy alone of

where R9 is the stellar radius in units of 10^ cm and F^g is the
accretion rate in units of 10*6 g/s = i.5x10~10 solar masses per year.
The 10^ times larger radius of a white dwarf compared with the more
compact neutron star, causes the luminosity (with equal accretion
rates) to be 10^ times smaller than the ones expected in compact X-ray
sources.
If the gas stream near the white dwarf is funneled by a magnetic
field (or by other means) to a fraction f of the stellar surface and
if the radiation released were radiated as a black body, the
temperature of the radiation region would be
= ( L
>* = 3 5xlO4F *f"* (- \K "4
2
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9
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where o
is Stefan's constant. Under the assumption of
thermaliEation of the accretion energy, the emission is thus
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complete
dominant

in the optical and extreme ultraviolet regimes. This is in contrast to
accretion on neutron stars. Only for large accretion rates and strong
magnetic fields, soft and medium energy X-rays can be expected.
Dwarf novae are narrow binary systems with a Roche lobe filling
late type companion in which mass transfer takes place onto the white
dwarf primary star. The accretion rates are expected to be of order
Fi5=l-100. Hence dwarf novae might be the sought-for weaker sisters of
compact X-ray sources. The mass transfer takes place through the inner
Lagrangian point of the binary system. The initial velocities of the
flow are of the order (or smaller) than the sound speed in the outer
most layers of the mass loosing component (which are much smaller than
the orbital velocities). The accreted mass will then orbit around the
white dwarf and settles itself in an accretion disc. For a disc
extending down to the surface of the white dwarf, half of the total
accretion energy will be radiated in the disc itself. Since the disc
will be optically thick, the maximum black body temperature will be
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The other half of the accretion energy will be liberated at a boundary
layer formed where the disc grazes the white dwarf stellar surface and
the emission will be more complicated, possibly in shocks rising to
higher temperatures (Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974) and emitting in
the soft X-ray range (0.1 keV). The gas flow in the binary system can,
however, have severe effects on the properties of the emerging
spectrum by absorption, reflection and re-emission.

2. OBSERVATIONS OF DWARF NOVAE
With the above picture in mind I scheduled in august 1974 to observe
many dwarf novae in the soft X-ray range (-0.2 to -0.3 keV) with the
Astronomical Netherlands Satellite. Rappaport et al (1974) had found a
bright soft X-ray source in a rocket flight experiment, which they
deduced to be SS Cygni. SS Cygni was in outburst at the time of
Rappaport's observation. With this measurement dwarf novae were
established as a class of X-ray emitters. With ANS we observed 18
dwarf novae and the results were reported at the COSPAR/IAU Symposium
on "Fast Transients in X- and gamma rays", held at Varna, Bulgaria,
29-31 May 1975. We observed SS Cygni in the quiescent state. Except
for SS Cygni only upper limits were obtained of the order of
3xl0~12 e r g s-lCm~2 in the energy range 0.2-0.3 keV. Four out of 18
dwarf novae were in outburst at the time of the X-ray observations (SS
Aur, RX And, RA And and Z Cam), nevertheless no positive signal could
be detected (Helse et al. 1978).
SS Cygni was detected in both soft and hard X-ray emission with
ANS, while being optically in quiescence (see Chapter IV of this
thesis). The soft X-ray flux was only a few percent of the outburst
luminosity as measured by Rappaport at al (1974).
At the present time HEAO-1 and HEAO-2 (EINSTEIN observatory)
observations of a
large number of Cataclysmic
Variables have
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demonstrated that these objects are not bright X-ray sources, even not
during their eruptive phase (Cordova et al. 1981). In addition to SS
Cygni only the well-known dwarf nova U Gem has been observed in the
0.25 keV X-ray band (Mason et al.,1978; Swank et al. 1978). However
most Cataclysmic Variables are weak hard X-ray emitters.
In recent work Grindlay and Hertz (1982) have constructed a log
N/log S curve for faint galactic X-ray sources observed with the
EINSTEIN observatory. The nearest Cataclysmic Variable lies at a
distance of 75-100 pc (Cordova and Mason,1982). Assuming a uniform
distribution with an average distance of 75 pc this implies a space
density of 5xl0""7pc~3. With a volume of lO^pc^ of the galaxy the
total number of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources in our galaxy Is of
order 3x10^ to 10^ (as compared with a 100 neutron star X-ray sources
in the luminosity class 10 36 -1038 e r g s " 1 ) . With a typical X-ray
luminosity of io31-io33 e r g s -l the degenerate dwarf X-ray sources are
103 times fainter than the neutron star X-ray sources, but still
103 times brighter than ordinary stars in the X-ray band. It is
therefore likely that all the unidentified faint galactic X-ray
sources are in fact Cataclysmic Variables (another 200 or so). In the
near future the optical search for Cataclysmic Variables on these
EINSTEIN positions
will probably triple
the number
of known
Cataclysmic Variables. An example of an ' X-ray selected' Cataclysmic
Variable is IE 0643.0-1648, a source in the field of the Sirius
observations (Chlebowski et al., 1981). Sources found in this way are
important since selection effects present in optical searches for
Cataclysmic Variables strongly bias this sample.

3.WHITE DWARFS WITH MAGNETIC FIELD, THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS
In the case that the magnetic field is sufficiently strong (typically
B » 1 0 6 G) to influence the accretion flow, the situation might be
different. Assuming that the stellar field is dipolar, It is customary
to define the Alfven radius R^ at the point where the rampressure of
the incoming flow is balanced by the magnetic pressure. Within R^ the
flow is dominated by the magnetic field and will be guided along the
field lines. Outside R^ the effect of the magnetic field is to first
order of approximation neglected. In the presence of a strong magnetic
field the accretion disc will be disrupted and extends its innermost
radius out to R^. If R^ is larger than two or three stellar radii
accretion takes place along the field lines in a more or less radial
fashion. The velocity of matter falling freely onto the star is
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Since the flow has to be stopped at the surface of the star, a
standing shock will be formed. As the inflow velocity will be highly
supersonic the shock will be 'strong', causing the velocity to drop by
a factor of four and the density correspondingly to increase by the
same factor. The shock temperature will be (Aizu, 1973; Hoshi,1973)
GMm_p
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M
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with m p the proton mass, v
the mean molecular weight, and k
Boltzmann's constant. The shock will move outward until a steady state
can be reached, where the total energy loss in the settling atmosphere
below the shock can balance the accretion energy. In that case hard
X-ray temperatures (T > 10? K) are reached and bremsstrahlung can be
expected at temperatures kT ~30-100 keV (Fabian,Pringle and Rees,
1976). The optical depth throughout the emission region is dominated
by electron scattering and if the total optical depth out to infinity
is larger than 1, inelastic Compton scattering will degrade all
photons with energy E > mec2/x . At the lower end of the spectrum
photoelectric absorption by heavy, not fully ionized, elements could
be important.
When the magnetic field is strong enough cyclotron cooling can be
competitive with bremsstrahlung (Fabian et al.,1976, Masters et al.,
1977, King and Lasota, 1979, Lamb and Masters, 1979). For given mass
and radius of the star and
hence for given temperature, the
bremsstrahlung cooling rate is proportional to the square of the
density (which is ~(F/f)2) and
the cyclotron cooling rate is
proportional to the density times the square of the magnetic field. We
therefore will have a situation where at high accretion rate and
sufficiently low magnetic field bremsstrahlung will dominate, whereas
at low accretion rate and high magnetic fields cyclotron emission will
be significant. The cyclotron emissivity cannot be approximated by
emission at the fundamental harmonic. Lamb and Masters (1979) find
that for the high temperatures (ÏO^-IO^) of interest, most of the
emission occurs at higher harmonics, the emissivity falls steeply with
frequency and that thermal broadening of the individual harmonics
produces a smooth continuum at higher frequencies. Taking these
effects into account, the dividing line between cyclotron dominated
cooling and bremsstrahlung dominated cooling is given by

B = 6x106 — ~
36

t

rP

Gauss

(8)

J

" J

(Lamb and Masters, 1979). However the actual situation is very
complicated because of the fact that the plasma is optically thick to
cyclotron radiation and radiative transfer effects have to be taken
into account.
From the overall geometrical situation (see Figure 1) one expects
that half of the bremsstrahlung and cyclotron emission will be emitted
and the other half will be absorbed at the stellar surface. The heated
surface will reradiate as a black body emitter with luminosity L ^ in
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with an overall spectrum that looks qualitatively like Figure 2 (from
Lamb and Masters, 1979). The actual observational situation, however,
is quite different, as will be explained after the discussion of the
observational properties of these kinds of objects.
There are three classes of Cataclysmic Variables that may relate to
accretion onto magnetic white dwarfs. They are called AM Her-type
stars (or polars), DQ Her-type stars (or fast rotators) and the
"intermediate polars". The polars
have synchronous orbital and
rotational periods of the order of hours. The DQ Her type stars have
rotational periods of order of seconds to minutes, hence the name
"fast rotators". In the "intermediate polars" the white dwarf rotation
is of the same order as the binary orbital period, but not phase
locked to it. I will discuss the observational evidence obtained in
recent years for each of the three classes.

4. OBSERVATIONS OF AM HER STARS (POLARS)
Hearn et al.(1976) detected soft X-rays (0.25 keV) from AM Her with
the SAS-C satellite. Optical studies (Cowley et al,1977; Szkody and
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Brownlee, 1977) showed that AM Her is a Cataclysmic Variable, with a
binary period of 3.1 hours. Tapia (1977a) found the light to be
strongly (up to 10 percent) linearly and circularly polarized,
indicating the existence of very strong (1O7-1O8 Gauss) magnetic
fields. Therefore the strength of the polar field was generally
assumed to be 200 MG. Such fields have their cyclotron frequency
2.8x10

Gauss

Hz

(10)

in the optical light and are typical for some isolated magnetic white
dwarfs with strong continuum polarizations. However, recent models of
the shock region by Lamb and Masters (1979) and Chanmugam and Wagner
(1979) show that the post shock region will be optically thick to
cyclotron radiation up to very high harmonics m (m > 10). The required
magnetic field to produce the polarization is reduced by the factor m.
The optical spectrum of AM Her (Schmidt et al., 1981) taken during one
of AM Her's infrequent low states (7 hours of integration time on the
3 m Shane telescope of Lick Observatory) is a textbook example of
Zeeman splitting. It indicates a magnetic field of 20 MG at the poles
and 10 MG at the equator.
The periods of variation of the polarization, the radial velocity
and the light in optical, soft- and hard X-rays are identical. Thus
the rotation period of the accreting magnetic degenerate dwarf is
phase-locked to the binary orbital period. Cataclysmic Variables with
this property are now called AM Her type variables or polars. There
are at present nine objects known to be in this class (see Table 1).
The Alfven radius of these stars
is larger than the orbital
separation. The magnetic field at the surface of the secondary,
assuming a dipolar field, is still of the order of 100 Gauss. Hence
TABLE I
AM Her type variables
Source

Period

AM Her
AN UMa

185
115

W

100

Pup

EF Eri
(=2A0311-22)

81

PG1550+191
H00139-68

113
109

El 114+18
El404-45
CW1103+254

89
101
114
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magnetic interaction keeps the stars in synchronous motion and
prevents the existence of an accretion disc in the system. For a
review of these systems see e.g. Chiapetti et al. (1980).
IUE observations (Raymond et al.,1979, Tanzi et al.,1980) of AM
Her did not show the strong UV flux due to cyclotron emission, that
was expected if the magnetic field is indeed as high as 200 MG. The UV
continuun consists of a black body with estimated temperature of 25-30
eV. The absence of UV cyclotron emission is not consistent with the
expected behaviour of white dwarf accretion in a 200 MG field, but it
could be consistent with the lower fields of order 20 MG as measured
from the Zeeman splitting. Since, however , it is not a priori clear
that the continuum polarization and the Zeeman splitted emission lines
originate from the same geometrical area, the answer to that question
has not been fully settled.
We have observed the X-ray spectrum of AM Her with the Objective
Grating Spectrometer on board the EINSTEIN observatory (Heise et
al.,1982a,1983, Chapter
IV of this
thesis). The
spectrum is
featureless and shows the spectral shape
of a black body of
temperature 46 eV, with some interstellar absorption superimposed. The
luminosity in the soft X-ray range is much larger than in the hard
X-ray range, thereby violating the expected equality from the model in
the previous paragraph. The discrepancy depends on how the source
spectrum behaves in the part between the UV and the soft X-rays that
is unobservable because of the absorption by the interstellar medium.
The luminosity of a black body of a temperature of 20 to 30 eV (of
which we observe the Rayleigh-Jeans part in the UV and Wiens's part in
the soft X-rays) is a few hundred times larger than the bremsstrahlung
luminosity. In the unlikely extreme, where the source spectrum is
supposed to be absent in those parts that we cannot observe, the black
body luminosity is still an order of magnitude larger than the
bremsstrahlung component.
There are three possible ways out of this dilemma.
i) Nuclear burning. The excess black body luminosity might be caused
by nuclear burning of the accreted material. This, however, is a
process not likely to be steady (in fact it is the basic ingredient
for the standard model for the explanation of nova outbursts).
Papaloizou et al. (1982) investigate the conditions under which the
steady burning mi",ht be expected. With normal ('cosmic') CNO abundance
the allowable accretion rates are too low to be of relevance for dwarf
novae and polars. The problem is however still not completely settled.
Strong magnetic fields channeling the accreted matter onto a small
fraction of the star might stabilize the burning by the rapid
transport of energy horizontally.
ii) Non-radiative transport of energy out of the shock region. This
problem is considered by King and Lasota (1979) and worked out in more
detail by Frank,King and Lasota (1982). The height of the shock that
stands off the stellar surface is determined by the cooling of the
settling atmosphere below the shock. With relatively inefficient
radiative cooling this height is fairly large. However, as already
earlier suggested by Fabian et al. (1976), thermal conduction can be
important and can lead to a completely other set of solutions for the
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column accretion onto the white dwarf, where the height above the star
is much smaller. (In fact smaller than the equipartition length scale
between ions and electrons, so that the one-fluid assumption for the
shock is wrong and a two fluid treatment becomes necessary). The hot,
optically thin post-shock region of the accretion flow is now limited
in
size and
the
bremsstrahlung
(hard X-ray)
component
is
correspondingly reduced. The bulk of the accretion flow energy is
carried into the optically thick part of the photosphere, thermalized
and reradiated as soft X-rays. This would, at least in principle,
explain the large ratio of soft to hard X-ray luminosity,
iii) Inhomogeneous accretion flow. Recently Kuypers and Pringle (1982)
suggested still another solution to this problem by considering a
non-stationary flow, which precludes the formation of a standing shock
front. The accretion pressure of the incoming flow turns out to be of
the same order as the photospheric pressure (at unit optical depth) of
a white dwarf at the thermalized accretion energy temperature T ^ . If
the accretion flow is not homogeneous, but lumpy with a lumpiness
factor <p2>/<p>2) the accretion pressure is increased locally by this
factor. These blobs will penetrate to a much deeper level. Since the
optical depth in a radiative atmosphere is approximately proportional
to the pressure, the bulk of the accretion energy is released at large
optical depths in the white dwarf atmosphere and is radiated away at
temperatures cjLoser to the black body temperature

5. OBSERVATIONS OF DQ HER TYPE STARS (FAST ROTATORS)
It has been known for a long time (Walker,1956) that an eclipsing post
nova, DQ Her, shows coherent short term oscillations with a period of
71 s. DQ Her was, prior to discovery of X-rays from Cataclysmic
Variables, suspected as the "weaker sister to HZ Her" (Lamb,1974). It
shows in the optical spectral range polarization of the order of 1
percent, indicating the presence of magnetic fields. It fits the
picture of a Roche lobe filling mass loosing component and an
accreting white dwarf in many details. The polarization angle change
at ingress and egress of eclipse is consistent with optical emission
as reprocessed X-rays from a central object on an accretion disc.
However, neither the first search for X-rays with ANS, nor later
searches with more sensitive instruments (including the EINSTEIN
observatory) showed any evidence of X-rays. This was embarrassing for
the theory. Recently more objects with optical periods some two or
three orders of magnitude smaller than the binary periods (in contrast
with the polars) were found. V553 Her with a period of 63 s
(Patterson, 1979a) was not observed in X-rays either. AE Aquarii
(Patterson, 1979c) with a period of 33 s, however, was found to be an
X-ray emitter, also pulsating with the same period and phase as in the
optical. The short period and the high coherence of the oscillator
require an origin in a compact star. Upper limits of the period change
(P < 10"*13,Patterson et al., 1980) require a moment of inertia I >
2x10^0 g cm2, some five orders of magnitude too large for a neutron
star. Hence AE Aqr is the white dwarf pulsar, whose existence has been
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predicted ever since the discovery of neutron star pulsars.
The objects with the undetected X-ray flux (DQ Her and V553 Her)
both have optical variations which are of low amplitude and strictly
sinusoidal (Nather and Warner, 1969; Patterson 1979a). One can infer
that these variations possibly are caused by highly reprocessed
radiation and that we cannot see the white dwarf directly in X-rays»

6. OBSERVATIONS OF "INTERMEDIATE POLARS'
EX Hya was the first object among the short period group of
Cataclysmic Variables to show a coherent period that lies in between
the DQ Her type fast rotators and the AM Her type of synchronously
rotating systems. It shows a 67 min photometric coherent period (Vogt
et. al.,1980) in addition to the 98 min orbital period (Kraft and
Krzeminski,1962). More examples of these objects were recently added.
The system
H2252-035 (H indicating
the HEAO-1
catalog, plus
coordinates) shows an orbital period of 215 min and optical brightness
oscillations (Patterson and Price,1981) with a period of 14 min. The
Cataclysmic binary 2A0526-328 (2A = second Ariel X-ray catalog, plus
coordinates) is found to have a photometric period only slightly
shorter than the orbital period (Motch, 1981; Hutchings et al., 1981).
The question is: are we dealing here with emission from the white
dwarf modulated by rotation or are these periods similar to the SU UMa
type superhump photometric periods? In some cases this question is
readily answered. H2252-035 shows even three periods. The binary
period of 3.59 hour, the rotation period of the compact star of 805 s
as seen in X-rays, and an optical period of 858 s seen in the emission
lines. The interpretation here is beautifully unambiguous, since the
optical frequency differs from the X-ray frequency by precisely the
orbital frequency (White and Marshall, 1980; Patterson and Garcia,
1980). Hence it is inferred that the emission lines are reprocessed
X-rays in the atmosphere of the secondary star or from a region (such
as the hot spot) corotating with the binary period.
In Heise et al. (1982b,Chapter IV, this thesis) we address the
question: is EX Hyd an intermediate polar? There are two kinds of
models possible: models in which it is assumed that the accretion
transfer is modulated and models in which the modulation is caused by
a rotating white dwarf (the intermediate polar model). Papaloizou and
Pringle (1980) emphasize the fact'that the optical modulation of 67
min is only 2.3 percent longer than 2/3 of the orbital period. They
suggest a model where this period could be explained by modulating the
mass transfer. If the system has a slight eccentricity (e.g. of order
10~4) then the radial excursion period Pr in the binary will be
related to the orbital period P and the apsidal motion period Ü by

f = H orP r- p ~lr

<">

for large U when P r is close to P. Hence the relevant modulation
period might be a few percent larger than the orbital period (see e.g.
Papaloizou and Pringle ,1979. Papaloizou and Pringle (1980) consider
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stellar pulsations In the secondary star and show that the slightly
eccentric orbit can drive a parametric instability of the pulsations
if the eigenmodes
have periods n/(2Pr) for
integer n. These
frequencies only depend on the structure of the secondary and change
on a nuclear time scale l()8-109 y r . They show that the width of the
resonance is possibly large enough for the system to be a sufficiently
long time in resonance.
From X-ray observations (Heise et al., 1982b, Chapter IV, this
thesis) it is evident that X-rays below 2 keV are strongly modulated
in phase with the 67 min photometric period, with an amplitude of
30-50 percent of the total X-ray signal. The modulation is nearly
sinusoidal, slightly wider at minimum phase than at maximum. The
generation of X-rays is easily understood, if they are produced deep
in the potential well of the degenerate dwarf. We consider the surface
of the white dwarf as the most likely place for the modulation to be
caused by rotation of the white dwarf. This is supported by the
observed rate of change in the 67 min period. This rate of change was
already suggested by Vogt et al. (1980) and has been verified by us
with additional optical observations. Later Gilliland (1982) and
Sterken (1982) came to the same conclusion. Such a period change is
typical for accreting white dwarfs.
The 67 min X-ray period is not easy to reconcile with the
modulated mass transfer model. This model will cause a 67 min optical
variation from the 'hot spot' on the outer edge of the disc. However,
since the diffusion time through the disc is of the order of days, no
modulation in accretion rate is expected at the inner boundary of the
accretion disc,
where the X-ray
generation is
expected. The
possibility of a steady central X-ray source modulated by absorption
and reprocessing in the hot spot also seems unlikely. The X-ray
emission spectrum did not show a strong absorption change with the 67
min phase. Modulation by electron scattering in the absence of
absorption would require too high a temperature in the hot spot. Also
the nearly sinusoidal form of the X-ray modulation would argue against
scattering in a small localized hot spot rotating at large distance
from the central X-ray source.
EX Hya shows narrow eclipses that are variable in depth and phase
and therefore are believed to be the eclipses of a variable mass, such
as a localized region in the accretion disc. If viewed in grazing
eclipse, small variations in position of the spot «ill lead to large
variations in eclipse depth. Warner and Megraw (1981) noted that flat
bottom (and thus total) eclipses all have the same minimum level and
that the eclipse depth was determined by the 67 min photometric phase.
At minimum no eclipse is seen and at maximum the depth was just the
full amplitude. So it seems that the gas that is eclipsed is also the
source of the 67 min optical modulations. This would support the model
of Papaloizou and Pringle (1980) and is difficult to understand in the
intermediate polar model. Warner (1982) suggested a way out of this
difficulty by assuming that, contrary to the general opinion of the
eclipses being caused by the hot spot at the outer edge of the disc,
the spot might as well reside at the inner edge of the disc.
Additional support comes from the absence of a hump in the optical
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light curve, which is typical for the outer edge hot spots, such as in
U Gem.
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CHAPTER II
HIGH LUMINOSITY GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
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II.1
ANS RESULTS ON X-RAY BINARIES(*)

J.Helse, A.C.Brinkman
The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht,The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
A short description is given of the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
ANS and the X-ray instruments of the Space Research Laboratory in
Utrecht. ANS observed in February 1975 a soft (0.25 KeV) X-ray flux in
Her X-l during the "off-state with an intensity of a factor 10 lower
than observed previously in the "on"-state. The measured intensity is
(1.1+0.2HO"11 erg cm^s" 1 in 0.2-0.28 KeV at earth.
The ANS observations on Cyg X-l are summarized. During the May 75
flaring state a very high intensity at 0.5 KeV is measured, consistent
with a power law photon spectrum with index 3.5 and an interstellar
absorbtion of 7x10*1 atoms cm~2, but not consistent with spectra that
show an additional cut-off below 1
KeV and an absorption of
7xl0 21 atoms cm"2. Intensity changes on a time scale of minutes, as
observed in Cyg X-l low state, are not observed during the flaring
state.

INTRODUCTION
The Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) was launched on August
30, 1974 in a sun-synchronous polar orbit, with perigee at 265 km and
apogee at un unintended height of 1120 km. The spacecraft carries
instruments from three different groups:
a. a UV-stellar spectrophotometer (University of Groningen)
b. two X-ray detectors from S.A.O.,Cambridge,Massachusetts
c. two X-ray detectors from Space Research Laboratory,Utrecht.
First we describe shortly some capabilities and limitations of
the spacecraft, since they have a great impact on the experiments.
Secondly we will mention the main characteristics of the Utrecht X-ray
experiments. And then we will describe some of our main results on
X-ray binaries.

(*) The results in this article were published in the preceedings of
a symposium on X-RAY BINARIES held at Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt.Maryland from October 20-22, 1975, pp.27-47. NASA-SP-389.
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Among the first, elsewhere published, scientific results of the
Utrecht instrumentations are the detection of an X-ray flare in YZ-CMi
and in UV-Ceti (Helse et al.,1975), the discovery of a soft X-ray flux
of Sirius, clearly distinguishable from its UV contamination (Mewe et
al.,1975a,1975b.), and the detection of a soft X-ray flux from Capella
(Mewe et al., 1975b),

THE SPACECRAFT
The choice of the polar orbit and the attitude control system were
mainly determined by the requirements of the UV-instrument. The nature
of this instrument, the observation of a large number of faint stars,
requires that the satellite should be pointed accurately and it should
be possible to change attitude easily. A three axis stabilized
satellite is chosen with an attitude control system such that one axis
is continuously pointed towards the sun for a clear and reliable
reference system necessary for this small satellite (125 kg). See for
a full description Bloemendal and Kramer (1973). This attitude control
system implies that X-ray objects can only be observed, if they are
located within a distance of 2.5 degree from a plane perpendicular to
the connecting line with the Sun. Because of the annual rotation of
the Earth around the Sun, every object in the sky can be observed in
principle once per half year for 5/cos $ days, where 3 is the ecliptic
latitude.
A horizon sensor measures the angle between the horizon and the
viewing direction of the scientific instruments. The onboard computer
calculates the required torques for the reaction wheels to slew to a
desired direction. This can be done with an accuracy of better than 1
degree. To achieve the 1 arcmin accuracy a star sensor is used. After
a slew manoeuvre the satellite is left in the scanning mode (4 degree
per minute). The star tracker must now recognize a predetermined set
of two reference stars within 1.5 degree of the target position and
with magnitude brighter than 8.53». Also a slow scan can be made after
a star recognition with a scan speed of 0.6 degree per minute. Every
12 hours, when the satellite passes over its main ground station, a
new observing program is loaded and the accumulated data is dumped. If
the available memory capacity (7 blocks of 4096 16 bits words) is
insufficient for a full 12 hour period, the memory can be dumped over
other ground stations.
In summary the spacecraft offers
1. continuous pointing with an accuracy of 1 arcmin;
2. an offset-pointing capability, whereby the viewing
direction steps repeatedly on and off the source for a maximum of
256 sec with a transition time of 16 sec. The off-source position
could be at maximum 1.5 degree away from the source.
3. a scan mode with scan speed 4o/min;
4. a slow scan mode with scan speed 0.6°/mln.
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THE UTRECHT X-RAY EXPERIMENTS SXX
The Utrecht soft X-ray experiments are pictured in Figure 1. They
consist of a soft detector (snail area proportional counter with 3.8
micron polypropylene) in the focal plane of a circular parabolic
reflector with a
projected area of 144
cm2 and a reflection
coefficient of around 50 percent. A filter wheel can select two fields
of view (0.5 and 2 degrees FWHM,circular), a UV-filter and a closed,
calibrate position. The UV-filter (0.5 mm magnesium fluorite) blocks
out the soft X-ray signal completely and enables us to determine the
contribution of the UV-signal to the measured counting rate. The
overall efficiency of the soft X-ray detector is shown in Figure 2,
solid curve. The main efficiency is between 0.2 and 0.28 keV, as also
determined by the pulse height discriminator limits of 0.13 and 0.41
keV, but note the low efficient sidelobe at 0.5 keV, which contributes
slightly due to finite counter-resolution into the range 0.13-0.41
keV. This latter effect is responsible for the soft X-rays in Cygnus
X-l, which we will describe later.

HARD
X-RAY EXPERIMENT
2-40 KeV.

SOFT
X-RAY EXPERIMENT
2-35 A

U.V. EXPERIMENT
1500-3300 A

SOFT
X-RAY EXPERIMENT
44-55 A

Fig.l. Location of experiments in ANS satellite.
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The second instrument consists of a medium energy range X-ray detector
with a 1.7 micron titanium window and an effective area of 40 cm2. The
field of view is collimated to a rectangular form of 34'x90' and is
sensitive in the range 0.6-7 keV with an extra channel around 0.45 keV
(see Figure 2,broken line). Pulse height information of 7 energy
channels can be sampled every 1, 4 or 16 seconds. In the high time
resolution mode all photons are binned in 125 msec intervals for
either the soft- or medium- ene7;gy detector. In the pulsar mode, 7
photons per second are registered with an accuracy of 1 msec.

SOFT X-RAYS FROM HER X-l IN THE OFF-STATE
ANS could observe Her X-l in February and August 1975. In February the
source was in the off-state of its 35 day cycle, approximately 7 days
before an expected turn-on. In Figure 3 the raw data are shown for a
measurement on Her X-l, with the satellite in the offset pointing
mode, pointing alternatively 80 sec on the source and 80 sec 50 arcmin
away of the source. It is clear that we have detected here with our
soft X-ray detector (parabolic reflector system) a definite flux
between 0.2 and 0.28 keV. The medium energy detector showed no
evidence for an X-ray flux between 1 and 7 keV. The soft X-ray
counting rate is 0.7 c/s with a statistical significance at a level of
6 sigma (0.66+0.11 c/s). This corresponds to l.lxlO"11 erg cm^s" 1 in
0.2-0.28 keV measured at Earth. The radio data of Heiles (1975) and
Tolbert (1971) indicate a hydrogen column density of 7xl020 atoms
cm"2, with a distance to the source of at least 2 kpc (Bahcall et al.
1974), the bulk of this column density is expected to be of
interstellar origin. If we correct the measured flux for such an
interstellar absorption, one would have a flux of 1.5xl0~10 erg
cm~ 2 s~ 1 at Earth. Compared to the X-ray flux between 2-6 keV of
approx. 10""9 e r g cuT^s"1 this is a rather large fraction. This
fraction is however rather sensitive to the adopted column density of
interstellar matter. For example for a density of 3xl020, 5xlO2O,
7x1020 atoms cm"2 the interstellar transmission is 28,14,7.5 percent
respectively in the 0.2-0.28 keV band, assuming Brown and Gould
abundances.
Previous observations made in the on-state of Her X-l 35 day
cycle by NRL (Shulman et al. 1974) and also Catura and Acton (1975)
have measured an intensity in this energy range, which is a factor of
10 higher. Our measurement during the OFF-state is consistent with the
earlier obtained upper limits (Shulman et al.,1974). It follows from
our observations that the soft X-ray flux of Her X-l
- is not constant throughout the 35 day cycle, but varies at least a
factor of 10
- is not always off, when the hard X-ray flux is off
- the soft X-ray intensities are remarkable bright.
The interpretation of the soft X-ray flux is rather difficult. The
black body intensity of a neutron star at a temperature of approx.
10& K, without interstellar absorption would yield

2.6 x 10" 1 3 Rfo/Df,kpc erg/cm2 s
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in the range 0.2-0.28 keV, where R^Q is the radius of a neutron star
In units of 10 km and D2k pc is the distance towards Her X-l In units
of 2 kpc. This flux is too small to account for the measured
luminosities for both ON and OFF states. Also, in the usual picture of
the accretion disk model, the accretion disk itself could not give
rise to such high luminosities in the soft X-ray range as compared
with the harder X-ray luminosities. If the emission is caused by an
optical thin gas surrounding the X-ray source, the contributions of
line radiation are dominant over the continuum by a factor of 20 in
our soft X-ray channel. In Figure 4 we plotted the expected counting
rate of an optical thin source of emission measure 10*0 cm"^ placed
at a distance of 1 pc as a function of temperature. One sees that
mainly Si VIII, Si IX and S X are contributing. If the soft X-ray flux
of Her X-l were due to such emission, the required emission measure at
2 kpc during the OFF-state
would range between 3x1057 cnf^and
1.2x10^8 cm~3for assumed
interstellar
column
densities between
3x1020 an(j 7X1O2O atoms cm"*2. From the measurements of Shulman et al.
(1974) and Catura et al. (1975) one would infer emission measures that
are a factor of 10 higher in the ON-state. For a spherical volume with
radius 103 km around the neutron star for example, this would imply
electron densities of the order of lO1^ cm~3in the OFF-state and
5x10*5 cm-3 in the ON-state. At such densities the electron scattering
opacity is of the order of unity.
The lightcurve of the ANS observation of Her X-l in August 1975 is
shown in Figure 5. This source is seen during a turn-on in its 35 day
cycle. The exact turn-on must have happened between binary phase 0.2
and 0.5 on august 28,1975, as was also reported by Serlemitsos et al.
(1975). Unfortunately at this time the window of the low energy
detector was broken, so that no soft X-ray measurements could be made
during turn-on.

CYGNUS X-l
Cygnus X-l has been observed by ANS in November 1975 and in May 1975.
In May 1975 we discovered the source to be in a high intensity state.
The flux around 2 keV was a factor of 10 higher than observed in
November 1974 (Heise et al.,1975a,1975b). Figure 6 shows the complete
light curve of our May data. One data point in the plot is typically
of 10 to 20 minutes duration. Statistical errors are of the order of
the size of the data points. The spectrum has changed to a very steep
power law (photon number index 2.5) as compared to the low intensity
spectra of November 1974 (with index approx. 0.5) and did not change
markedly during this flare period. The best fit spectrum is shown in
Figure 7 with a cut-off corresponding to 7x1021 atoms cm~2. Due to a
decrease in opacity of the interstellar medium below the oxygen
K-absorption edge at 0.5 keV, a significant flux could be detected in
the parabolic section of our instruments. The measured flux at 0.5 keV
is entirely consistent with the above mentioned spectrum. As a column
density of 7x1021 atoms cm~2is expected to be purely of interstellar
-1.04-
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origin, this implies that the intrinsic source spectrum of Cyg X-l in
the high state is a very steep power law, increasing all the way down
to at least 0.5 keV. This implies that the bulk of the X-ray energy is
emitted below I keV. Attempts to fit the data with spectra that do not
have this energetic soft X-ray component,e.g. a power law with a break
to index 1 below 1 keV, have failed. With these spectra only fits
could be obtained with a column density which is too low ( less than
4x1021 atoms cm~2).
A remarkable difference between the flare data of May 1975 and the low
state data of November 1974 concerns the time variability at time
scales of the order of 100 sec. In November 1974 we often observed
intensity changes of 30 to 50 percent on such time scales. These
intensity dips (see Figure 8 for an example) are rather symmetric in
shape and correlated with spectral changes in such a way that the
spectrum is harder at lower intensities. In Figure 9 the correlation
is shown for spectral fits taken with a constant absorption of
7x1021 atoms cm"2. Significant changes of this kind are not observed
in our May data of Cygnus X-l during the flaring state, although the
total time coverage of the source has been much better.
A qualitative interpretation could be given on the basis of the
standard accretion disk model for Cyg X-l (Thome and Price, 1975).
Here the spectrum has two major components. A high energy component
originating from a thick but optically thin inner region and a thin,
but optically thick outer region of the accretion disk. The relative
contribution to the total spectrum of the source is dependent on the
location of the
transition radius between those
two regions.
Variations of the order of the drift time of gas through the X-ray
emitting region are to be expected. If the low and high states of
Cygnus X-l are due to changes in the accretion rate, the location of
the transition radius is such that the "notch" in the spectrum falls
into our energy range, say between 2 and 5 keV. The time scale for
variations is than of the order of minutes (being the drift time scale
through the X-ray emitting region) as is also observed. One would
expect the intensity changes to be correlated with the hardness of the
spectrum in the range 1-7 keV.
In the high state, the transition region in Cyg X-l would be much
closer to the central object and the "notch" in the spectrum would be
shifted outside our energy range ( toward higher energies). Hence in
this range one does not see anymore that spectral changes are related
to
intensity variations, as indeed
is
consistent with
the
observations. Also the time scale of the variations will be shifted to
shorter times (order of seconds).
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II.2
X-RAY OBSERVATIONS OF CYG X - l WITH ANS(*)

J.Helse,A.,C.Brinkman,J.Schrijver,R.Mewe,
A.denBoggende, E.Gronenschild
The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht,The Netherlands
D.Parsignault
American Science and Engineering
Cambridge,Massachusetts
J.Grindlay,E.Schreier,H.Schnopper.H.Gursky
Center for Astrophysics,Cambridge,Massachusetts.

From May 1 to May 8, 1975, Cyg X-l was observed with the instruments
aboard the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS). We report here
the measurements performed with soft and hard X-ray detectors of the
Space Research Laboratory in Utrecht and the Center for Astrophysics
in Cambridge,USA. Cyg X-l underwent an upward transition in its
intensity (ref* 1), that seems to be the inverse of the downward
transition seen by Uhuru in April 1971. The bulk of the increase
occurs at low energy: between 1 and 2 keV, the intensity increased by
a factor of 10 over the November 1974 intensity observed by ANS, while
above 8 keV there is no significant change.
The Utrecht experiment consists of two detectors. A 1.7 micron
titanium window
proportional counter of 45
cm^ effective area
collimated to a field of view of 36*x90' (FWHM) Is sensitive in the
energy range 0.35-0.45 keV and 1-7 keV, divided over 6 pulse height
channels. The second instrument, a
parabolic reflector with a
projected area of 144 cm^, has in its focus a small area counter with
a window of 3.6 micron polypropylene. The field of view is a 34'
circle. A full description of the instrument is given in ref.2.
The relevant portion of the Cambridge experiment consists of 50
micron beryllium window proportional counters of 50 cm^ effective area
collimated to a field of view of 10'x3°(FWHM) sensitive in the energy
range 1.3-30 keV divided over 15 energy channels (ref. 3).

(*)

Appeared in NATURE,Vol.256,No.5513,p.107,1975.
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The light curves of Cyg X-1, as observed in the medium energy
range (1-7 keV) of the Utrecht detector and in the 1.3-7 keV window of
the Cambridge detector, are presented in Figure 1. The source is
observed to be in a high intensity state, similar to the one observed
(ref. 4) before the transition in April 1971. The count rate has
increased by a factor 8-10 in the Utrecht detector and a factor of
about 4 in the Cambridge detector compared with the observations on
Cyg X-1 made with ANS in November 1974 (our unpublished work with
W.Forman, C.Jones and Y.Tanaka). The
count rate in the first
measurement on May 1 is at the lowest point for both detectors, at 80
counts/s and 58 counts/s respectively, and rises to 100 counts/s (80
counts/s) on May 3, suggesting that the source is in its last stage of
the actual transition. After May 3, the intensity averages above 100
counts/s (80 counts/s) with excursions up to 160 counts/s (130
counts/s). The spectrum is in all data very steep, similar to the one
observed (ref. 4) before April 1971. in fitting the measured pulse
height spectrum with a source spectrum of the form
dF/dE - AE~otexp(-anH)keV (cm2 s keV)"1
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where a is the Brown and Gould (ref. 5) interstellar absorption and E
the photon energy in keV, we find a best fit for the first measurement
on May 1 of a «2.6+0.2 and nH(equivalent)»7+3_1xlO21 atoms cm"2. In
general all the measurements fit with a power law energy index range
in the narrow band of 2.2-2.8 , with an absorption of 8 + *_2 x l 0 2 1 atoms
cm"2, whereas in the November 1974 data the spectrum was as flat as
alfa»0.4, changing on a time scale of minutes to alfa*-0.5 (a positive
slope). The beryllium window counters also show little if any change
in the intensity and spectrum above 8 keV, as compared to the ANS
observations of November 1974.
The polypropylene counter-parabolic mirror combination has a
transmission window between 0.2 and 0.28 keV and a sidelobe between
0.4 and 0.7 keV. The pulse height discriminator levels are optimized
for 0.2 to 0.28 keV and in view of the detector resolution set to 0.13
and 0.41 keV. The small efficiency at 0.4-0.7 keV is due to the finite
counter resolution in the 0.13-0.41 keV pulse height interval. By
integrating the Cyg X-l signal in the parabolic section over 1600 s,
we observe a count rate of 0.38+0.04 counts/s, which in view of the
large column density of interstellar matter to the source must be due
to the high energy end of the detector window. The interstellar
absorption for 7xl02l atoms cm"2, assuming Brown and Gould (ref.5)
abundances, is 3.3 mean free paths just below the oxygen absorption
edge of 0.53 keV, and 19 mean free paths at 0.28 keV. The ultraviolet
flux of the ninth magnitude B0I stellar companion of Cyg X-1 is three
orders of magnitude too low to explain the soft flux by contamination
of the ultraviolet flux, both from the theoretical point of view and
from the measured ultraviolet spectrum (ref. 6). The detected flux in
the soft X-ray counter is entirely consistent with an assumed source
spectrum with power law (energy) index of 2.5 and interstellar
absorption of 7x1021 atoms cm"2. The expected count rate for this
spectrum is 0.28 s~*. This spectrum is presented in Figure 2, together
with the measured flux and the spectrum convolved with the response of
the two detectors. With this spectrum the source intensity at 0.50 keV
then corresponds to 13+3 photons cm~2s~^keV~l a m j t n e power law is
valid over the entire range from 0.5 to 6 keV (ref. 7).
The spectrum and intensity of X-ray radiation from Cyg X-l
observed by the ANS instruments are now dramatically different from
those observed by the same instruments during November 1974. The
present data, both the high intensity and the changed spectra, are
consistent with what was reported by Uhuru for the 'high' state of
1970-71. For this reason, and because this high level has persisted
for about six days as we see it, we conclude that Cyg X-l has reverted
to its high state. Our data also suggest that the transition was in
progress when we began observing on May 1.
Several descriptions have been put forward to explain the observed low
and high intensity states of Cyg X-l on the basis of accretion disk
models (ref. 8). In these models the flux above 10 keV originates in
the optical thin inner disk, and the flux below 10 keV in the
optically thick region immediately surrounding the inner disk. The
transition could be due to a change in accretion rate or to the switch
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on and off of a secular (Lightman and Eardly) instability in the inner
region of the accretion disk (ref.9), where the disk could become
spatially thick and optically
thin wherever radiation pressure
dominates gas pressure. Thome and Price (ref.8) make various
predictions for the photon energy ^
at which the source spectrum
exhibits a maximum.
From the spectrum presented in this paper Ej^^O.S keV suggesting
on the basis of the qualitative model of Thorne and Price, that the
transition is triggered by a change in the accretion rate in a disk
model where the optically thin region is indeed extended (Lightman and
Eardly instability operative).
The power spectrum of Cyg X-l integrated from 0.5 to 6 keV leads
to an intrinsic luminosity at 2.5 kpc ranging between 7.0x1037 an<j
9.6x1037 erg s"l.
Extended X-ray, optical and radio measurements are now in
progress and may help clarify the nature of this transition. On May 9
the radio emission was several times higher than at any time in the
previous four years (ref.10). This is in contrast to the behaviour
during the previous high state when Cyg X-l was not seen in radio.
Also, Bolton (ref.ll) has not seen any spectroscopie changes in the
optical emission.
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II.3
HIGH RESOLUTION SOFT X-RAY SPECTRA WITH THE
OBJECTIVE GRATING SPECTROMETER ABOARD
EINSTEIN OBSERVATORYC*)

J.Heise and A.C.Brinkman

The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands

1.INTRODUCTION
For the purpose of measuring high resolution soft X-ray spectra the
Einstein X-ray observatory (Giacconi et al.,1979) has been equiped
with an Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS). The OGS consists of two
transmission gratings, either of which may be placed in the X-ray
optical path behind the mirror. The gratings consist of opaque and
open strips with a density of 500 and 1000 lines/mm. The dispersion is
0.128 and
0.063 Angstrom/arcsec,
respectively. When
the High
Resolution Imaging detector (HRI) is used to detect the diffracted
image the spectral resolution, AA , obtained between 0.3 and 2
Angstrom, is limited by the mirror resolution (image quality) at short
wavelengths and by aberrations at longer wavelengths (see Table 1).
For wavelengths greater than 44 Angstrom the spectral resolution is
more than an order of magnitude better than attainable with other
means. Two observing periods have been taken place so far, one in
March and one in May, 1979.
In this paper we will present some preliminary data obtained from the
binary compact X-ray source Hercules X-l and from the close binary
white dwarf, AM Hercules.

(*) Published in GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES,
P.Laskarides, J.Salton, Wiley and sons,1982.
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Fig.l. An electron micrograph of a small portion of'a 1000 lines/mm grating. Coarse and fine support structures ave seen in addition to
the grating wires.
2.

TRANSMISSION GRATINGS

The gratings, prepared at the Space Research Laboratory at Utrecht,
consist of gold lines nominally 0.1 micron thick and with a bar width
to slit ratio that approximately equals one. A fine and coarse
structure supports the thin wires (Figure 1). The gratings are
produced in elements of approximately 5x5 cm. 160 of these elements
for each grating are mounted and aligned on a support frame. The 1000
lines/mm gratings have been strengthened by a coating of 2.5 micron
Parylene-N. Two types of calibrations have been carried out. First a
few representative elements were measured at long wavelengths, using
the SSRP 4o beam line at SPEAR (see Schnopper et al., 1977). Later,
after the gratings were completely assembled, they were measured in
combination with the Einstein mirrors and High Resolution Imager, by
F.Seward, in a long beam test facility.
Testing of the gratings over a wide range of wavelengths is
necessary because the grating bars are partially transparent depending
on the thickness and the incident X-ray energy. Interference between
the radiation coming through the open slits and the attenuated, phase
shifted radiation coming through the grating bars, leads to a
distribution over the various spectral orders which is different from
the one expected for completely
opaque grating bars. At some
wavelengths the power in the zero order is diminished (by destructive
interference) and reappears in an enhanced, first order diffracted
beam, through constructive interference. The wavelength where this
-116-

occurs is a function of the optical constant of the grating material
and the thickness of the grating bars. It can be used to ones
advantage by optimizing the choice of material and the thickness of
the grating (Brauniger,1979). This optimalization has been used at
energies of a few keV for the gratings prepared at the Space Research
Laboratory in Utrecht, for use in the EXOSAT Observatory (Brinkman et
al.,1980). For the Einstein observatory the thickness of the gratings
were limited to 0.1 micron. This places the region of enhanced first
order radiation in the soft X-ray range, between 40 and 80 Angstrom,
while the sensitivity at wavelengths lower than 15 Angstrom is
degraded.
The integrated experiment (mirror, integrated grating ring and
High Resolution Imaging detector) has been calibrated with line
radiation, characteristic of boron (66.9 A), carbon (44.7 A), iron
(17.6 A ) , copper (13.3 A), aluminium (8.33 A), zirconium (6.06 A),
silver (4.15 A) and tin (3.60 A) (Seward et al.l979)(*).
An example
of the calibration spectrum of iron is shown in Figure 2. A
calibration with continuum radiation from beryllium shows that the
only instrumental features in the spectrum, are the discontinuity at
15.7 Angstrom, caused by the nickel-L edge of the nickel coating on
the mirror, and the 43.7 Angstrom absorption edge of carbon, caused by
TABLE I
Grating characteristics
500 lines/mm

1000 lines/mm

0.128

0.063

Range, HRI center on-axis
1st order

5-100 X

3-50 £

Range, HRI edge-on axis
1st order

5-200 £

3-100 8

Dispersion (A/arcsec on HRI)

Resolution (wide mask)

28

iX

Resolution (narrow mask)

0.5 8

0.25 8

(*) The final calibration appeared in:
Seward,F.D.,Chlebowski,T.,Delvaille, J.P.,Henry,J.P.,Kahn,S.M.,
Van Speybroeck,L. .Dijkstra, J.,Brinkman,A«C, Heise,J. ,Mewe,R.,
Schrijver,J.,1982,Applied Optics.,Vol.21,p.2012.
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the coating or the detector.
The effective area as a function of wavelength, derived from
these calibrations, is given in Giacconi et al. (1979). The shape of
this function is roughly described by
a fall off at shorter
wavelengths, caused by the effect of increasing transparency of the
grating bars, and at longer wavelengths by the X-ray absorption caused
by the UV-ion filter which covers the HRI. This latter effect is most
clearly seen as a strong absorption edge short ward of the carbon-K
edge at 43.7 Angstrom and a decrease in sensitivity toward longer
wavelengths. These sensitivities are used to derive the photon spectra
given later. They are preliminary because of other effects that have
yet to be taken into account. For example the HRI used in flight is
slightly different from the one used in the calibrations.

3.

THE SPECTRUM OF AN OPTICALLY THIN SOURCE

The expected X-ray spectrum of an optically this source with solar
abundances and temperatures in the range ÏO^-IO? is dominated by
spectral lines. Extensive calculations on continuum and line emission
(Mewe,1972; Mewe,1975) have recently been extended to include newly
available atomic data, in particular concerning the iron complex
around 17 Angstrom (Gronenschild, 1979)
Figure 3 gives an example of such a spectrum multiplied with the
instrument response function but not yet convolved to the appropriate
resolution. The plasma temperature is 10? K. Intensities are given in
counts/s for a source at a distance of 1 pc with emission measure of
10^0 cm~3. The spectral lines are labeled with the ion species and the
spectral order. Figure 4 shows the same spectrum now convolved with
the instrument resolution. Most lines are not individually resolved.
The spectrum is dominated by the iron complex, in this case Fe XVIII
to Fe XXIII. The relative contribution of the various iron lines and
hence the location of the peak in the spectrum is a sensitive function
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Fig. 2. Calibration speatrumof iron shows up to the fifth spectral order.
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Fig. 3. Expected X-ray spectrum as a function of wavelength of an optimaal thin plasma of T=10^ K multiplied by the instrument response
function of the 1000 lines/mm grating. Ion and spectral orders
are indicated.
of the temperature. Stellar coronae are likely candidates for this
kind of emission. We observed the strong source Capella, and indeed
find the peaked emission of the iron complex indicating temperatures
slightly lower than 10? K. We need however to increase the observation
time to obtain a better signal to noise ratio in order to detect the 0
VIII line.

4. HERCULES X-l
Figure 5

shows an example of

two 'quick-look' observations
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Fig. 4. The same as Figure 3 but convolved with instrument spectral resolution.
500 lines/mm grating of the binary source Hercules X-l. This is a
picture as it appears on the television screen at the data centre of
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. A scale in Angstrom has
been added. A strong zero order image is seen together with the
positive and negative first order images. The discontinuity at 43.7
Angstrom is caused by the detector's UV-ion filter. An integrated
spectrum of all the 500 lines/mm grating observations available so far
is shown in Figure 6. The data is accumulated in bins of 0.5 Angstrom
wide, and span approximately one binary period of Her X-l. Figure 7
represents a preliminary photon number spectrum, derived from the raw
counting rate, after subtracting background, applying corrections for
second and third order grating spectra, and dividing by the instrument
response function. The data show, with the high resolution available
now, two well resolved components in the spectrum of Her X-l. All data
points are independent, in contrast to spectra from proportional
counters. The excess soft component between 0.1 and 0.5 keV is saen,
together with the low energy tail of the hard X-ray component of Her
X-l. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the transition between the soft
and hard component is steep and occurs at 0.53 keV. It is quite likely
-120-
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Fig. 5. Two quick-look observations with the 500 lines/mm grating on Her
X-1 as it appears on the television screen at the data centre at SAO.
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Fig. 6. Count rate spectrum of Her X-1 with 500 lines/mm grating.
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Fig. 7. Photon number speatrum of Her X-l derived from Figure 6.
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Fig. 8. Photon number speetrum ofHerX~l taken with 1000 lines/mm grating.
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Fig. 9. Count rate spectrum of AM Her taken with the 500 lines /rrm

grating.

that this is caused by the Oxygen-K absorption edge.
The soft component, first observed by Shulman et al. (1975),
Catura and Acton (1975), Heise and Brinkman (1975), is thought to come
from an opaque shell of matter surrounding the neutron star in Her X-l
at a distance, where the centrifugal force and magnetic field of the
neutron star impedes the gravitational infall of the gas. The shell
absorbs the harder X-rays emanating from the surface of the neutron
star and re-radiates the absorbed luminosity as soft X-rays (McCray
and Buff, 1976).
Figure 8 represents the spectrum of Her X-l obtained a day
earlier with the 1000 lines/mm grating. Here an absorption feature is
seen at 0.53 keV, possibly the Oxygen-K photo ionization edge.

5. AM HERCULES
AM Hercules is a white dwarf in a binary system with a small period of
3.1 hours. This object is also seen in soft X-rays (Hearn et al.1976,
Bunner 1978, Tuohy et al. 1978) and in hard X-rays (Swank et al.

-1,23-

1977). From circular polarization measurements in the optical (Tapia,
1977; Stockman and Sargent,1978) one derives the existence of a large
magnetic field of approx. 2.10& Gauss (*) . Models for this source
(Priedhorsky and Krzeminski, 1978; Lamb and Masters,1979) predict
three major component of radiation. Accreting gas onto the magnetic
poles produces the hard X-ray spectrum caused by bremsstrahlung in a
shock standing off the stellar surface. Half of this radiation is
absorbed at the stellar surface, heats it and the heated atmosphere
subsequently produces the soft X-ray component. Cyclotron emission
would produce a large UV flux. This flux however has not been observed
(Raymond et al. 1979) at the expected level.
We observed AM Her in March 1979 with the 500 lines/mm grating.
The raw counting rate spectrum is shown in Figure 9 and reduced in a
preliminary way to a photon number spectrum as given in Figure 10. The
data is binned in bins of 1 Angstrom and plotted between 0.1 and 0.3
keV. It fits a smooth distribution very well, as would be expected
from a black body with emission at a temperature of the order of 40 eV
and modified by interstellar absorption (drawn line).
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Fig. 10. Photon nvarbev spectrum of AM Her between 0.1 and 0.3 keV.
(*) From Zeeman splitted hydrogen
from 10 to 20 MG.
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III.l
EVIDENCE FOR X-RAY EMISSION FROM FLARE STARS
OBSERVED BY ANS(*)

J.Heise.A.,C.Brinkman,J.Schrijver,R.,Mewe
E.Gronenschild,and A.denBoggende
The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands
and
J.Grindlay
Center for Astrophysics,Harvard College Observatory
and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

ABSTRACT
Observations that detected the first X-ray emission from flare stars
are described. An X-ray flare was detected from YZ CMi at 0.28 keV and
-1-7 keV, although no optical or radio coverage was available. During
a very large optical flare from UV Ceti, X-ray emission at only 0.28
keV was detected. Upper limits for X-ray emission from several small
optical flares of UV Ceti are presented. Implications for X-ray flare
models, the diffuse X-ray background, and low-energy cosmic-ray flux
are mentioned.
Subject headings: cosmic background radiation
sources

- flare stars

- X-ray

1.INTRODUCTION
The Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) has monitored two of the
most active flare stars, Ross 882 (YZ CMi) and L726-8AB (UV Ceti),
with the soft and hard X-ray instruments of the Space Research Laboratory,Utrecht, and the Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge. The stars
were observed 1974 October 19-22, and 1975 January 3-9, respectively.
During part of the time, radio and optical coverage were obtained. We
report here the detection of two X-ray flares. One flare was observed
from YZ CMi (Heise et al. 1974) predominantly in the soft X-ray range

(*)

Appeared in: The Astrophysical Journal,202,L73-L76, 1975 Dec 1
-1.28-

below 0.28 keV (but also at 1-7 keV) at a time when no optical or
radio observations were available. Another flare was observed from UV
Ceti, solely in the soft X-ray range, while a very large flare was
observed in the optical. During the times of three smaller optical
flares reported from UV Ceti, upper limits for the X-ray emission were
obtained.
We shall briefly consider the implications of these results for
several predictions for X-rays from flare stars, as well as the
possible contribution of flare stars to the galactic X-ray background
and low-energy cosmic ray flux.

2.INSTRUMENTATION
There are three X-ray detectors on ANS that are sensitive in the soft,
medium, and hard X-ray energy bands. The Utrecht soft X-ray detector,
sensitive from 0.2-0.28 keV, consist of a grazing Incidence parabolic
collector (effective area 144 cm2) with a small area 3.6 micron
polypropylene proportional counter in the focal plane. The sensitivity
is such that 1 count/s in the 0.20-0.28 keV interval corresponds to
0.53 photons cm"2s""1keV~1 at 0.28 keV.
The Utrecht medium X-ray detector is a 1.7 micron titanium
proportional counter with an effective area of 45.0 cm? and is
sensitive in the 1-7 keV range, divided over 5 pulse-height intervals.
For a spectrum of E~ 2 photons cm~2s~lkeV~l, 1 count/s corresponds to
2.6xl0~10 erg cm~2s~l in the range 1.2-6 keV. (For a full description
of the Utrecht instrument, see,e.g., Brinkman et al. 1974).
The Cambridge hard X-ray detector consists of a 50 micron
beryllium-window proportional counter of 50 cm2 total effective area,
which is
sensitive in
the energy range
1-30 keV
(1 count
s~^corresponds approx. to 2.6xl0~10 erg cm~2s~^ in the range -1.3-7
keV) divided into 15 energy channels (Gursky et al.1975).

3.OBSERVATIONS OF YZ CANIS MINORIS
A total of 300 minute of good quality, low background data was
obtained on YZ CMi in observations with the satellite continuously
pointed on the source for, typically, 5-12 minutes per orbit. No
optical flares were detected during our measurements, although optical
or radio monitoring
was conducted for about a
third of our
observations.
On October 19 at 20:05 UT, an X-ray flare was observed in the
soft and medium energy detectors (Fig.l) (Helse et al. 1974).
Unfortunately, no optical or radio coverage was available. The total
duration of the flare at 0.20-0.28 keV was 6 minutes. The counting
rate increased a factor of 4 in 28 s from the background level of 1.2
counts/s to 4.6 counts/s. In the medium-energy range (1-7 keV), the
duration of the flare was much shorter, approximately 1.5 minutes. No
-129-

increase in counting rate was observed in the Cambridge detector (1-30
keV), although it had comparable sensitivity and a significant flux
was observed in the Utrecht detector above 3.5 keV.
It is probable that the satellite pointing was such that the
source was in the 36~x90" field of the Utrecht detector but not in the
10"x3° field of the Cambridge X-ray experiment. Both field of views
are coaligned within 1'. The satellite star tracker recognizes a pair
of stars within a field of view of 9O'x9O' around the object star. In
the case of the pointing on YZ CMi, these stars were near the
threshold sensitivity (8.5 mag) and the star field was very crowded.
It is possible that the satellite was pointing on a wrong star
pattern, but this cannot be verified. Attitude reconstruction did
show, however, that the satellite pointing direction, based on the
horizon and solar sensors, was within V
of the position of YZ CMi in
the long direction of the collimator and within 30' of the position in
the perpendicular direction. Failure to detect an increase in the
Cambridge detector excludes the possibility that the observed increase
in count rate was due to a particle event. Also, the count rate in the
anticoincidence sections of the counters showed a low and constant
background.
The total energy release from YZ CMi, known to be at a distance
of 6.06 parsec, observed during the flare between 0.20-0.28 keV is
4.2+0.3xl031 erg, with a peak luminosity of 2.5±0.4xl029 erg/s. In the
1-7 keV energy range, the total observed energy release amounts to
1.9±O.4xlO32 erg, with a peak luminosity of 3.6+0.7xlO30 erg/s.

4. OBSERVATIONS OF UV CETI
A total of 316 minutes of low background observations of UV Ceti were
recorded. During this time four events were measured in the optical
range. On January 8, at 01:17:33 UT, a large optical flare was
recorded. The V-band light curve, kindly supplied by Dr.E.Groth,
Princeton University, is shown in Fig.2. Dr.W.Kunkel, Cerro Tololo
Observatory, also recorded this flare and communicated his data to us.
The peak flux in the optical (U-band) flare was greater than
2xl030 erg/s (an increase in U-band magnitude larger than or of the
order of 6 magnitudes, Kunkel and Zarate, 1975). The X-ray measurement
started at 01:17:40 UT when UV Ceti was first visible to ANS and ended
at 01:21 when the satellite approached the radiation zones (Fig.2). At
the start of the X-ray observation, an enhancement (to approx. 400
counts per 16 s from a background of approx. 320 counts per 16 s) in
the 0.20-0.28 keV range was observed with an approximate duration of
48 s
(see Fig.2). Although
our background
determination was
incomplete, especially before the optical flare, we regard the
sustained increase of approx. 80 counts per 16 s in coincidence with
the optical flare as significant. Typical background fluctuations in
this part of the orbit were both smaller and of much shorter duration
than this event.
During the 48 s of the soft X-ray increase, the flux was
-130-
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Fig.l. Soft and medium-energy X-ray flare of YZ CMi.
7.3io.l5xlO~H erg cm~2s~l. This corresponds to an X-ray luminosity at
the source of at least 6.1±1.3xlO28 erg/s and a minimal total energy
release of 2.9±0.6xlO30 erg. The ratio of X-ray to optical flare
luminosity, which is compared with several predicted values below, was
thus Lx/L opt is smaller or equal to 3xlO~2. The upper limit during
this time was (at the 3.5 sigma significance level) 7.6 counts/s in
the Utrecht medium-energy detector (1-7 keV) and 5.6 counts/s in the
Cambridge detector, corresponding to 1.8x10-30 an<j 1.3x10^0 erg/s (or
Lx/Lopt i s smaller than 1), respectively. These limits may be compared
to L x /L o p t less than 10 5 , reported by Hudson and Tsikoudi (1973) from
0S0-3 observations of a 1.5 magnitude flare of YZ CMi.
Three smaller optical flares were observed with the X-ray
instruments, with negative results. Upper limits (at the 4 sigma
level) for the X-ray flux are listed in Table 1.

5. DISCUSSION
Although no optical data were available during the YZ CMi flare event,
the X-ray energy release (equivalent to an optical increase of 5
magnitudes in the V-band) at the source suggest that it was a very
-131-

large flare. However, given the great variety of solar flares observed
at X-ray energies (Hudson,1974) and the different classes of radio and
optical flares from flare stars (e.g. Grindlay,197O), it is not
surprising these two types of flares would be different in their ratio
of soft to hard X-rays and in their ratio of X-ray to optical
luminosity. It is also possible that the UV Ceti flare did contain a
detectable but short duration hard X-ray component during maximal 30 s
before the sharp rise in the optical and the start of the ANS
coverage. This would not be expected from typical impulsive solar
flare X-ray-optical light curves but it cannot be ruled out for flare
stars until more complete coverage is obtained.
The peak luminosity (1-7 keV) in the YZ CMi flare, if accompanied
by only a approximately 1 Jy radio flare, is roughly consistent with
the predictions from scaling solar X-ray to radio flare luminosities
(Crannell et al. 1974). However, the soft X-ray flux is lower than
this scaling would predict and may suggest a flat bremsstrahlung
spectrum. This is expected from the model of Grindlay (1970), although
the predicted luminosity is more than 10 times that observed if the
optical flare was larger than 1 magnitude. The observed medium energy
luminosity is probably higher than the solar X-ray to optical scaling
prediction of Kahler and Shulman (1972). The UV Ceti flare data are
more amenable to comparison with prediction since there are optical
data. If the X-ray flare peak coincided with the large optical flare
peak, then the observed soft X-ray luminosity was significantly below
all the predictions, though closest to that of Kahler and Shulman
(1972). The upper limits of Table 1 are also closest to these
predictions.
Our results indicate that flare stars may comprise a new class of
low luminosity variable X-ray sources. The typical luminosities are
lower than those suggested for a similar class of X-ray sources by
Catura et al. (1975) based on their possible detection of Capella.
However, flare stars may have such a high spatial density that their
total contribution to the X-ray background may be more significant
than that from hot stars. If further X-ray observations of flare stars
show that the typical X-ray flare luminosities are as low as those
observed from the UV Ceti optical flares, the contribution of flare
stars to the diffuse X-ray background is probably a factor 10-100
below the limits for unresolved sources (Gorenstein and Tucker 1972).
We have assumed flares have fractional (quiescent) luminosities of
approx. 0.01 and a flare star density of 0.01 pc~3, or ÏO^-IO10 flare
stars in the Galaxy. If however the YZ CMi event is more typical, the
contribution may be substantial. Furthermore, if this event were
typical and produced a large fraction of its energy in cosmic rays of
a few MeV, the time integrated contribution to the cosmic ray energy
density in the interstellar medium could be approx. 10~3 eV cm~3, o r
most of the low energy component.
The present results, with the detection of two X-ray flares in
approximately 10 hours of observing time, will hopefully encourage
further X-ray and optical-radio observations of flare stars. We thank
all the observers that took part in this international campaign for
simultaneous optical and radio observations of flare stars for their
-132-
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TABLE 1
UPPER LIMITS ON X-RAY FLUX DURING FLARES ON UV CEIT

TIME OP FLARE (1975)

January 4, 10:15:42
January 4, 10:26:06
January 6, 01:5O:3O

DURATION

UPPER LIMITS

REPORTED BV

MAG

(s)

0.2-0.28 keV

Ichimura
Ichimura
Kunkel

0.41
0.52
1.2

48
138
260

8.7X1O-»
7.8XIO-"
1.6±O.8X1O-»
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(ergs cm"1 s~')

2-6 kcV
1.6X10-»
3.2X1O-»
5.9X10-'°
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III.2
DISCOVERY OF INTENSE X-RAY BURSTS FROM
THE GLOBULAR CLUSTER NGC 6624(*)
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and
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ABSTRACT
A new type of time variation of Cosmic X-ray sources has been found
from the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) observations of the
source 3U1820-30 associated with the globular cluster NGC6624. Two
burst in the 1-30 keV X-ray intensity of this source are reported.
Each displayed a rapid rise in flux (< 1 s) by a factor of 20-30
followed by a approx. 8 s exponential decay. These burst appear to be
qualitatively different from short time variations previously reported
from X-ray sources. Analysis for further source variability, energy
spectra, and position are presented. The characteristics of these
events may imply the existence of a collapsed core in the globular
cluster.
Subject headings; clusters :globular sources - X-rays: transient sources.

stars : black

holes -

X-rays :

(*) Appeared in The Astrophysical Journal Letters,205,L127-L130, 1976
May 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The X-ray source 3U1820-30 is the brightest of five X-ray sources
associated with globular clusters, and is located within approx. 1' of
the nucleus of NGC 6624 (Giacconi et al. 1974; Jernigan et al. 1975).
It has been observed to be highly variable (factor of the order of 5)
on time scales of minutes to days and months (Canizares and Neighbours
1975; Forman, Jones and Tananbaum 1976) but no regular variations or
periodicities have been reported. Recently N.Bahcall (1976) has
provided much needed optical data and stellar density distributions
for NGC 6624 and has found that the nucleus contains a bright
unresolved core. We shall describe the results of observations of
3U1820-30 by the X-ray detectors on ANS in 1975 March and September.
During the second observing period, two very fast ( 0.5 s rise,
8 s
decay) and intense (factor of 20-30 increase) burst of
1-30 keV
X-rays were detected from this source. The source intensity and
spectrum were otherwise rather constant during the two observing
periods, although the source flux (1.3-7 keV) in September was a
factor of approx. 4 lower than in March. This information was first
reported by us in an IAU Telegram (Grindlay and Heise 1975).
The bursts appear to be qualitatively different from previously
reported intensity variations in X-ray sources. In an accompanying
Letter, Grindlay and Gursky (1976) explain certain characteristics of
the bursts by Compton scattering of primary X-rays in a hot,
surrounding cloud. This model implies the existence of a massive,
collapsed object within the cloud.

2. TIME STRUCTURE AND LOCATION OF THE BURSTS
The soft X-ray (SXX) detector on ANS used in these observations was
the medium energy (1-7 keV) proportional counter with a 34'x82' (FWHM)
field of view (Brinkman,Heise and de Jager 1974). The hard X-ray (HXX)
experiment includes two large area detectors (LAD1 and LAD2) each of
64 cm2 effective area and sensitive from
1-30 keV (Gursky,Schnopper
and Parsignault 1975). The two LADs have a 10'x3°(FWHM) fields of view
separated by 3.'7 so that source positions within a few arc minutes
(in one dimension) may be obtained from the LAD1/LAD2 ratio of the
source detection. The sensitivities of the two experiments are
comparable and in the range 1-7 keV, 1 ANS count/s approximately
corresponds to 15 Uhuru counts/s for a Crab type spectrum.
About 3 hours of pointed observations of 3U1820-30 were conducted
in 1975 between March 24.4 and 28.0 and for a comparable exposure
between September 27.4 and 30.7. A typical observation lasted 10
minutes and was either a continuous pointing on the source or a series
of alternating pointings (16 or 64 s durations) on and off the source
for determinations of background and source spectra. The 1.3-7 keV
X-ray fluxes observed by the sum of the LADs for these two observing
periods is shown in Figure 1. The mean intensity in the March
observations was 13.5±0.2 counts/s (approx. 200 Uhuru counts, or near
the 3U catalog value) and only 3.2±0.2 counts/s in September. Apart
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from approx. 30 percent changes over time scales of the order of 1
hour observed in March, no factor of >2 variations over 5-10 minutes,
such as reported by Canizares and Neighbours (1975), were detected.
The source shows no evidence of eclipses with periods in the range of
3 hours to 2 days. However, very large increases (bursts) in the
apparent flux over much shorter time scales (10 s) were found in the
September data.
The first such burst to be identified in the data occured 1975
September 28 in the middle of a 252 s continuous pointing on source in
a region of satellite orbit (longitude 1220, latitude +3°, height 280
km), where the particle background is both the lowest and most
constant. In Figure 2a, we plot the sum of LADl and LAD2 accumulated
each second in the range 1.3-7 keV. Beginning at 09:49:40 UT, the
total countrate increased from 11.2+0.3 counts/s (approximately 8.1
counts/s background plus 3.1 counts/s source) to
100 counts/s within
2 s and then decayed exponentially over the next 10 s. In Figure 2b,
we show the count rate observed in the SXX detector, which recorded
total counts in the range 1-6 keV each 125 millisecond. These data
resolve the burst rise time to be approx. 0.5 s to 70 percent of
maximum intensity.
The burst
profile was
quite smooth
with
fluctuations consistent with statistics. The total increase in the
burst observed by SXX is a factor of 25, or very close to the HXX
value.
A second burst was found after carefully examining all remaining
data taken at nearly the same time. The burst occurred at 01:31:51 UT
September 28 during a 64 s pointing on 3U1820-30. The observation was
conducted in the offset pointing mode, alternating between 64 s on
source and 16 s on background. The countrate observed by the SXX
detector around the time of the burst is plotted in Figure 3b, where
the time on source,slew and background is also marked. The satellite
was in a region of higher background (longitude 262°, latitude -61°,
height 550 km) at the time of the event, and the rate increased from
10.1+0.2 counts/s (approximately 7.1 counts/s background plus 2.9
counts/s source) to
66 counts/s within
2 s followed by an
exponential decay over the next 10 s. The HXX experiment, recording
also in the 1 s mode, recorded a nearly identical relative increase,
as shown in Figure 3a.
One other candidate event was found in March (13:14:08, 27 March)
in the SXX data. This was a factor of 25 increase in apparent source
flux during three adjacent 125 ms bins during a pointing on 3U1820-30.
The event was not seen in the HXX and no background counter, spectral
data, or location information is available. Thus this event could not
be confirmed as being due to X-rays.
We have also examined the data from both observing periods for
possible periodic variations and excess fluctuations of the quiescent
source intensity. No significant deviations in the summed power
spectra were found for either set of data. The upper limits (95
percent confidence level) for the source power in pulsations with
periods between 2 and 100 s are smaller than 10 and 30 percent for the
March and September data, respectively. Neither is there evidence (at
the level of 2.5 sigma) for excess 1 s variability corresponding to
-137-
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1975 SEPTEMBER

Fig.1. Average intensity (typically ^ 300 s integrations) of 3U 1820-30
as seen by the HXX experiment during 1975 March and September.
The arrows mark the two observations in September during which
the X-ray bursts were detected.
rate increase of a factor of 2 in March and of 4 in September.
The position of the burst is determined from the X-ray count rate
data independent of any other information. The ratio of counts
LAD1/LAD2 is proportional to the offset between the source position
and the satellite pointing direction in one dimension. For the bursts
these ratios were 1.04+0.13 and 1.08t0.17, respectively. The quiescent
ratio source was 1.10+0.30, where the uncertainty is due to the 1'
uncertainty in the satellite pointing system. Thus the location of the
burst is determined to be within 1' of 3U1820-30 in declination. In
the other dimension the ratio of counts between HXX and SXX limits the
right ascension of the bursts to within 30' of 3U1820-30. No other
known X-ray sources are included in this combined field of view.

3. THE POSSIBILITY OF A PARTICLE ORIGIN
There are three distinct kinds of particle events which may mimic the
observed bursts, namely, particles which penetrate the spacecraft,
particles which can only penetrate the counter windows» and those at
very low energy which produce fluorescence X-rays on the collimators
which are then detected in the counters. We have data which eliminates
each of these possibilities.
The HXX background counter records each 64 s the number of
particle events rejected by the X-ray counter PSD system as well as
-138-

anti-coincidence and
PHA overflow events
(Gursky.Schnopper and
Parsignault 1975), and showed no increase during the 64 s block
containing the burst. During the second burst the SXX background
counter, which recorded similar events every 4 s, also recorded no
increase. A significant increase in these background counters would
have been recorded if the bursts were due to penetrating particles.
Also, such particle events are seen in the HXX detectors as a much
higher increase in the LADl rate than LAD2, since LAD1 is located
exterior to LAD2 in the spacecraft. As noted above, however, the
LAD1/LAD2 ratio is as expected for X-rays from 3U1820-30.
In regarding particles which can penetrate only the counter
windows, the very different detector window mass densities (9.3xlO~3 g
cm"2 for HXX versus 8.4x10"^ g cm~2 for SXX) would lead to a very
different apparent increase in the two instruments if the event was
due to particles, whereas both HXX and SXX record essentially the same
total rates for both bursts.
Finally, bursts due to fluorescence X-rays produced in the
collimators of the two experiments by soft electrons would also result
in different rates because of the different colliraator materials
(copper for
HXX versus aluminum
for SXX). The
thick target
bremstrahlung spectrum of
20 keV electrons (the maximum energy
which do not penetrate the SXX windows) on the SXX and HXX collimators
would yield 1-7 keV continuum intensities in a ratio of 10:1 between
the HXX and SXX rates, whereas they are observed to be nearly equal.

4. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTIONS
We have fitted both thermal and power law spectra to the HXX data (15
logarithmically spaced channels in the range 1-30 keV) and SXX data (6
channels in the range 1-7 keV) obtained on 3U1820-30 from both the
March and September observations. The results of the 3-parameter fits
are given in Table 1; the ±1 sigma error bars are the minimum
chi-squared values +3.5. In general, the thermal fits gave lower
minimum chi-squared values with temperatures and cutoffs in agreement
with the Uhuru value (Forman et al. 1976). We note that our absorption
column densities in Table 1 are generally consistent with
that
derived from the the optical measurements (2.2x1021 cm~2) of Burnstein
and MacDonald (1975) using the relation between extinction and column
density as given by Gorenstein (1975).
During the low background burst of Figure 2, only HXX spectra
were recorded (every 4 s ) . The fit to the spectrum of 10 s during the
burst yielded a temperature and cutoff consistent with the average
(September) values. We have separately fitted the spectra for the 2 s
at the burst peak and the subsequent 8 s of decay. The low energy
absorption was found to remain constant during the burst, whereas the
temperature increased significantly during the decay. The results
given in Table 1 suggest that the spectrum at the burst peak is
similar to the average spectrum of the March "high state" and is
softer than the average in the September "low state".
Spectra were recorded by both HXX (every 4 s ) and SXX (every I s )
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Fig.2. Burst of 09 49m September 28. Upper histogram is intensity profile as seen by HXXwith 1 s integration intervals. Lower histogram
is the event as seen by SXX with 0.125 s integration intervals.
for the second burst identified (Figure 3 ) . The high background
environment precluded fitting the HXX spectra above 10 keV as the
fluctuations are than significant. The best spectral fit parameters
(Table 1) are for the total burst and include 11 s after the burst
rise. Since both fits were necessarily below 10 keV and because of the
adverse background, it was not possible to search for the spectral
hardening in the decay. We note that both bursts may show an intrinsic
low-energy cutoff relative to the quiescent source.

5. DISCUSSION
We have detected X-ray bursts while viewing the source 3U1820-30,
which is within 1' of the nucleus of the globular cluster NGC 6624.
The available data allow us to exclude magnetospheric particle events
as their origin,and to localize the events within a region 2'xio which
includes 3U1820-30 but no other reported X-ray sources. Thus we
conclude that 3U1820-30 (NGC 6624) is the likely origin of these
events.
The two observed bursts were similar in rise time (< 1 s ) , source
intensity increase (20-30), and decay time ( 8 s). At least one burst
spectrum was definitely softer at the peak than during the subsequent
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Fig. 3. Burst of 01 31m September 28. Upper histogram, intensity profile
as seen by HXX. Lower histogram, the event as seen by SXX. Integration time is 1 s for both.
decay. (*) Adopting a distance of 10 kpc to NGC 6624 (N.Bahcall, 1976)
the X-ray luminosity in March was ^ 10^8 erg/s and increased from
3x1037 erg/s to ^ 10^9 during the bursts In September. The detected
energy in both bursts was ^ 10~7 erg cm~2J implying a total burst
energy of "v» 2x1039 erg.
We cannot exclude a possible relation between these events and
the gamma- ray bursts discovered by Klebesadel, Strong and Olson
(1973), which have yet to be identified with known cosmic objects. The
fact that these bursts are so much faster and larger than "flares"
previously reported for cosmic
X-ray sources precludes obvious
comparison with other galactic X-ray sources. They are very different
from the X-ray flares detected (Heise et al. 1975) from flare stars
(^20
s rise time, maximum luminosity ^ 1031 erg/s) or very large
increases from known binary sources
(e.g. the giant flare of
3UO9OO-4O, an Intensity increase by a factor of approx. 30 in about 12
minutes, Forman et al. 1973). This lack of similarity suggests to us
that perhaps the X-ray sources in globular clusters are themselves
different from the usual binary X-ray stars. This hypothesis requires,
of course, confirmation by detection of additional large bursts from
globular X-ray sources and possibly similar (e.g. Canizares 1975)
"galactic bulge" sources and not from known binaries.
J.Bahcall and Ostriker (1975) and Silk and Arons (1975) have

(*) The property of hardening of the spectrum of 3U1820-30 has been
verified by SAS-3 observations and is also seen in some other burst
sources. However for bursters in general It turns out that this is the
exception rather
than the rule and
hence is not
a general
characteristic for bursters. See Chapter 1.
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TABLE I
ANS Spectral Fit Results for 3U 1820*30
Thermal
Observation

Experiment

1975 March Avg

HXX

1975 September Avg

sxx

Burst I:
Total
Peak
Decay
Burst 2:
Total

x min

n.

Power Law
^lO^'cm" 2 )

kT(keV)

l(+l,-0.5)
5(+2,-4)
9(+ll,-8)
5(+2,-4)

9+2
7.5*1

HXX
SXX
HXX
HXX
HXX

21
2.2
22
1.2

28
0.7
24
0.5

5(+5,-4)
3(+3,-l)
I0(+I5,-9)
7(+7,-6)

27
24
43

I2(+15.-1O)
2O(+I5,-12)
20(+15,-12)

16+8
5(+3,-2)
20*8

32
25
47

2O(+I5,-12) 0.8+0.3
40(+40,-30) 2.1^0.3
2O(+I5,-12) 0.6+0.3

HXX
SXX

12
1.2

IO(+2O,-8)
15(+S,-9)

17(+I3,-I
>8

13
0.6

!0(+20,-8)

0.9+0.I
0.6+0.I
0.9+0.5
.35,-0.25)

0.4(+0.6,-0.4)
-0.3C+O.9.-0.5)

Note: Minimum x 2 values are for 3-paraaeter fits with 12 degree* (9 for burst 2) of freedom (HXX) and
3 degrees of freedom (SXX). The errors quoted are + 1 a and are x 2 min + 3.5. For burst I (HXX
spectra only) at 09"49 B 40*, the peak includes seconds 40-41 and the decay is seconds 42-29. Burst
2 is the event at 0l h 31"51*, also on UT 1975 September 28. The thermal spectra include a Gaunt
factor; and for the power-law spectra, a it the energy spectral index.

suggested that the globular X-ray sources, including NGC 6624, may
result from accretion onto a massive black hole which was formed by
the collapse of the cluster core. N.Bahcall (1976) has shown that the
star distribution in the core of NGC 6624 is consistent with the
presence there of a massive black hole. Grindlay and Gursky (1976) (*)
in an accompanying Letter, show that the spectral hardening and the
exponential intensity fall off seen during the decay portion of the
burst are what is expected from Compton scattering in a hot gas cloud
surrounding the X-ray source. Their model implies the existence of a
collapsed core of at least several hundred solar masses within the
cloud, in fact the finite rise time of 0.5 s is the expected time
scale for rapid changes in the 7x-ray emission from the vicinity of a
103 M o black hole.
We are pleased to acknowledge discussions with Ethan Schreier which
helped clarify our interpretation of these events. This work was
partially supported by NASA contract NAS5-23282 and NAS5-11350.

(*) As a result of observations available in later years, this model
has now been proven incorrect. See Chapter I.
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III.3
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ABSTRACT
Pointed observations were resumed with ANS during March-April to
search for both steady and burst X-ray emission from globular
clusters. No new sources were found among the 16 clusters observed,
and significant upper limits and required variability ranges are
reported. Bursts were detected from MXB 1730-335, and steady emission
(but no bursts) were detected from both NGC 6624 and the source
A1850-08 near the diffuse globular cluster NGC 6712. The improved ANS
position for this latter source is 4*+3* (90 percent confidence level)
south of the cluster, and the combined ANS-UHURU-ARIEL V error box
(12'x4') is centered SE of the cluster and Includes several variable
stars outside the cluster. However, since the core cannot be excluded,
NGC 6712 could resemble the centrally condensed cluster sources
(possibly containing massive central objects) if the cluster is being
disrupted.
Subject headings: clusters: globular sources.

stars: variables -

X-rays:

1. INTRODUCTION
The X-ray sources found in some globular clusters (e.g. Giacconi et
al. 1974; Clark, Markert and Li 1975) may provide some insight into
both our understanding of accretion X-ray sources and the evolution of
globular cluster systems. One of these X-ray sources (3U1820-30 • NGC
662'0 was the first to be identified as a bursting X-ray source
(Grindlay et alk 1976)* This suggests that these objects could be
distinctly different from the (non bursting?) binary X-ray sources
like Sco X-l, which might form (e.g. Hills, 1975) from the low mass
stars in globular clusters. At present there are five possible
-1A4-

identifications of X-ray sources with globular clusters which all have
very high central densities (Bahcall and Hausman, 1976). Where the
uncertainties in the X-ray source positions are smallest (<1* for NGC
6624 and M15, Jernigan, 1976) the source locations includes the core
cluster. A sixth cluster source was found with the discovery (Liller,
1976) of a globular cluster (Kleinmann,Kleinmann and Wright, 1976) of
very high central density at the position of the rapid burster
MXB1730-33 (Lewin et al., 1976). We shall report results of pointed
observations of 16 globular clusters with the Astronomical Netherlands
Satellite (ANS). No new sources were found in this survey, and
significant upper limits were obtained for 11 clusters as well as for
two of the previously identified X-ray globular clusters. Many of
these 11 clusters not detected as X-ray sources appear optically as
centrally condensed as the X-ray clusters.
A new source (A1850-08) whose error box included the globular
cluster NGC 6712 was found by Ariel 5 (Seward et al., 1976). The Uhuru
detectors recorded a flare from this source (Cominsky et al., 1977)
and "steady" emission (although variable) on several occasions that
was comparable to that observed by Ariel V. The Uhuru data yielded an
improved source position which also includes the globular cluster NGC
6712. If this cluster identification were confirmed, it would be a
significant departure from the usual association of X-ray sources with
high central density clusters and the consequent model for "heavy"
binaries (e.g. Hills, 1975) or massive black holes (Bahcall and
Ostriker, 1975; Silk and Arons, 1975) at the cluster center. We report
an improved position for this source: the center of the new error box
is offset
from the
center of the
cluster and
may suggest
identification with a field variable star. However, the cluster core
is also still contained in the 90 percent confidence source location
region. If this is in fact the source location, NGC 6712 may be an
example of a (partially) disrupted cluster and could leave a massive
core remnant as suggested (Grindlay, 1978) for the X-ray bursters.

2. GLOBULAR CLUSTER OBSERVATIONS
Our results were obtained during a six week period in March-April,
1976, when the X-ray detectors on ANS resumed pointed observations.
The primary objectives of the observations were to search for new
sources of X-ray bursts in globular clusters (such as the source in
NGC 6624), to improve positions (as of 1976 March) of bursters
identified by SAS-3 (see Grindlay 1976; Lewin 1976a for reviews) and
to search for steady X-ray emission from new globular clusters.
Observations were, typically, pointings of ~5-10 min duration on a
given object for each 98 min orbit. Approximately 70 percent of the
observations were continuous pointing (with £o.5 arcmin) on the object
to maximize exposure for bursts; the remainder were done in the offset
pointing mode whereby the satellite alternatively pointed 64 s on the
source and 64 s off for local background determination. The X-ray
detectors on ANS used in
these observations were the Utrecht
-145-
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(Brinkman, Heise and de Jager, 1974) soft X-ray (SXX) detector (-1-7
keV) and the two SAO (Gursky, Schnopper and Parsignault, 1975) hard
X-ray
detectors (-1-28
keV). The
detectors have
comparable
sensitivities (1 ct s""*» 15 ct s~* for Uhuru assuming an X-ray
spectrum like that of the Crab nebula) in the 1.4-7.2 keV range and
coaligned fields of view (FWHM) of 35'x84' (SXX) and 10'x3° (HXX). The
two HXX detectors are offset by 3.7 arcmin so that accurate source
positions (in one dimension) may be obtained (e.g. Grindlay et al.,
1976; Heise et al., 1976) from the ratio of counts detected in both
counters.
A total of 16 globular clusters were selected for observation
from the data compiled by Peterson (1976) and Peterson and King
(1975). In accordance with known cluster sources, we chose clusters
with the highest central densities, escape velocities, and/or shortest
relaxation times subject to visibility constraints of the satellite.
Several diffuse globular clusters (e.g. NGC 2298, NGC 6712 and NGC
6779) were also included. Six of our clusters had previously been
observed by Uhuru in 1971. yielding for that epoch the upper limits
reported by Ulmer et al. (1976). The known bursters observed in an
effort to detect bursts and improve positions were the Norma burster
position (Grindlay and Gursky 1976), the rapid burster MXB 1730-33
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(Lewin et al. 1976) and several regions near (<0.5 degree) the
galactic center containing several bursters (Lewin 1976). The total
exposure time on each object was typically 2 hours spread over 3 days
observations.
No new bursters were discovered in our observations but several
series of bursts were detected from MXB 1730-33. These observations
produced a significantly improved source position (Heise et al. 1976)
and strengthened the identification with Liller's globular cluster.
Steady emission was observed (1976 March 23.3-24.2) from NGC 6624 at
the ~210 Uhuru count level, indicating that the source was in a "high
state" and therefor probably not bursting (Grindlay et al. 1976; Clark
et al. 1977); and indeed no bursts were observed. The only other
significant detection of steady X-ray emission was from A1850-08 near
NGC 6712, which we shall describe below. The remaining globular
clusters yielded upper limits given in Table 1.
The ANS upper limits are typically a factor of 2 lower than the
limits obtained by Uhuru (Ulmer et al. 1976) for the clusters marked
by (U); for one case (NGC 6760), the ANS limit is a factor of 10
lower. Sustained (longer than days) or "steady" X-ray emission has
been observed on occasion from sources possibly identified with NGC
1851 (Clark et al. 1975) and NGC 6640 (detected for only 1 month,
Forman, Jones and Tanenbaum, 1976); our upper limts are significantly
below the minimum flux levels reported. For both these sources, the
peak "steady" emission luminosities observed are a factor of >10-30
above our upper limits. The large range of d.c. flux variability for
these proposed globular cluster sources has not been reported for the
sources associated with NGC 6441, NGC 6624 and NGC 7078, which have
the smallest position uncertainties. Certainly better source positions
are needed to establish whether the more transient like sources near
NGC 1851 (MX 0513-40) and NGC 6440 (MX 1746-20) are also in fact in
the cores
of these
globular clusters.
Assuming the
cluster
identifications are valid for these, however , it is clear that the
large range of X-ray luminosities possible means that upper limits
such as in Table 1 may be time dependent as well as subject to the
uncertainties in cluster distances. At least an other order of
magnitude in sensitivity (available in HEAO) or else fortuitous
observations are required to establish additional possible cluster
sources if their steady emission is as variable as that of MX 0513-40
and MX 1746-20.
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3. OBSERVATIONS OF A1850-08 (-NGC 6712?)
The source A1850-08 near NGC 6712 (Seward et al. 1976; Cominsky et al.
1977) was detected by both the SXX and HXX detectors on ANS during
observations from 1976 April, 2.12 to 5.24. The mean flux level of
0.70 ct s~l was comparable to that observed by Ariel 5 (Seward et al.
1976). Significant flux variations were observed over time scales of
at least two orbits (> 3 hours): a factor of 2 increase in flux was
observed by HXX for two orbits around April 3.00, whereas the source
was not detectable ( more than 2 sigma below mean flux) for two orbits
around April 4.80. No eclipses (from 0.5 to 2 days) or periodicities
(larger than 50 percent of the flux) were seen, although variations by
at least a factor of two were observed; however, the limited
statistics and observation coverage restricted this search.
An improved line of position from this source was obtained from
the ratio of counts in the two HXX detectors. The observed ratio of
0.58+0.30 yields a most probable source position of 4'±3' (90 percent
confidence level) south of the pointing position which was the center
of NGC 6712 as given by Arp (1965). This band of position is shown in
Figure 1 along with the Ariel 5 (Seward et al. 1976) and Uhuru
(Cominsky et al. 1976) positions. In the perpendicular (- R.A)
direction, the ANS position is restricted to be within ±0.6 degree of
NGC 6712, by the ratio of SXX/HXX apparent flux. We have combined the
90 percent error boxes from Ariel 5 and Uhuru with the ANS result for
a combined 90 percent confidence error box by calculating the
appropriate two-dimensional Gaussian contours. The result is also
shown in Figure 1: although the most probable source location is 4
arcmin SE of NGC 6712, the cluster core can not be excluded. Since the
combined error box is -0.015 square degrees, the probability (Clark et
al. 1975) of chance association with NGC 6712 is apparently only
approx 10~4. The actual probability may be somewhat greater though, if
there are significant number of obscured clusters near the galactic
plane.
It is also noteworthy that the new error box contains several
irregular variable stars outside the globular cluster (Sandage, Smith
and Norton 1966; Sosino 1966). One of these (V15) is indicated in
Figure 1. This star is interesting in that is displays "slow irregular
fluctuations of
relatively small
amplitude as
well as
fast
fluctuations in the course of a night" (Rosino 1966), which is similar
to the typical X-ray variation time scales. Thus, depending on the
space density of such stars, the probability of its chance inclusion
in the error box may also be small. Until a better X-ray position is
available, this variable star is a good candidate, and clearly this
and other variables in the box are worthy of further study (upon
examining HCO archived data, M.Liller ,1976, has found that this star
shows rapid fluctuations and a possible long period). Since the source
A1850-08 is in the Scutum Cloud, one of the highest surface brightness
regions of the Milky Way, optical identification of the source outside
the cluster may be nearly as difficult as if it were in fact in the
cluster core.
Until a better X-ray position can positively confirm the cluster
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identification (and possible offset from the core), the source
spectrum may offer additional clues. The combined SXX-HXX spectra for
power law fits yield an energy index alpha = 0.6 (+0.6,-0.5) and
absorption column density n H <3xl0 22 cm~2, and for exponential fits
kT-7(+?,-3) keV and nH<2xl022 c m - 2 .D u r i n g t n e f a c t o r 2 flux increase
on April 3, we found kT>9 keV and nH<5xl022 cm"2. These column density
limits are consistent with the source being at least at the approx.
6.8 kpc distance of NGC 6712
(for which Av-1.5 suggests nH=
3.3xl022 cm"2, Gorenstein 1975), though there can of course be
substantial low energy absorption in the source. For comparison,
during the factor of -40 increase flare observed by Uhuru (Cominsky et
al. 1977), the absorption was less than 4xlO22 cm"2 for a best fit
exponential spectrum with kT= 4.5+1 keV. The fact that our best fit
spectra are marginally harder than this suggests that the excess
emission from Uhuru is relatively soft. There is also evidence that
our steady emission spectrum for A1850-08 is harder than that observed
by ANS for the globular cluster NGC 6624 ( or 3U820-30), which has a
similar low energy cutoff (Grindlay et al. 1976). The "hardness ratio"
of source counts detected by HXX in the energy range 3.63-11.31 keV
versus 1.84-3.63 keV is 1.84+0.64 for A1850-08 and 1.26+0.05 for
3U1820-30. Thus there is a suggestion that the steady emission from
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Al850-08 may be
for MX 0513-40though probably
typically yield

harder than the known globular cluster sources, (except
NGC 1851, which may also be hard, Clark et ai. 1975)
still softer than the galactic binary sources, which
(Jones 1976) kT>10 keV.

4, CONCLUSIONS
The upper limits obtained for steady emission from some cluster
sources (e.g. NGC 6440 and NGC 1851) requires that conditions
producing the medium energy (1-10 keV) X-rays in these objects must be
variable by factors of greater than 10 over time scales longer than
days. Presumably these are either changes in average accretion rate or
changes in optical depth (and medium energy X-ray production) or both.
Our results (Table 1) limit the low energy luminosity of both compact
and diffuse globular clusters to be usually less than 3x1035 e r g s -l.
When detectable, the cluster sources are usually well above this
threshold by a factor of >3. Typical globular cluster luminosities are
Lx=3xio36 erg s~l and are thus not among the most luminous of the
galactic sources of medium-energy X-rays.
Our observations lead us to conclude that it is most probable
that A1850-08 is associated with the diffuse globular cluster NGC 6712
but with a source location possibly outside the cluster core. Given
the crowded field and the known irregular variables, non association
with the cluster also remains a strong possibility. In either case,
the relatively hard steady source spectrum provides marginal evidence
that this source may be different from the sources known to be in the
cores of centrally condensed globular clusters (e.g. NGC 6624 and NGC
7078).
On the other hand, if an X-ray position with less than 1 arcmin
uncertainty shows that the source is in fact in the cluster core, it
will be significant for cluster source models. The low stellar density
in the core (cf. Table 1) decreases the probability for binary
formation (Hills, 1975) whereas the escape velocity is still high
enough to capture a significant amount of cluster gas onto a central
massive black hole. In this case, the diffuse appearance of NGC 6712
(versus the condensed X-ray clusters) could indicate that the cluster
has been partially disrupted and was formerly of high central density
(Grindlay 1977b). In the extreme case, such a cluster would leave
behind only a "core remnant" which, upon passing through interstellar
clouds, could account for many of the X-ray burst sources (Grindlay
1977a). It is even possible that A1850-08 or NGC 6712 is also a burst
source since Swank et al. (1976); have reported an X-ray burst from a
3 degree region containing the cluster. Further optical studies (e.g.,
velocity dispersions) and higher sensitivity searches for X-ray
emission (steady or bursts) from both diffuse and condensed globular
clusters are urgently needed.
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III.4
ANS OBSERVATIONS ON THE X-RAY BURSTER MXB1730-335(*)

J.Heise,A.C.Brinkman,A.J.F.den Boggende
The astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht ,The netherlands
D.R.Parsignault
American Science and Engineering
Cambridge,Massachusetts
J.Grindlay,H.Gursky
Center for Astrophysics,Harvard College Observatory
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Cambridge,Massachusetts

A new type of time variability of cosmic X-ray sources ("bursters")
was discovered with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS)
observations on the source 3U1820-30, associated with the globular
cluster NGC 6624 (ref.l and 2). These X-ray bursts are characterized
by a rapid rise in flux (approx. 0.5 s) to a relative intensity
comparable to the Crab nebula, followed by an exponentially decay at a
time scale of approx. 10 s,- Certain characteristic features of the
bursts, in particular the shape and the spectral hardening, are
consistent with a model where the X-ray emitting region is situated in
a cloud of hot gas near a massive black hole( of approx. 1000 solar
masses)(ref.3)(**) . On March 14,15 and 16,1976, the ANS spacecraft
was pointed at the direction of the remarkable new X-ray burster
MXB173O-335 discovered by SAS-3 (ref.4) in the constellation Scorpius
at 5° from the galactic center in the galactic plane. The source is
characterized by rapidly repetitive X-ray bursts of varying intensity.
The energy in a given burst is approximately linearly proportional to
the time interval to the next burst (ref. 5). We report here an

(*) Appeared in NATURE,Vol.261,p.562,June 17 1976.
(**) In subsequent observations it is shown that the spectral
hardening is not seen in most X-ray bursters. This model does not
apply anymore. See Chapter I.
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Fig.l. Two examples of counting rate histogram (Utrecht SXXexperiment)
of the burster souroe MXB1730-335 in the energy range 1-7 keV.
a, March 14.173; b3 March 14.6S9. Integration time (Ibin) isl s.

improved position of this source and give the energy spectrum from
data obtained in four observations for which quick look data are
available. An upper limit for the steady source level in between the
bursts is obtained.
In Figure 1 the counting rate histogram is shown for two
observations, from the Utrecht experiment SXX, in the energy range 1-7
keV. Spectral information is available per second in the 1-7 keV range
(SXX) and every 4 s in the 1.3-30 keV range for the Cambridge
experiment HXX. The steady source intensity in these data is <1
count/s
or
smaller
than
approximately
15
Uhuru
counts/s
(~3xlO36xd2io erg/s in the range 1-7 keV, where djQ is the distance to
the source in units of 10 kpc). We observed the source when it was
emitting bursts at an almost constant peak intensity of 16 counts/s on
March 14.639 (Figure lb) and 12 counts/s on March 14.173 (Figure la)
or 0.2 and 0.15 times the intensity of the Crab nebula. The rise time
of the bursts is smaller than I s , a typical characteristic of the
bursters. The duration of the bursts varied and is typically a few
seconds. The average time between the bursts is 26 s and 16 s
respectively, and
the total
energy per
burst (1-7
keV) is
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~lO38d2io erg and ~8xlO37d21o» respectively. This is consistent with
the relationship found by Lewin et al. (ref.5) for the energy per
burst and the time separation between the bursts over a somewhat
different energy range. We integrated 20 bursts to obtain a signal to
noise ratio sufficient for a determination of the position and the
spectral parameters.
The position of the source is obtained by comparing counting
rates of the various X-ray instruments aboard ANS. The two 10'x3° FWHM
field of view collimators of the Cambridge experiment HXX, which are
mutually offset with 3.7 arcmin have a count rate ratio for 20
integrated bursts of 2.20+0.16. This determines the declination of the
source (90 percent confidence level) to be 2.5±1' north of the
pointing direction used, which was the most probable SAS-3 position
(ref.6), supplied by W.Lewin before publication. Hence 6 (1950)
=-33°22.5'+l'. The ratio of the counts seen in the SXX and HXX
detectors confines the source to the central position of the field in
right ascension (+30'). The position thus obtained (ref.7) is plotted
in Figure 2, together with the SAS-3 position. The region of
intersection (2'x3') of
the possible positions of
the source
MXB1735-335 reveals a faint, highly reddened star cluster, probably
globular, with coordinates (1950 right ascension and declination) of
17h30m08±01s and -33°21'25" (ref.8). Also the position found with the
rotation modulation counters aboard Ariel V (ref.9) is consistent with
the cluster being the source MXB1730-335.
The integrated X-ray burst spectrum, obtained by adding 20 bursts
after subtracting background
before and after each
burst, is
characterized for an exponential fit by kT of 10+5_2 keV and a
photoelectric
absorption from
a
hydrogen
column density
of
5+2_ilo22 atoms cm"2 (using Brown and Gould (ref.10) abundances),
(quoted errors are 1 standard deviation). This value for the hydrogen
column density taken together with the estimated visual absorption
(ref.8) for the globular cluster Ay=15 magnitudes, matches quite well
with
the
gross
average
for the
Galaxy
for
this
ratio.
%/Av=2.2.10 21 cnf^mag"1 as derived in ref.ll. This implies that the
low energy absorption cutoff of the burster is consistent with the
interstellar absorption found for the globular cluster. Separate
spectra for the peak and the decay phase of the bursts show evidence
for a spectral hardening during the burst. This feature will be
studied further, when all (production) data of the source will be
available(*) .
We have therefore observed the same rapidly repetitive X-ray
burster that MIT reports (ref.5), based on positional agreement and
general X-ray characteristics. The improved positional error box of
this source (2'x3') contains a globular cluster and provides thus
another example of an X-ray burster that may be related to globular
clusters. The consistency between the interstellar absorption measured
from the burster and the optical extinction from the cluster further

(*) These data showed later that spectral hardening
as has been found in the SAS-3 data.
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is not present,

TABLE I
Data on X-ray bursters
Source

Discovered by

NGC6624

ANS

In Norraa

Vela-5

9 events A Vela-5
through I
MXB1743-293 SAS-3
MXB1742-297 SAS-3
NGC1851

Uhuru

In Aquila

SAS-3

Position Area of error
(1950.0) box (degree)
18 h 20.5 m
-30° 23'
16 h 07 m
-53°

0.033

M0

Remarks

Bursts at intervals 1, 2,
5, 14
of ^0,18 d
12

M00
17 h 42.6 m
-29°16'
17 h 41.7 m
-29° 40'
05 h 12.4 m
-40° 05'
19 h 29 m

0.01
0.01
5

12
Bursts at intervals 16-18
* 0.55 d
Bursts at intervals 16-18
* 1.46 d
15
23

M50

MXB1730-335 SAS-3

17 h 30 m 08 s
-33°21.5'

0.0022

MXB1728-34

SAS-3

0.0035

In Puppis

SAS-3

17 h 28 m 29 S
-33° 48'
07.6fi
-50"

M70

Ref.

Frequent bursting,
associated with
globular cluster
Bursts at intervals
M),20 d

4-9
this
paner
4,5
24

provides evidence for the identification.
At about the same time of the ANS discovery of an X-ray burster
in NGC6624, a report from 15 months of operation of the two Vela-5
satellites showed 20 X-ray burst of duration longer than 2 s but
shorter than 128 s (ref.12)* Ten of these are consistent with one
position in the constellation Norma and lie close to a transient X-ray
source found by Uhuru (ref. 13). Subsequently many more bursts have
been found from the SAS-3, Uhuru and Ariel-V satellites. Clark
(ref.14) found 11 bursts in SAS-3 data from a region in the sky of
12°xl2° containing the globular cluster NGC6624, exhibiting the same
characteristic time structure and spectral hardening as the ANS bursts
and thus most probably originating from the same globular cluster. The
bursts show a mean time separation of 4.3 hours with a 4 percent root
mean square deviation. It is probable that
during the SAS-3
observations in January 1976 on 3U182O-3O, when the source was twice
the maximum Uhuru intensity no X-ray bursts were observed (ref.5),
suggesting indeed that the feature of X-ray bursts in NGC6624 is
related to the intensity level of 3U1820-30.
In the old Uhuru data an X-ray flare of duration > 15 s and < 6
min was found (ref.15) in a region of 0.5°xl0° containing the globular
cluster NGC1851. Although the complete time structure, in particular
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the rapid rise time, could not be detected from the spinning
satellite, the observed spectral hardening during the event indicates
that one is probably dealing indeed with the same type of X-ray
bursts.
Two sources
of X-ray
bursts, designated
MXB1743-293 and
MXB1742-297 were found by SAS-3 within a degree of the galactic centre
(ref.16-18). The bursts show a mean separation of 1.46 and 0.55 days,
respectively. The bursts from MXB1743-297 seem to show in most cases a
double pulse structure at the higher energies (8-18 k e V ) . A summary of
the newly discovered bursting X-ray sources i*s given in Table 1.
The nature of the bursting X-ray sources thus seems to be quite
different from sources identified so far as binary X-ray stars. The
importance of this was already stressed by Grindlay et al. (ref.2). At
least three of the dozen or so now known bursters are identified with
globular clusters (NGC6624, NGC1851 and Llller's globular cluster).
Three others (MXB1743-293.MXB1747-297 and MXB1728-34) originate in the
central region of the Galaxy and could very be related to completely
obscured globular clusters. The remaining bursters have positions that
are too poorly defined to make any definite conclusion regarding
identification^) . Two bursters (NGC6624,NGC1851) are also known
X-ray sources (3U1820-30 and MXB0513-40) that belong to a group of
seven sources associated with globular clusters.
The correlation between the intensity level of 3U182O-3O and the
existence of X-ray bursts in that source, indeed suggest a physical
relationship between the two. Several authors have pointed to the

-33^20'.

-33-25'-

-33 30'17 h 31 min 00

17 h 31 min 00

17 h 31 min 00

Fig. 2. Positions obtained by various satellites of the X-ray burster
MXB1730-335. In the intersection of the error boxes a newly discovered globular cluster is present.

(*) Subsequent observations have shown that not
associated with globular clusters. See Chapter 1.
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all bursters

are

intrinsically different nature of
globular X-ray sources. This
follows, for example, from the ratio of the X-ray luminosity- to the
total mass, which is one or two orders of magnitude larger than the
corresponding ratio for the entire Galaxy or the galactic bulge
(ref.20). The majority of these seven X-ray sources are associated
with globular clusters that have high central escape velocity and are
centrally condensed. This has led various authors (refs. 21 22) to
suggest that the X-ray producing mechanisms somehow are related to the
existence of massive remnants of evolved stars and possibly with
massive black holes of masses of the order of 100 to 1000 solar
masses. This is consistent with such a massive black hole if the decay
phase of the burst is interpreted as Compton scattering from a hot
cloud around the hole.
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III. 5
A SHORT-LIVED TRANSIENT X-RAY SOURCE
AT HIGH GALACTIC LATITUDE(*)

J.Schrijver,A.C.Brinkman,J.Heise,A.J.F.den Boggende
E.H.B.M.Gronenschild.R.Mewe

The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands

J.E.Grindlay and P.R.Parsignault

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
Cambridge,Massachusetts

ABSTRACT
A transient X-ray source at galactic latitude -51°, with a duration
between 12 s and 1.5 hour, has been detected by the medium and hard
X-ray detectors on board ANS. The source ANSO2O8+O7, was not seen in
other observations made in the same region of the sky, nor was it
present in sky surveys made by other satellites. No obvious candidates
for identification are present in the positional error box.
Keywords; X-rays - transient sources.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past few years several examples of short-lived transient
X-ray phenomena at high galactic latitude have been reported (Holt
1976, Ricketts et al. 1976, Cooke 1976, Rappaport et al. 1976). The
duration of these events varies from less than an hour (possibly down
to about a minute) to several days. The measured intensities are of
the order of several times 10~9 erg cm~2s-l> i n the 2 to 10 keV range,
and optical identifications are either tentative or absent. In the
case of MX2346-65 (Rappaport et al. 1976), spectral information was

(*)

Appeared in Astronomy and Astrophysics,Vol.69,Ll-L3(1978).
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available consistent with an exponential spectrum with kT of the order
or larger than 20 keV.
In order to provide more Information about this category of
events, we report here the detection by the X-ray detectors on board
the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) of a similar transient
X-ray event, the position of which could be relatively well defined,
whereas the spectral information shows that the energy spectrum is
much softer than that of MX2346-65. We discuss some possibilities for
optical and radio identifications.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
The main power of ANS has been its ability, provided by a star
tracking system, to point the instruments with an accuracy of 0.5'.
After termination of the pointing operations on December 12,1975 the
on-board computer was loaded with an automatic program in which the
great circle perpendicular to the Sun's direction was scanned once
each orbit. This ANS scanning mode was operational from December 12,
1975 until July 31, 1976, with an interruption (March and April 1976)
during which the normal pointing operations were resumed. The only
instruments switched on during the execution of the automatic scanning
program were the Utrecht medium energy X-ray detector, sensitive in
the range 1-7 keV, with a field of view of 38'x77' (FWHM), further
referred to as SXX, and the two Cambridge large area detectors
effective in the
range 1.3-7.2 keV, with fields
of view of
10'x3° (FWHM), offset from one another by 3.7' and referred to as HXX.
For a detailed description of SXX, see Brinkman et. al. (1974) and den
Boggende and Lafleur (1975); a description of HXX is given by Gursky
et al. (1975). A new transient source, designated ANS0208+07, was
detected on July 25, 1976, at 15:22 UT, when the satellite was in the
equatorial region where particle background is relatively low. The
event was seen both by the SXX and the HXX detectors. The counting
rate from the three detectors are presented in Figure 1. The response
function of the respective collimators have also been plotted. The
observed signals correspond to measured fluxes of 11+1.5, 11.5+.3 and
9.5±3.5 counts/s, for SXX and HXX-LAD1 and 2, respectively. The
possibility of the measurement being due to a particle event is ruled
out by the fact that the measured counting rates follow well the
computed responds functions, including the small offsets of both HXX
detectors from the satellite reference axis (Gursky et al. 1975).
Moreover the spectral information available (to SXX) is different from
that expected in case of particle events. We can, therefor, conclude
that the measured signal was of celestial origin.
The new source was not seen in previous and subsequent orbits,
when the same region of the sky was scanned. Nor has it been detected
during the scan performed one half year later and one half year
earlier. Figure 2 gives the light curve of ANS0208+07, as obtained by
SXX. We deduce that the duration of the transient source was between
12 s and 5600 s. The
dimension of the positional error box
-159-
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Fig.l. Counting rate data from the Utreaht 1-7 keV detector (SXX) and
the two Cambridge 1.3-7.2 keV large area detectors (MX). Dashed
lines give the calculated collimator responses.
perpendicular to the scanning direction can be restricted to a value
less than the sizes of the fields of view of SXX and HXX because the
response functions of the respective colllmators are different. The
ratio of the sensitivities of the SXX and HXX detectors has been well
established during the "normal" operations. A chi-square analysis
yields a positional uncertainty (90 percent confidence level) of
±0.7° perpendicular to the scan direction. The positional uncertainty
in the scanning direction is mainly due to the satellite horizon
sensor. Using horizon sensor and star tracker data (the last being
accurate to 0.5'), obtained during pointed observations, the horizon
sensor data can be shown to be no more than 0.15° in error, which
agrees with theoretical predictions for the horizon sensor accuracy.
The resulting positional error box is given in Figure 3. The central
position, 02*»08m.75 and +7°3' (right ascension and declination (1950)
respectively), corresponds to a position in galactic coordinates of
lII»1550.2, b 1 *—5O.°5 .
The intensity of the source depends on the distance to the
scanning path. If the sour were located near the scanning path
(ecliptic longitude (1950.0 equinox) of 32°.44), the measured SXX
counting rate of 11+1.5 counts/s would correspond to an intensity of
2.8xl0~5 erg cnT^s"* in the energy interval 1-7 keV, assuming a
-160-
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. 2. Light curve of ANS0208+07,
as obtained by SXX. Error
bars give v- la.

Fig. 3. Error box for the position
of ANS0208+07. Stars are
given by their magnitudes.

Crab-like spectrum. If the position of the source were near the short
edges of the error box then the intensity would be 5.0xl0~9 erg
cm""2s*"1.
The counts measured by SXX are distributed over 5 energy
channels. As a matter of fact, the statistical significance of the
signals in the individual channels is rather limited. It has»
nevertheless» been possible to use these data to establish limits on
the spectral parameters. In Figure 4 contours of equal chi-squares are
given for the hypothesis of a power law and an exponential spectrum,
respectively. Unless the hydrogen absorption is high (Ng larger than
1021 cm~2), a power law photon spectrum with kT between 1.5 and 9 keV
is consistent with the data.
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3. DISCUSSION
The 4th Uhuru catalog (Forman et al. 1978) and the Ariel V catalog
(Cooke et al. 1978) do not indicate a source in the error box of
ANS0208+07. There are no obviou6 optical or radio candidates for
identification in or near the error box, as follows from comparison
with a number of catalogs of stars, variable stars, non-stellar
objects, radio sources, etc. (cf. Forman et al. 1978, Cooke et al.
1978). There are three 8.7 to 8.8 magnitude stars of spectral type KO,
F5 and K2 in or near the error box (SAO, 1966). Inside the error box
there is also a weak radio source 4C07.08 (-PSKO2O9+O7), about which
no further details are known (CSIRO, 1969). The cluster Abell 322 has
richness class 0 and distance class 6 (Abell 1958) and therefore
cannot be considered as a serious candidate a priori.
A comparison of this observation with previous observations of
similar events by Ariel V and SAS-3 (Cooke 1976, Rappaport et al.
1976) suggests itself. We will concentrate here on the observation of
MX2346-65, the duration of which is nearest to that of the source
described here. The measured fluxes of both transients are of the
order of several times 10~9 erg cm~2s~^in a comparable energy range.
Both sources are positioned at high galactic latitude. The absence in
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Fig. 4. Limits on spectral parameters of ANS0208+Q73 given by lines of
equal x • Inner curve: 68% confidence; outer curve: 90% confidence, a) Power law spectrum dN/dE=CE~a exp(-Nfp); b) Exponential spectrum dN/dE=CE~l exp(-E/kT~Njp). a is the Brown and Gould
(1970) cross section for interstellar absorption.
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both cases, of an extragalactic candidate for identification enhances
the possibility of the reported events being of galactic origin. There
is a main difference between the two sources, however, concerning the
spectrum. For MX2346-65 a hard spectrum with kT larger than 20 keV is
indicated, whereas in our case we can set an upper limit of 9 keV on
kT. This means that radial accretion onto a white dwarf via a standing
shock (Pringle 1976, Fabian et al. 1976), put forward by Rappaport et
al. (1976) as a possible explanation for MX2346-65, can not explain
ANS0208+07. On the other hand, accretion onto a white dwarf in a
non-radial manner would produce a spectrum with only a few hundreds of
eV (Pringle 1976), so that accretion onto a white dwarf seems to be
ruled out as a mechanism to explain the transient. Among the
possibilities that remain to explain the observed phenomenon are a
flare star like process (although there are no known flare stars in or
near the error box of ANS0208+07) and a sustained burst from a weak
X-ray source (if the source brightened more than 30 times, it would,
in its normal state, be below the sensitivities of the Uhuru and Ariel
V sky surveys).
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III.6
MEASUREMENTS OF AO62O-OO WITH ANS(*)

A.C.Brinkman,J.Heise,A.J.F.den Boggende,
R.Mewe,E.Gronenschild,J.Schrijver
The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS) observed the transient
X-ray source A062O-00 from September 27 until October 3, 1975. About
fifty measurements were taken in spectral and high resolution mode. A
light curve has been made and the spectral parameters have been
determined.

1. INTRODUCTION
A bright, new X-ray source A0600+00 was discovered on August 3, 1975
with the Ariel V Sky survey experiment (Elvis et el. 1975). After
improving the position with SAS-3 (Matilsky et al. 1975) it was the
first X-ray nova to be identified with an optical object , nova
Monoceritis 1975 (Boley and Wolfson, 1975) and was subsequently
observed at many other
wavelengths, including the ultraviolet,
infrared and radio wavelengths.
A0600+00 reaches a maximum luminosity in the X-ray range within a
few days of approximately 4 times that of Sco X-l and subsequently
decayed smoothly on a time scale of a month. The X-ray spectrum is
quite soft, characterized
by a bremsstrahlungs spectrum
of a
temperature of 1.2 keV. The photometric behavior of the star resembles
that of a nova. Near maximum the visual magnitude estimate was 11.2
(French, 1975; Bortle, 1975). Liller (1975) found that the star
underwent a similar outburst in 1917. Both brigtness increase (B~20 to
B~11.5) and subsequent decline (0.011
mag/day) are similar to
observations of recurrent novae (Payne-Gaposchkin, 1964). However the
spectroscopie behavior
is different. Optical novae
often show
absorption and emission lines near maximum light, whereas the spectrum

(*) The results in this paper were published in the proceedings of a
symposium
on X-RAY
BINARIES, held
at
Goddard Space
Flight
Center,Greenbelt,Maryland, NASA SP-389,pp.349-352,20-22 Oct 1975.
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of nova Mon 1975 (Gull and York, 1975) show no absorption nor emission
feautures. The ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity Is high (103)( in
contrast to the X-ray to optical luminosity for nova Cygni 1975, which
has not been detected at X-ray energies (implying Lx/Lopt< 10"*).
The medium energy (1-7 keV) X-ray detector (Brinkman et al.
1974,Boggende et al.,1975) on board M S , has observed A0620-00 from
September 27 until October 3,1975. Only real time (quick look) data
will be presented here. Most measurements have been made in the
spectral mode (7 energy channels between 1 and 7 keV), some in the
high time resolution mode (with a time resolution of 125 ms) and no
data from the pulsar moJe with 1 ms resolution is available yet.

2. INTENSITY AND SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS
The intensity curve as a function of time is given in Figure 1. The
units along the vertical axis are ANS counts per second. The
statistical one sigma error bars are far smaller than the size of the
dots and uncertainties are dominated by systematic effects. Each data
point represents a measurements of typically 5 minutes. A count rate
of 1000 ANS counts per second is about 1.5 times the intensity of Sco
X-l. (Sco X-l was measured with these instruments on August 30,1975,
with an observed countrate of 645 counts/s).
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Fig.l. Intensity of A0620-00 as a function of time.
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Although these measurements were taken when the Intensity on a
long time scale was decaying (see review by Dr. Wilmore, proceedings
of this conference), it is interesting to note that on October 1 the
intensity actually increased. The daily averages are given in Table 1.
On a time scale of hours the intensity varies as much as 20 percent.
Power density spectra
have been made to
search for possible
periodicities. Five stretches of data of about 550 s each were used.
No indication of periods between 0.25 and 100 seconds were found. The
data have been fitted to photon number spectra of exponential, thermal
bremsstrahlung (with energy dependent gaunt factor), power law and
black body spectral forms. The simple exponential gives the best fit
to the data with a reduced chi-square between 2 and 4, whereas thermal
bremsstrahlung is nearly equally acceptable. The best fit parameters
are:
exponential

kT * 1.0+0.05 keV

NH«(5±1)X1021

bremstrahlung

kT « 1.2±0.05 keV

N H «(5il)xl0 2 1

The fits to power laws and blackbody radiation are quite bad and no
acceptable solution can be given. The spectra were not seen to vary
over the 5 day observing period.
There is a marked difference between this spectrum and that of
previously
found X-ray
transient
sources,
such as
A1524-61
(Kaluzienski et al., 1975), which are characterized by hard (kT~10
keV) X-ray spectra. Also the ratio of X-ray to optical luminosity is
different. For the hard X-ray transients this is similar to that of
massive X-ray binaries (of the order of 1), whereas in A0600+00 this
ratio is much larger than one.

-1.66-
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IV.l
SOFT X-RAY FROM SIRIUS(*)
R.Mewe.J.Helse,E.H.B.M.Gronenschild,
A.C.Brinkman,J.Schrijver,A.J.F.den Boggende

The Astronomical Institute
Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands

On April 3,4 and 5, 1975 the star Sirius (Alpha Canis Majoris) was
observed with the soft X-ray detector aboard the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (ANS). The instrument
consists of a parabolic
collecting mirror which has at its focus a proportional counter with a
3.6 micron polypropylene window. Is responds to X-rays in the photon
energy range 0.20-0.28 keV. The projected area is 144 cm^ which
allowing for reflectivity, counter efficiency and so on, leads to a
sensitive area of about 25 cm^ at the Carbon absorption edge (0.284
keV). The field of view is 34' FWHM circular. Further instrumental
details are given in refs 1-3.
In order to be able to accurately subtract the background, the
observations were carried out in the offset pointing mode with the
instruments alternatively pointed at the source for 64 s and 40' away
from the source for 64 s, the transition time being 16 s. Any
ultraviolet contamination by light from the star can be determined by
interposing into the light path a 0.5 mm magnesium fluorite filter
which blocks out the X-rays but which transmits ultraviolet radiation
above about 1100 Angstrom. The photons responsible for the ultraviolet
contamination come from a wavelength region between about 1600 and
2500 Angstrom. (Because of the transmission properties of the detector
foil plus coating, ultraviolet radiation below 1600 Angstrom can be
neglected). By measuring twice, with and without filter, X-ray (X)
radiation can be distinguished from ultraviolet (UV) radiation. In
that way the ultraviolet response was determined by observations on a
number of bright ultraviolet stars. Figure 1 shows typical measuring
signals on Sirius with and without filter. In Figure 2 the source
signal, corrected for
background and averaged over
the total
observation time of about 1300 s, has been plotted against the
relative ultraviolet flux. The total counting rate from Sirius,
without filter (that is signal X+UV), is more than 6 standard

(*)

Appeared in NATURE,Vol.256,No.5520,pp.711-712,Aug 28 1975.
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Fig.l. Counting rates of Sirius measured on April 4t 1975 with ANS soft
X-ray (0.25 keV) detector in offset pointing mode: a3 0920 UT;
bt 0930 UT. UV (X+UV), signal measured with (without) MgF2 filter; on (off)j on (off) source.
deviations above the observed ultraviolet counting rate. The excess
counting rate is interpreted as X-ray flux from that star system.
Figure 2 also shows that Capella (Alpha Aurigae), detected earlier as
an X-ray star (ref..4), gives a signal 5 standard deviations above
background.
The counting rate from the other stars depicted in Figure 2 can
be wholly attributed to ultraviolet radiation. The observed counting
rate of 0.58±0.10 counts/s and the instrumental sensitivity of 1.9
counts per (photon cm-2keV-l) gives for Sirius an X-ray luminosity in
the energy band of 0.20-0.284 keV:
L x - (9.1±1.6)xlO27 erg/s
Sirius is a visual binary with at least two components: Sirius A (Al
V) and Sirius B (white dwarf). The rotation period is 50 yr, the
present relative distance a_ of the two components is estimated to be
about 30 AU.
The observations could be explained by invoking X-ray emission of
a hot corona around Sirius A. Preliminary calculations show that such
a corona would need to be heated up to a few million K. The energy
required would exceed the convective energy near the star surface by
nearly two orders of magnitude, even considering the fact that the
anomalous silicon abundance (ref 5) would yield an enhanced soft X-ray
emission. It could be questioned whether the X-ray emission could be
produced by accretion onto the white dwarf of a stellar wind from
Sirius A. To generate an X-ray energy of , say, 102J erg/s (this is a
very conservative lower limit), the accretion rate M must be at least
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(where G is the gravitational constant). If it is assumed that the
stellar wind speed is twice the escape velocity of Sirius A (ref.7),
then with RA=1.75Ro(ref. 5 ) , the accretion efficiency
o
—in
JU

<vv

2

(RA/8ar«3xl0

Thus a rate of mass loss from Sirius A of more than 3x10-6 solar
masses per year would be needed to produce a total X-ray luminosity of
1028 erg/s. This is about 103-l()6 times the expected mass loss from an
A type main sequence star (ref.8). Even the mass loss from the A2 la
super giant alpha Cygni, estimated irom the Mgll resonance lines (ref.
9) is only of the order of 3xl0~10 solar masses per year. Thus the
mechanism of accretion probably fails to explain the observed X-ray
radiation.
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IV. 2
DETECTION OF X-RAY EMISSION FROM STELLAR CORONAE WITH ANS(*)

R.Mewe,J.Helse,E.H.B.M.Gronenschlld
A.C.Brinkman, J.Schrijver, and A.J.F. den Boggende
The Astronomical Institute, Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
With the soft X-ray detector aboard the Astronomical Netherlands
Satellite (ANS) we have searched for soft X-ray emission in the range
0.2-0.284 keV from hot stellar coronae. X-ray emission has been
detected from Capella (a Aur) and Sirius (a CMa). For 26 other stars
(main sequence, subgiants, giants, and supergiants) upper limits to
the X-ray luminosity havt been obtained. The physical conditions of a
corona needed to explain the observations are discussed.
Subject headings: stellar coronae - X-ray stars

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past years several searches have been carried out with
instruments aboard Skylab (Vanderhill et al. 1975) and 0A0 Copernicus
(Margon et al. 1974) for detection of soft X-ray emission In the
energy range 0.14-0.284 keV from stellar coronae. These experiments
did not reveal evidence for X-ray emission. Margon et al. (1974) have
reported upper limits to the luminosity of four nearby red giants, and
Vanderhill et al. (1975) have given upper limits for about 50 nearby
stars. Recently, however, detection of X-rays from Capella has been
reported (Catura et al. 1975). In a rocket flight on 1974 April 5 they
have been detected in the energy range 0.2-1.6 keV a signal 5 sigma
above background.
With a detector aboard the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
(ANS), launched on August 30, we have searched for soft X-radiation
from stellar sources. We have found X-ray signals from Capella
(a Aur) and Sirius (a CMa). An upper limit a factor of 10 above our
observed signal on Sirius has .been found in a rocket experiment on
1973 March 23 (Patterson et al. 1975). Further, we have obtained upper
limits to the X-ray luminosity of 26 other stars.

(*)

Appeared in The Astrophysical Journal,202,L67-L71, 1975 Dec 1,
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The Instrument consists of a parabolic mirror with a proportional
counter having a 3.6 micron polypropylene window at its focus. It
responds to X-ray in the range 0.2-0.284 keV. The instrumental
sensitivity is about 1.9 cts/(photon cm^keV" 1 ) within a factor of 1.5
to 2 as inferred from observations on the Cygnus Loop. The counting
rate/energy flux conversion is, with an effective photon energy of
0.26 keV, 1.8x10-11 erg cm""2 count ~1. The field of view is 34' FWHM
circular. The instrument has been described elsewhere (Brinkman et al.
1974; den Boggende and Lafleur 1975; Mewe et al. 1975a). In order to
subtract the background from the raw source signal, all measurements
have been performed in "offset pointing mode," i.e., with the
instrument alternately pointed "on" the source and 40*-60' "off" the
source. Any ultraviolet contamination by light from the source can be
measured by interposing into the light path a MgF2 filter, which
blocks out X-radiation and transmits ultraviolet radiation above 1100
Angstrom. In the wavelength band 100-1600 Angstrom the transmission of
the counter window plus coatings is negligible (Hayakawa et al. 1970).
The ultraviolet response has been determined by observations on a
number of bright ultraviolet stars (Mewe et al. 1975a,b).

3. OBSERVATIONS
On 1975 March 11 and 12 we have observed Capella three times and we
have detected 3, 4 and 2 sigma signals, respectively, above background
(see Fig. 1). The average signal, corrected for background, was
0.53+0.10 cts s~l(i.e. a 5 sigma signal; source signal:3.21 cts s~l;
background: 2.68 cts s~l, total observing time, about equally divided
over source and background: 1150 s). Correction for ultraviolet
contamination is not necessary because Capella is only a faint
ultraviolet source (Mewe et al. 1975a). With a distance d*14 pc (Allen
1973) we obtain for the X-ray luminosity in the range 0.2-0.284 keV:
Lx= (23.0±4.3)xl028 erg a"1.
On 1975 April 3, 4 and 5 Sirius has been observed by ANS (Mewe et
al. 1975a, b ) . The signal measured without an ultraviolet filter was
11, 13 and 8 sigma, respectively (see Fig. 1). On April 4 we have also
done a measurement with an ultraviolet filter (Mewe et al. 1975b). The
average total signal, corrected for background, was 1.79+0.10 cts
s"1 (source 3.92 cts s""1, background 2.13 cts s"1, total observing
time 1280 c). The ultraviolet signal comes from Sirius A, the
contribution of Sirius B being negligible due to the strongly reduced
counter window
transmission below
about 1600
Angstrom. After
subtracting this from the total signal, we obtain 0.58+0.10 cts s"~l;
i.e. a 6 sigma signal, which gives with d * 2.66 pc (Lindenblad 1970):
L x « (0.90+0.16)xlO28 erg s"1(0.2-0.284 keV). In Table 1, 3 sigma upper
limits to the soft X-ray luminosity are presented for 26 other stars.
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TABLE I
Luminosity Upper Limits For Star Coronae

Object
Main sequence:
e Eri
£ Boo
a Cen
n Cas
a Aql
a Lyr
Subgiants:
B Cas
a CMi
Giants:
g And
6 UMi
a Ari
a Boo
a Phe
a UMa
a Cas
e Boo
e Car
Supergiants:
A Vel
q Car
ct Aqr
6 CMa
<j> Cas
a Car
a Cyg
3 Ori
55 Cyg
B CMa
? Pup

d(pc)*
3.3
6.9a
1.34
5.9
5.0
8.1

3a Sign
Total Obs
(cts s"1) Time (s)

Obs. date

0.20
0.15
0.40
0.35
0.26
0.17

1790
2300
770
380
1280
2300

<0.0048
<0.016
<0.0016
<0.027
<0.014
<0.025

1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1974

0.12
0.37

3330
770

<0.052
<0.0I0

1975 Jan. 24-26
1975 Apr. 15

0.23
0.45
-0.18
0.18
0.12
0.14
0.17
0.21
0.15

510
190
1540
2600
260
900
2050
J660
2180

<0.27
<1.0
<0.2J
<0.048
<0.21
<0.32
<0.74
<0.57
<3.3

1975
1974
1975
1974
J974
1974
1974
1975
1974

200
400?
330
600
?
60
500

0.18
0.17
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.24
0.15

1280
2180
3460
3460
2820
1540
2750

<J7
<60
<29
<!40
?
<1.9
<80

250
80
200
350 C

0.11
0.17
0.18
0.27

6140
900
1150
1410

<15
<2.4
<16
<70

1974 Dec. 2, 3
1975 Jan. 8-J1
3 974 Nov. 25, 26
1975 Apr. 12-14
1975 Feb. 3-6
1975 Apr. 2-7
1974 Nov. 26, 27
1975 May 26-28
1975 Mar. 6-8
1974 Dec. 1
1975 Mar. 28, 29
1975 May 8-10

14
3.5
23
32
23
11
28
32
45
35
100

Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Oct.

Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.

6, 7
22-24
18, 19
30, 31
22
4, 5
7

21
3, 4
27, 28
13-15
6-9
6-8
26-29
17, J8
12-17

* Taken from Allen 1973 or from (a) Hoffleit 1964, (b) Northcott 1969,
and (c) Davis et at. 1970.
f 3 o upper limit luminosity (0.2-0.284 keV) based on flat spectrum
(in units of 1 0 3 0 erg s ~ J ) .
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4. DISCUSSION
a) Capella
Capella (a Aur) is a spectroscopie binary classified as G5III + GOIII
(Wright 1954). The rotation period is 104.023 days, and the separation
between the components is about 0.8 AÜ (Struve and Kilby 1953). Catura
et al. (1975) observed the binary nearly at conjunction with the GO
giant toward the Earth, whereas during our measurements the components
were nearly in juxtaposition.
There are characteristics of the star system which would a priori
indicate it to be a candidate soft X-ray source. Observed weak Ca II
K-line emission associated with the velocity variation of the primary
G5III (Wright 1954) provides evidence for chromospheric activity of
the latter component. Capella shows strong He I 10830 Angstrom
absorption (Vaughan and Zirin 1968), and recently Zirin (1975) has
argued that the soft X-ray flux from such a star could be proportional
to the equivalent width of the helium line. Recent observations with
the Princeton spectrometer aboard 0A0 Copernicus of 0 VI 1032 Angstrom
emission indicate the presence of a plasma with electron temperature
at least 3x10^ K , present either in a stellar corona around the
primary star or in some circumstellar material around the whole binary
system (Dupree 1975).
The signal detected by Catura et al. (1975) in the energy range
0.18-0.38 keV is nearly four times the signal we observed on March 11
(Catura 1975). The decline of the signal one day later (see Figure 1)
may indicate that there is a short-time variation of the X-ray
emission. In a later flight on 1975 February 3 the Lockheed group did
not detect X-ray emission and found an upper limit only slightly above
our signal of March 11 (Catura 1975). On 1972 October Hill et al.
(1974) were unable to detect Capella, though their instrument was
sensitive enough (Burginyon et al 1971) to detect a 5 sigma signal if
the flux were as strong as reported by the Lockheed flight. These
facts tend to support the idea of Catura et al. (1975) that this
source may belong to a class of soft X-ray emitters, strongly variable
in time and possibly transient. It may be that the X-ray signal we
observed comes from a stellar corona, whereas the more intense signal
observed by Catura et al. (1975) is due to an active region.
Let us assume that the observed X-ray emission arises from a hot
corona around the primary giant in an analog of the solar corona. We
assume a very simple corona model, namely, a plane-parallel isothermal
atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, and optically thin toward the
X-rays. Under these conditions the observed counting rate R (cts s~l)
from a source at distance d (pc) can be written as
R=10" 5 °R ]0 d" 2 e
where the emission measure (cm""3) £=2TTR*
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(1)

2f 2
N

dh

can be approximated by

f-

(2)

where R* is the star radius; N e and h are the average electron density
and height in the corona; Rio (cts s" 1 ) is the instrumental response
function, derived for a source with emission measure
* 10^0 cm"3 at
a distance d = 1 pc by folding computed solar X-ray spectra (Mewe
1972, 1975) with the response curves of the optics and the detector
(see de Jager 1976, Fig. 3 ) ; H is the coronal pressure scale height,
is the mean molecular weight, R is the gas constant, T is the average
coronal temperature (K), g is the surface gravity (cm s~2); p is the
gas pressure (dyn cm~2) at the base of the corona. Finally, <* = ï for
a hydrogen-rich atmosphere
like that of the
Sun, a= T for a
helium-rich white dwarf. Combining equations (1) and (2) and inserting
numerical values (u » 0.7, a = £ ) yields
2 2
P_
(3)
R = 4.74 x
'10
d(pc)
The measured counting rate R can be unfolded from the instrumental
response and from the star parameters by solving equation (3) from p
as a function of T. For R = 0.53 this has been done for Capella A with
the star parameters given in Table 2 (see solid curve in Fig. 2 ) . It
has a minimum at 1.4x10^ K, the temperature of maximum instrument
sensitivity (Rio= 0.33 cts s"*). At this temperature the X-ray signal
of 0.53 cts s~I would yield (see eq. 1) a minimum emission measure of
about 3x1052 C m~ 3 , which is comparable with the value (1.4x10^2 C m ~ 3 ) ,
obtained by Dupree (1975) at T ~3xl0 5 K from the 0 VI (1032 A) line
emission. The convective acoustic flux (~5xl0? erg cm~2s~l) estimated
for Capella A from Nariai's (1969) and de Loore's (1970) calculations
is only two to three times the solar flux. At the bottom of the
observational curve for Capella A in Figure 2 the observations would
be consistent with a corona of physical conditions (T ~1.5xl0^ K, p
-0.05 dyn cm~2, N e ~io8cm~ 3 ) not greatly different from those of the
solar corona (T -2x10^ K, p ~0.2 dyn cm"2, Ne~4xio8 cm"3,see e.g.
Unsold 1970). The pressure needed for a corona around Capella B would
be a factor of 2.5 higher.
b) Sirius
Sirius is known to be a visual binary: Sirius A of type Al V, the
brightest star in the heavens, and Sirius B, a white dwarf 10 mag
fainter. The existence of a third close companion to either Sirius A
or Sirius B appears to be ruled out (Lindenblad 1973). At present the
angular separation between the two components is nearly the maximum
possible of about 11" (Lindenblad 1973; Meeus 1971). This corresponds
to a relative distance of about 30 AU. The rotation period is 50.09
years (van den Bos 1960).
In contrast with Capella, Sirius does not seem to show any significant
-1,79-

variation on a time scale of days (see Fig. 1 ) . Let us first
investigate whether the X-ray emission could be explained by radiation
from a hot corona around primary Sirius A. The loci of the points p
and T reproducing the observed counting rate R = 0 . 5 8 cts s" 1 for
Sirius A have been calculated in the same way as for Capella A
(dashed-dotted curve a in Fig. 2 ) . Around 10*> K the X-ray spectrum is
dominated by highly ionized silicon line radiation. Assuming that
silicon is 1.0 times overabundant with respect to the Sun (Strom et al.
1966; Latham 1970)
(hence R^Q 1° times as
large), we obtain
dashed-dotted curve b. A rough extrapolation from the results of
Nariai (1969) and de Loore (1970) gives a convective acoustic flux
F c o n v ~ 1 0 ^ erg cnT^s" 1 .
From Hearn's (1975) calculations
for a
minimum-flux corona in the case of a solar-like plasma we then
estimate: p~0.01 dyr. cm""2, T~3xio5 K, yielding a predicted counting
rate nearly five orders of magnitude too low. Assuming a much larger
flux, i.e. F = 40 F c o n v , we would obtain p~0.18 dyn cm" 2 , T ~ 8 X 1 O 5 K ,
thus reaching the bottom of the curve b. However, such a high acoustic
flux does not seem very realistic, so we may assume that the observed
X-ray signal can probably not be explained by coronal radiation from
Sirius A. If the X-ray flux comes from Sirius A, we may expect from
a L y r ( A 0 V) roughly 0.58 (2.67/8.1)2= 0.06 cts s" 1 . However, this
signal is below the limit of detectability of the ANS instrument (see
Table 1 ) .
As for Sirius B, the nearest white dwarf, it has been argued by Mewe
et al. (1975b) that accretion of stellar wind from Sirius A fails by
several orders of magnitude to provide the observed X-ray energy. From
a study of high-resolution spectra of Sirius B Greenstein et al.
(1971) have shown that it would be a hot (~32,000 K) white dwarf,
probably consisting primarily of helium. Calculations of Bohm and
Cassinelli (1971) show that in such a star the acoustic flux generated
by convective turbulence can reach a value of about 1 0 H erg cm~ 2 s~l,
so one may expect that a hot corona could be developed around Sirius
B. The (p,T)-curves reproducing R = 0.58 were computed for Sirius B,
assuming solar abundances (dashed curve a ) , or assuming a helium-rich
amd metal-poor white dwarf (dashed
curve b ) . Assuming coronal
temperatures comparable to that for the Sun (T~2xl0^ K ) , one can see
from Figure 2 that the observations would be consistent with a corona
of pressures in the range about 2x10^ to 5x10^ dyn cm"2 ( which seems
rather reasonable. However, for a proper discussion of the physical
conditions of
a white
dwarf corona
detailed model-atmosphere
calculations will be necessary.
As it seems likely that the white dwarf is the candidate source for
the observed X-ray emission, it would be desirable to observe Sirius B
in X-rays spatially well resolved
from its primary Sirius A.
Fortunately, at present Sirius is in a favorable position for
observation because during the next decade the angular separation
between the two components is still about 10" (Meeus 1971).
c) Upper Limits for Stellar Coronae
We like

to make a

few remarks about some
-]80-

objects from Table

1. The

nearest star a Cen A (G2V) is a solar-type main-sequence star. The
observed upper limit of its coronal X-ray flux is an order below that
found by Vanderhill et al. (1975) and only 3 times the active solar
luminosity (Allen and Yousef 1973).
Detection of 0 VI 1032 A emission from the nearby binary Procyon
(a CMi) provides evidence for a corona of the primary subgiant (F5IV)
of electron temperature at least 3xl0 5 K (Evans et al. 1975). From our
observed upper limit we can derive an upper limit for the emission
measure. For the source temperature for which the instrument would be
most sensitive (1.4x10^ K ) we derive from equation (1) with (R* = 2.17
R@, Hanbury Brown et al. 1967):
/ Ne dh < 10

cm

i.e., still three orders of magnitude above what can be estimated from
the data given by Evans et al. (1975). Hence the existence of a hot
corona can neither be confirmed nor excluded.
The nearby bright red giant Arcturus (a Boo, K2lIIpe) is a prototype
of red giants, which were suggested by Hills (1973) to account for a
significant part of the observed diffuse X-ray background. For this
star evidence is provided for chromospheric activity by the observed
anomalous Mg II and L-alpha line profiles (Moos et al. 197A), and
Gerola et al. (1974) explained the absence of detectable 0 V 1218 A
line emission by assuming that the corona of Arcturus is too hot ( »
10*> K ) . From our observed upper limit, three orders of magnitude below
the one found by Margon et al. (1974), the limit of the mass loss rate
can even be set down to 10~10 JJQ yr"*, which appears to exclude the
suggestion of Hills (see discussion of Margon et al. 1974).
The observed signal from the early B supergiant B Ori, B8la, is
definitely not from an X-ray flux but can be fully attributed to
ultraviolet radiation; the same probably holds for the 04f supergiant
t, Pup (Mewe et al. 1975a, b ) . With Salyut-4 Beigman et al. (1975)
observed on 1975 February 4 an upper limit on 6 Ori an order of
magnitude above the one we found.
We are grateful te Drs. A. G.
comments on the manuscript.

Hearn and J. P. Cassinelli for valuable
TABLE II

Star parameters
Object
Capella A, G5 III
Capella B, GO III
Sirius A, Al V
Sirius B, DA

log g (cm s"2)

R/RQ

2.6a
^
4.3 C ,
8.65

14.1
8 9
'\
1.76
0.0078

T g f f (K)
4650 a
5300 a
10290^
32000

References: (a) Wright 1954, (b) Hanbury Brown et al. J967, (c) Latham
1970, (d) Greenstein et al. 197J.
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IV. 3
DETECTION OF BOTH SOFT AND HARD X-RAY EMISSION(*)
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SUMMARY
The dwarf nova SS Cygni was observed twice with the X-ray instruments
aboard the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite ANS. A soft (O.16-O.28A
keV) and a hard (1-7 keV) X-ray signal was detected while SS Cygni was
in its quiescent optical state. The discovery of hard X-ray emission
suggests that SS Cygni is a source similar to the AM Her/3U1809+50
system, but with a lower magnetic field.
Keywords : dwarf novae - X-ray sources.

1. INTRODUCTION
SS Cygni is the brightest dwarf nova, both at maximum and minimum
optical intensity (my ranges from 8th to 12th magnitude). It is a
double lined non-eclipsing binary with an orbital period of 6 n 38 m .
Optical outbursts take place with a mean interval ranging from 20 to
100 days and last for approximately 10 days (see, e.g. Glasby, 1970).
The first possible detection of SS Cygni in soft X-rays (0.16-0.284
keV) was made during a scan in a rocket flight by Rappaport et al.
(1974) at a flux level of the order of 10-10 e r g cnT^s"*, during an
(*)
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optical flaring state (with V-band magnitude approx. 8.5 mag).
Subsequent experiments confirmed this detection at similar flux levels
in the range 0.08-0.23 keV by Bowyer et al. (1976) and at a somewhat
lower level of(3-5)xlO"ll erg cm-2s-l(0.16-0.284 keV) by SAS-3 (Hearn
et al.,1976a). The source was always in its optical flaring state
during these measurements.
We present here data taken with the Astronomical Netherlands
Satellite ANS when the source was in its optical low state (mv*ll).
The observations on SS Cygni were part of a program to observe twenty
dwarf novae for possible soft X-ray emission. Preliminary results were
reported earlier (Helse et al.,1975).

2. THE OBSERVATIONS
Three X-ray detectors were used during the observations. The Utrecht
soft X-ray detector, a grazing incidence parabolic reflector sensitive
from 0.16-0.28 keV with 34' (FWHM) field of view, the Utrecht medium
energy detector which has 5 energy channels from 1-7 keV and a 38'x75'
field of view, and the Cambridge hard X-ray detector with 15 energy
channels from 1T30 keV and a field of view of 15'x3°.
The Utrecht detectors (referred to as SXX) are described in
detail by Brinkman et al. (1974) and the Cambridge detector (referred
to as HXX) by Gursky et al. (1975).
SS Cygni was observed in two series of observations, on December
12-13, 1974 and from 10 to 13 June 1975; both periods during low
optical activity. In December 1974 SS Cygni was observed approximately
5 days before a flaring state. The June 1975 SS Cygni observations
were about 10 days after the previous maximum and 14 days before the
next maximum during which the SAS-3 data were taken (Hearn et al.
1976a).
The
satellite
was pointed
during
all
measurements
alternatively 64 s on the position of the source and 64 s (sometimes
48 s) on a position 40' north or 50' south of SS Cygni for a careful
determination of the background. The transition slew time in this
offset pointing mode was 16 s. In December 1974 a total of 1.1 hr of
data was accumulated, whereas in June 1975 4.3 hours were spent on the
source. From these observations only data have been used of sufficient
low and constant background quality when the satellite was at low
geographic latitude. The quality is determined by the anti-coincidence
countrate from the proportional counters, which were monitored every
16 s for SXX and 64 s for HXX. In this way 41 min of data in December
1974 and 60 min of data in June 1975 could be used. Two examples of a
few minutes consecutive raw data integrated over 16 s with low
background from the SXX-detector (1-7 keV) are given in Figure 1.
During the December 1974 observations SXX detected a soft X-ray
flux (0.16-0.28 keV) of 0.17+0.05 counts/s (3.4 standard deviations)
corresponding to 4.1xl0~12 erg cnT^s"*, within this bandwidth. The 1-7
keV flux detected by SXX was 0.26+0.08 counts/s (3.3 standard
deviations above the noise) corresponding to 7xl0~H erg cm~2s~l,
assuming a Crab like spectrum. Only a few observations were made by
-185-
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Fig.l. Two examples of raw data obtained with the Utrecht 1-7 keV detector1 (SXX). The satellite alternates its pointing ON the source and 'v SO' OFF the source at times indicated in the figure.
Data taken at June 113 1975 20hr 44 min (upper curve) and June
13j 1975 21hr 8 min (lower curve).
HXX and so the flux (1.4-7.2 keV) of 0.20+0.24 counts/s was not
significant. The June 1975 observations showed a count rate of
0.19+0.05 counts/s (at 3.8 standard deviations above the background)
in the soft X-ray band and 0.34+0.06 counts/s in the 1-7 keV channels
of SXX. The individual observations giving rise to this statistically
significant result (5.7 standard deviations) in the 1-7 keV range are
plotted in Figure 2. The significance, however, is not enough to make
statements about either a possible time variability or the spectral
behaviour. The Cambridge hard X-ray detector (1-30 keV) was observing
part of the total time on SS Cygni. The HXX counting rate during the
June 1975 observations was 0.49+0.18 counts/s, thus confirming at a
2.7 sigma significance level the X-ray signal from the near vicinity
of SS Cygni.
To be certain about the reality of these X-ray signals we
performed a test by correlating the anti-coincidence counting rates of
the proportional with background measurements as a function of
satellite geographic position for all SXX X-ray data taken by ANS.
Outside the strong particle background regions (such as the South
Atlantic Anomaly) there appears to be a good correlation (with
variance r =0.9). We then used this correlation for those blocks of
measurements of the June 1975 observation in which the satellite was
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pointed at SS Cygni (ignoring now the offset background sampling every
48 s ) . The signal thus found in 1-7 keV is 0.28+0.077 counts/s (3.6
standard deviations). A similar determination of the signal at the
background position near SS Cygni this way gave -0.003+0.086 counts/s.
We thus verified in a completely independent way the reality of the
X-ray signal from the vicinity of SS Cygni. This technique turns out
to be quite powerful for ANS data and will be used for other sources
in the future.

3. DISCUSSION
We have detected a soft X-ray source within a circle of radius 17
arcmin centered on the position of SS Cygni on two occasions,
separated by half a year. On both occasions SS Cygni was in its
optical low state. The flux of
this source, detected with a
statistical significance of 3.4 and 3.8 standard deviations above the
measured background respectively, is a few percent of the 1/4 keV flux
reported from this source during its optical flaring state and may
very well represent the soft X-ray quiescent level of SS Cygni.
At the same time a 1-7 keV X-ray source, not previously reported,
has been found within an error box of 15'xl°.5 (derived from the
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Fig.2. 1-7 keV detection of SS Cygni for individual observations.
Total mean is 0.34 + 0.06 o/s (5.7a).
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combined fields of view of SXX and HXX) centered on this source. The
flux of this hard source, detected with a statistical significance of
3.3 and 5.7 times the measured background deviations, would represent
an approximately 5 Uhuru counts/s source if we use a mean conversion
factor from ANS to UHURU counts/s of 15, which is valid for a Crab
type spectrum.
It is quite possible that the soft and the hard X-ray source can
be identified with SS Cygni. The fact that the hard X-ray source has
not been observed by other X-ray surveys might easily be explained by
either the presence of relatively strong nearby sources in the Cygnus
region (such as Cyg X-2 at a few degree distance) or by the fact that
the hard X-ray flux is variable as well.
If the identification of the weak, hard X-ray source with SS Cygni
is indeed correct, then this has important implications for the models
of X-ray emission from dwarf novae. The presence of a hard X-ray
component indicates either the presence of a much hotter thermal
component (at temperatures of the order of ÏO^-IO^ K) than is apparent
from the existence of soft X-rays (105-10^ K) or it means that
non-thermal emission mechanisms are at work, also during "quiet"
conditions.
A similarity with the cataclysmic variable AM Her/3U1809+50
system is clearly suggestive. Recently, a strong soft X-ray source
(Hearn et al.,1976b; Hearn et al.,1977) has been identified with the
binary system AM Her. The soft X-rays show intensity modulation with
the orbital period (0.d12892). Also the hard X-ray component in 2-60
keV is seen to vary with the orbital period by 0S0-8 (Swank et al.
1977). The
1-7 keV flux
of AM Her
is of the
same order
(5-10)xl0~H erg cnT^s"! as the flux observed in SS Cygni.
Recently theoretical studies (e.g. Bath et al., 1974; Lynden-Bell
and Pringle, 1974; Pringle, 1977) have advanced several models in
which the accretion of matter from a gaseous disk rotating around a
white dwarf companion of a binary would release sufficient energy to
produce soft X-rays. In these models the outburst may be accounted for
by unstable mass transfer by the late type companion (e.g. Bath et
al.,1974; Papaloizou and Bath, 1975). The presence of hard X-ray
components in AM Her and now in SS Cygni as well may indicate that a
strong magnetic field has to be taken into account, that confines the
accretion to a smaller area on the white dwarf and hence liberates the
accretion energy at higher temperatures (Fabian et al., 1976; Swank et
al., 1977). Evidence of a magnetic field of the order of 10^ Gauss
around the compact object in the AM Her system has been found (Tapia,
1977). However, recently, Krzeminsky , Priedhorsky and Tapia (1978)
measured SS Cygni in the optical V-filter in March and June 1977 and
in the I-filter in July 1977 and observed no circular polarization
above 0.2 percent. The conclusion is therefore that no magnetic field
on SS Cygni stronger than about 10^ Gauss exists (Paczynski, 1977).
This upper limit does not rule out the possibility of confinement of
the accretion onto magnetic polar caps in SS Cygni. For an accretion
mass flow of order M ~10"*10-10~7 M Q yr~* the surface magnetic field
should be at least 1O6-1O7 Gauss (Lamb et al., 1977).
It is clear that other more sensitive X-ray observations on SS
-188-

Cygni are
needed for a
unique identification,
detailed time
variability and spectrum determination of SS Cygni. As SS Cygni has a
much larger inclination angle of the binary orbital plane than AM Her
the comparison of both systems could provide important insights in the
detailed geometry of the X-ray emitting region with respect to the
binary system.
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SUMMARY
Ultra soft X-rays in the range 60-250 eV of the hot white dwarf HZ 43
were obtained with a rocket borne soft X-ray instrument comprising two
principle detection systems:(a) a one dimensional X-ray focussing
collector with a position sensitive focal plane detector,(b) large
area collimated proportional counters with several different entrance
windows.
The data indicate that emission in terms of a hot corona can be
discarded, black body models with 60,000 < T e f f < 160,000 K yield
acceptable fits to all data sets. Our X-ray data are in excellent
agreement with a black body of T-110,000 K, R»5xlO8 cm derived by
Margon et al. based on EUV and optical observations of HZ 43.
Keywords; soft X-ray sources - white dwarfs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Soft X-ray and EUV emission from a compact source in Coma Berenices
have recently been detected by different experiments (Hearn et al.
1976; Margon et al. 1976a; and Lampton et al. 1976a). Identification
of this source with the hot white dwarf HZ 43 was first suggested on
the basis of the SAS-3 results for the soft X-ray position (Hearn et
al 1976), the positional error box for the EUV emission, presumably
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from the same object, derived from the Apollo-Soyuz experiment partly
coincides with the soft X-ray error box, the overlap includes HZ 43.
Assuming that HZ 43 is the emitting object, the temperature regime
derived from the soft X-ray data alone is inconclusive as to the
origin of the soft X-ray emission. It may either be due to coronal
emission from a thin plasma at several hundred thousand degrees K or
"black body" emission from an optically thick stellar photosphere. In
the case of photospheric emission, the soft X-ray spectrum can provide
information on the structure of the stellar atmosphere. However,
earlier soft X-ray observations have only given flux values in single
wavelength bands,
due to poor
energy resolution
and limited
statistics. In the present paper we report on a soft X-ray observation
of HZ 43 simultaneously conducted with two largely different detection
systems, which pulse height distributions and flux ratios give
additional constraints on emission models.
We observed HZ 43 with a rocket borne ultra soft X-ray experiment
launched from Kauai on May 29, 1976 at 09:49.5 UT. A cross scan over
HZ 43 was performed as part of a number of pre-programmed scans over
the celestial sphere including several extended soft X-ray features,
the result of which will be published elsewhere. (*)

2. INSTRUMENTATION
The X-ray payload comprised a composite instrument:
i) a one dimensional focussing collector (XFC), consisting of
nine parabolic cylinders, with a pair of multi cell proportional
counters in the focal plane.
ii) eight collimated large area proportional counters (LAC's)
mounted on four panels which are deployed during flight.
Typical characteristics of these detection systems are summarized
in Table 1, for a detailed description of a similar payload we refer
to Zwijnenberg, 1976.
The collimators for the LAC's are stacks of stainless steel mesh,
essentially wall-less, which avoids background effects due to electron
interaction with the collimator (scattering or bremsstrahlung).
The presence
of four different
entrance windows
on the
proportional counters provides the possibilities of four color X-ray
photometry which is of fundamental importance to access spectral
features in an energy range where the intrinsic resolution of the
counters is poor.
Since a
primary aim of
this experiment was
to measure
unambiguously ultra soft X-rays, much effort was put in reduction and
assessment of the UV-sensitivity of the instrumentation. Features
included for this purpose are:
i) A thin Formvar-Lexan coating (approx. 12xl0~6 g cm~2 on all
(*)
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TABLE I
Instrument characteristics
Effective
System(s) Window thickness polypro-area (cm )
pylene (yg/cm )

Field of view
(Degr. FWHM)

Exposure
on HZ 43
(cm^ s)
X

XFC

48

85 for on-axis
X-rays (280 eV)

398

13. 0

Y
2.0 at 280 eV
Res Ay=15'

LAC (4)

92

502 at 280 eV

1780*

10. 6 3.0

LAC(2)

307

163 at 280 eV

1780

10. 6

3.0

-

10. 6

3.0

Jl. 0

2.8

LAC(2)

80+200 B

UV-sensor

66 at 280 eV
< 2 at 280 eV
0. 64

, X-direction perpendicular, Y-direction parallel to the scan path
Applies for two counters only

polypropylene windows to largely reduce the UV-sensitivity (absorption
by the Lexan component). (Williamson and Maxon, 1975).
ii) A LiF-fliter (transmission > 50 percent for wavelengths above
1216 Angstrom) which can be inserted on telecommand in front of one
focal plane detector during passage of a strong celestial UV-source.
This establishes the UV-sensitivity in flight and provides a reference
for an onboard UV-sensor (photomultiplier) which monitors the incoming
UV-flux throughout the whole flight.

3. OBSERVATIONS
The instruments performed satisfactory during the whole flight except
for two 1 micron-counters and the two counters with B-coated windows.
These data are omitted from the analysis. During flight the gas gain
on the counters was stabilized with the aid of an onboard gas
regulation system. Eight calibration periods associated with the
acquisition of a new "start scan" position on the celestial sphere
confirmed gain stability within 5 percent throughout the flight. The
UV-sensitivity was checked by a scan over Alpha Virgo, a 1.9 magnitude
-192-
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Fig.l. Raw data count profiles for the X-ray focussing collector and
the 1 \im large area proportional counters, the time
scale is
normalized to the meridian transit of HZ 43. Dashed lines indicate the angular response function of each instrument for
scanning of a point source.
B 1 V star. No flux from this star was detected from any of the X-ray
detectors, whereas it constitutes the brightest object in the data of
the UV sensor. During the transit of Alpha Virgo the counting rate
from the focal plane detector covered with the LiF filter was
consistent with the inherent detector background as measured when the
nose cone of the payload was not yet jettisoned. We therefore conclude
that our measurements are free from UV-contamination down to 60 eV.
The payload slowly scanned the region near HZ 43, with an angular
speed of 0.63 degree/s in the time intervals 180-200 s and 215-235 s
after launch.

4. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the raw data count profiles for XFC in the energy
intervals 60-104 eV and 104-255 eV and for the 1 micron-LAC's in the
range 80-205 eV. The theoretical point spread functions of the XFC and
LAC experiments are indicated and match well with the observed count
distributions. The source is below the detection limit of the 3-micron
LAC's due to the steep source spectrum (shown later).
Since the onboard star camera was lost due to no recovery of the
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra obtained for HZ 43: a diamonds: data from the XFC'.
crosses: data from the 1 \im LAC's. The solid and dashed lines
indicate a typical fit to a black body source with
T = 9 eV
(= 104.400 K)t NH = 5 1018 atoms cm~23 C = 1.22 109. 2? Isoprobability contours for blaakbody and coronal models3 indicating the
90% confidence limits (xmtn+6.25). The cross corresponds with a
typical black body fit shown in Figure 2a.
payload, the source position had to be derived from the gyro data and
was further improved with the aid of the UV-sensor data. The absolute
source
position
was determined
at
right
ascension a (1950)
13*1131».30+1* and declination6(1950) 29°+3°, which is fully compatible
with the location of HZ 43 at 13h14.0m and 29°22', respectively.
Figure 2 shows the energy spectra obtained with the XFC and the
1-micron LAC's for HZ 43. Fitting model spectra to both observed
energy spectra in dual parameter space (column density, spectral
parameter), by
convolving attenuated
source spectra
with the
instrument's modulation transfer function, has been carried out for
black body radiation (zeroth order approximation to photospheric
emission) and free-free emission, which adequately represents the
emission expected from a hydrogen rich corona. The absorption cross
sections given by Brown and Gould (1970) were used to account for the
interstellar absorption. Figure 2b shows isoprobalility contours based
on the minimum chi-squared + 6.25 criterion, outlining the 90 percent
confidence limits (Lampton et al. 1976b). The low temperature limit is
most stringently set by the intensity ratio of the LAC and XFC count
rates (two color photometry).
Although the spectral resolution
measured in the laboratory and with the inflight calibration source
were mutually in full agreement, we did check on the influence of a 10
-194-

percent uncertainty in the resolution
on the position . of the
isoprobability contours, because of the steep slope of the invoked
source spectrum in the soft X-ray domain. The influence on the derived
temperature domain was derived to be less than 10^ K.
5. DISCUSSION
Possible models for the EUV and soft X-ray emission of HZ 43 have been
reviewed by Margon et al. (1976b), these comprise blackbody emission,
emission from a corona and accretion. In addition Auer and Shipman
(1977) have discussed a model atmosphere with an energy dependent
opacity effect. As demonstrated by Margon et al. (1976b) accretion of
interstellar material onto the white dwarf HZ 43A is an untenable
model, both with respect to expected luminosity and spectral shape. We
shall therefore only consider the observational constraints of our
soft X-ray observation on two models representing two extreme cases, a
hot corona and a black body. We have adopted an upper limit on the
interstellar column density to HZ 43 of Nn»2xl01^ atoms cm"^ which is
justified based on a distance D-62.5 pc to HZ 43 (Margon et al.,
1976b) and a local ( less than 100 pc) hydrogen density of less than
0.1 ca»~3 derived from Lyman-alpha observations of several stars
(Bohlin, 1975 and Henry et al. 1976) and the spectrum of diffuse
X-rays (Hayakawa et al. 1977).

a) Coronal Emission
If a corona around HZ 43 exists, it would be modelled by radiation
from a pure hydrogen plasma, on account of the Helium deficiency of HZ
43 consequently a free-free emission spectrum.
Comparing this model with the data, the isoprobability contours
for coronal emission, given in Figure 2b, restricts the allowable
temperature of the radiating plasma to the range 7.5x104- 2.7x10^ K
(with maximum NH=2xl0l9). Within this range, the lowest value of the
emission measure e for the corona which we can accomodate is
2x1058 cm~3(for T=2.7xio5, N H «0). This yields a value for the
electron density at the corona base No>10*7 cm""3, assuming a star
radius less than lO'cm ' and a coronal scale height of less than 7 km.
This yields a coronal base pressure P>7.5xl06 dyne cm~^, which is more
than three orders of magnitude larger than can be accounted for by
current corona models (e.g. Hearn,1975). Moreover there is the problem
of energizing such a corona. To explain the observed soft X-ray
intensity, the flux emanating from the stellar surface should be of
the order of 10 1 5 erg cm-Zs""1. The maximum acoustic energy flux which
can be generated in hot (T - 3x10^ K) white dwarf convection zones, is
more than three orders of magnitude smaller than this value (Bohm and
Cassinelli, 1971). A coronal origin for the observed X-ray emission
seems therefore discarded.
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b) Black Body Emission
Assuming again a maximum Nfl*2xl0l9 atoms cm"2, our X-ray data limit
the range of black body temperatures to 60,000 <Teff<160,000 K. From
the Apollo-Soyuz data on the EUV emission from HZ 43 a range
40,000<Teff<140,000 K was derived (Lampton et al.,1976a), whereas
combination of the EUV and optical data give T«l10,000+10,000 K as the
most probable range (Margon et al., 1976b). This temperature is fully
compatible with the range derived from our measurement. If we fit a
black body of 110,000 K to our data, correcting for an interstellar
attenuation of 4x10*8 atoms cm"2, the luminosity of the star in the
XFC pass band Lxpc~l»9xio33 erg/s, hence
the total black body
luminosity L*=2.6xl0*^ erg/s(»6.8 times the solar luminosity). This is
ih excellent agreement with the EUV and optical data of Margon et al.
who find the same value.

6. CONCLUSION
All data match amazingly well to the simple black body model. The
short wavelength end of a black body gives the steepest possible X-ray
spectrum, if compared to model atmospheres which include the effects
of absorption edges, electron scattering and energy dependent opacity,
since all these effect tend to flatten the spectrum.
Apparently the overall influence of these effects is only minor
which is rather unexpected from current model atmospheres (e.g.
Shipman, 1976), which largely deviate in slope from a black body at
the higher energy end. Constraints to a model atmosphere for HZ 43,
taking into account all the observational data available, throughout
the whole spectral range, will be subject of a forthcoming paper. (*)
Ackowledgements. The authors thank R.Mewe and P.R.Wesselius for
valuable discussions. We are indebted to NASA for arranging access to
the Barking Sand Range at Kauai, and to Sandia Laboratories for smooth
integration and conduction of a perfect launch.
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IV. 5
THE HOT WHITE DWARF HZ 43(*)
II. THE HELIUM ABUNDANCE

DERIVED FROM ITS ULTRA SOFT X-RAY SPECTRUM

J.Heise (1) and H.Huizenga (2)
(1) The Astronomical Institute,Space Research Laboratory
Utrecht, The Netherlands
(2) Cosmic Ray working Group,Huygens Laboratory
Leiden, The Netherlands

SUMMARY
The ultra soft X-ray spectra of the hot white dwarf HZ 43 in the range
40-200 Angstrom obtained recently by Bleeker et al. (1978) have been
fitted by hydrogen-helium model atmospheres with various abundances
and effective temperatures. It is shown that the soft X-ray spectrum
is not consistent with these models. Satisfactory fits can be obtained
with models which have an increasing helium abundance with depth in
the atmosphere. For HZ 43 a pure hydrogen layer with a column mass of
approx. 1 g cm"2 o n top of a helium rich (helium abundance > 0.1 by
number) atmosphere is consistent with the optical, ultraviolet and
ultra soft X-ray data.
Keywords: white dwarfs - model atmospheres - helium abundance.

1. INTRODUCTION
The hot white dwarf HZ 43 has aroused interest because of its soft
X-ray emission (Hearn et al.,1976; Margon et al., 1976a) and extreme
ultraviolet radiation (EUV, 100-500 Angstrom) detected with the EUV
telescope aboard the Apollo-Soyuz satellite (Lampton et al.,1976).
Malina et al. (1978) measured from this star the first non-solar
spectrum in the range 170-410 Angstrom with a resolution of approx. 15
Angstrom. It is one of the few objects in the sky studied at all
wavelengths from 40 Angstrom to 6000 A and including the EUV. Fluxes
in the UV were measured in 5 channels between 1500 A and 3300 A with
the UV telescope aboard the ANS satellite (Wesselius and Koester,
1978) and in the optical by Oke (1974) and Margon et al. (1976b). HZ

(*)

Appeared in Astronomy

and Astrophysics,Vol.84,pp.280-284,(1980),
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43 is a binary system consisting of a DAwk white dwarf with a dM 3.5e
companion at a (parallax) distance of 62+J§ pc.
We recently improved the soft X-ray data and extended it into the
ultra soft X-ray (USX) domain (40-200 A) (paper I, Observations of the
ultra soft X-ray spectrum of HZ 43, Bleeker et al., 1978). As pointed
out in Paper 1 the USX flux is too large to be explained by an
optically thin coronal plasma around HZ 43. Since this star is not a
close binary, it seems likely that all of its emission in 40-6000 A
has a photospheric origin (cf. Auer and Shipman, 1977). In this Letter
we derive the physical parameters for HZ 43, such as effective
temperature, radius, helium abundance of the stellar atmosphere and
interstellar column density. We will show that the combined results
from the optical, UV, EUV and USX ranges, under the assumption of a
common photospheric origin forces one to assume a helium abundance
which is changing with depth in the atmosphere.
Some preliminary results were reported earlier at the IAU-COSPAR
symposium in Innsbruck, June 1978, (Heise and Huizenga, 1978).

2. UNIFORM STELLAR ATMOSPHERE MODEL
(to explain optical, UV and EUV emission)
As a first approximation to photospheric emission a black body model
can be applied to the observational data (cf. Margon et al., 1976b).
From the observed integral flux in a given wavelength range, one
derives a relation between the black body temperature T B B and the
ratio R/D (where R is the stellar radius, D is the distance to the
star) according to
D

model ~

observed

Using this relation, the total fluxes is each wavelength range
(optical, UV, EUV and USX) are compatible with a black body spectrum
for a temperature and radius bound by 100,000<TBB<120,000 K and
2 . 5 X 1 0 ~ 1 2 < R / D < 3 X 1 0 ~ 1 2 . This temperature range is consistent
with the
spectral data in the EUV and USX range, but is not consistent with the
spectral data in the UV nor with the optical. The recalibrated ANS
data (Wesselius and Koester, 1978) indicate from the UV measurements a
temperature Teff«61000+5000 K. The optical spectroscopy data are best
fitted with a temperature TBB>50,000
K. At longer wavelengths
(Greenstein and Sargent, 1965; Margon et al., 1976b) even cooler
temperatures are indicated.
In view of this discrepancy, and also of course because black
body models are not self consistent stellar atmospheres, Auer and
Shipman (1977) applied the Auer-Mihalas and ATLAS model atmospheres to
the optical, UV and EUV observational data. They used a zero metal
abundance and a surface gravity g»108 cm s~2. B y varying the effective
temperature T e f f , the stellar helium abundance n(He)/n(H) and the
interstellar column density NH(for which the EUV fluxes in particular
are sensitive), consistent values for the radius (R/D»(5±0.3)xl0"12)
-199-
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Fig.l. Emergent flux from uniform model atmospheres with Tef*=60 000 K3
g=10° om s~% and uniform abundance of helium of (1) 10~<> (2)
3.10~5 (3) 10~4 (4) 10~3 by number with respect to hydrogen.Dotted line represents a black body at T=60 000 K.
could be obtained for temperatures in the range 55,000-70,000 K and a
low stellar helium abundance between 10~6 and 10~3 (depending on the
assumed temperature). Wesselius and Koester (1978), using a similar
model in fitting the recalibrated ANS data alone, find parameters in
close agreement with the Auer and Shipman results.

3. UNIFORM STELLAR ATMOSPHERE MODELS APPLIED TO SOFT X-RAY DATA
We used a set of model atmospheres, kindly made available by Koester,
for comparison with the USX data. Fora description of the two USX
detectors and the method of fitting we refer to Paper I. The grid of
models used has effective temperatures ranging from 40,000 K to 90,000
K, helium abundances of 10~3 and 10""5 by number, relative to hydrogen,
and a negligible metal abundance (10~* solar values) and a surface
gravity g-10° cm s~2 (cf. Auer and Shipman, 1977). The result shows to
our surprise that none of the models gives an acceptable fit to the
data. The resulting chi-square per degree of freedom was larger than
8.
For temperatures and helium abundances outside the range of the
-200-

grid of models, the fit is even worse. All the models have spectra in
the soft X-ray range 40-200 A that, even after convolution with the
detector response function, have a slower decrease with decreasing
wavelength than is actually observed. Attempts to explain this by
possible systematic errors in the data (e.g. in the wavelength
resolution and detector window transmission) have failed. (*)

4. MODELS WITH HELIUM ABUNDANCE CHANGING WITH DEPTH
The soft X-ray radiation originates from layers in the atmosphere that
range from the top (at 200 A) down to a depth of a few g cm"2 (at 40
A) at which the Rosseland mean opacity is about 30 to 40. This
comprises about 10 pressure scale heights of approximately 100 m.
Since the low helium abundance in DA white dwarfs is thought to result
from gravitational separation (e.g. Schatzman, 1958), which could
occur at a rate of a few kilometers every 10^ yr it seems not
unreasonable to expect that the helium abundance changes with depth
within the range of depths at which the USX radiation originates. At
first sight a change in helium abundance with depth would not appear
in the change of the emergent spectrum, because of the same functional
dependence of the absorption coefficient of hydrogen and helium with
wavelength. However, a larger helium abundance increases the ratio of
electron scattering to absorption in the relevant part of the
atmosphere. As a result the temperature at a given mean optical depth
decreases and the shape of the emerging soft X-ray spectrum will
change in such a way that it falls off faster with decreasing
wavelength. In order to estimate quantitatively the effect of changing
the helium abundance with depth -*e developed a simple special purpose
computer code to calculate the continuum Eddington fluxes H v as a
function of Teff,g and n(He)/n(H) expected from a hydrogen-helium
atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium. The opacity sources
included are electron scattering, the hydrogen continuum absorption
cross sections by photoionization from the levels n*l,2 and 3 and the
same for He I and He II from the levels n=l to 15. Radiative
equilibrium is enforced using the method of Avrett-Krook and is
iterated until a relative flux constancy better than 1 percent is
reached. No check on convection is build in as in the range of
Teff between 50,000 K and 100,000 K, for a surface gravity of around
g=108, convection is not expected. Absorption and emission by spectral
lines is not included.
Before discussing the layered atmosphere models, some remarks
about our calculations of uniform models are necessary. We have
checked this simplified model atmosphere code with more general
(*) Al these effects tend to make the fit even worse. The detector
response tends to flatten the source spectrum, but the measured
spectrum is still to steep for the typical spectra in the model
atmospheres used.
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Fig.2. Contours of equal helium Lyman continuum jump F(228 ) / F(228 )
depending on effective temperature and uniform helium abvndanae
(g = 108 cm s""2;.
purpose models developed by the group in Kiel (Koester, 1977) for a
grid of models with 50,000<Teff<l00,000 K (g«108) and a helium
abundance of 10~5 ancj io~3, (The monochromatic fluxes of both set of
models agree with each other within 20 percent). An example of the
resulting continuum fluxes for Teff=60,000 K, g-10** and a varying
helium abundance is shown in Figure 1. From these models we can see
the difficulty in matching the shape of the soft X-ray spectrum with
the model spectra. Because of the decrease of the opacity with
decreasing wavelength the slope of the spectrum in the USX region
(40-200 A) is less steep than a black body spectrum of the same
temperature (dotted line). Figure 1 also shows clearly that for
n(He)/N(H)>10"3 the total USX flux can be reduced by an order of
magnitude (but the average slope of the spectrum becomes even
flatter). The fact that hot white dwarfs can be observed in the USX
wavelength region turns out to be more sensitively determined by the
extremely low helium abundance than by the effective temperature (cf.
Shipman, 1976). The size of the helium Lyman jump F(228+A)/F(228~A)
resulting from a grid of models with g-lO** cm s~2is shown in figure 2
as a function of effective temperature and uniform helium abundance.
For the layered models we idealized the gravitational separation
of hydrogen and helium with a step function in the helium abundance,
characterized by two parameters T H and A. Above a layer at a mean
optical depth of T „ the atmosphere consists of purely hydrogen , below
that depth it consists of a mixture of hydrogen and helium with
relative helium abundance A. Figure 3 shows the emergent flux from
such an atmosphere for A-0.1 below TJJ»2, 4 and 10. It is indeed clear
that the flux in the USX region falls off faster with decreasing
-202-

wavelength than in the uniform models of Figure 1. The first
conclusion from this result is
that the measured helium-Lyman
continuum jump at 228 A (Malina et al, 1978) of about a factor of 2,
does not give a unique interpretation for the effective temperature
and the helium abundance. If interpreted in terms of a uniform
atmosphere (Figure 2) it leads to the very low helium abundance of the
order of 3xlO~5.
However, the same jump would be measured from a non uniform
atmosphere of a pure hydrogen upper atmosphere and helium abundance
0.1 below mean optical depth of 4 (Figure 3, curve labeled 2 ) . Other
combinations are of course possible.
A self consistent model atmosphere for HZ 43 which fits all
observational data is now possible. In fitting all the data we used an
effective temperature of 6x104 K , close to the value determined by the
UV measurements (Wesselius and Koester, 1978) and g=108 cm s~2 and
generated models with various helium abundances below a pure hydrogen
layer of depth T H ~ 2 , 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30. (A larger than 30 did not
give a change in emergent flux compared with a uniform atmosphere
because at that depth T ^ I for all A). All models with helium abundance
A>0.05 below depths 5 < T „H < 1 5 give acceptable fits, with a reduced
chi-square of order unity. A possible fit with A=0.1, TuSE10 * s shown
in Figure 4.
The measured counting rates are deconvolved to flux values with
the given spectral shape and they are corrected in the ranges USX and
EUV
for
interstellar
absorption
of
a
column
density
of
1018 atoms/cm~2. Note that this representation of the data is spectral
dependent and cannot be used to compare other source spectra. The UV

4x10'

10'
WAVELENGTH (fl)

Fig. 3. Emergent flux from layered model atmospheres with T'e~~=60 000 K,
g=10" cm s~ . Drawn lines: models with pure hydrogen aoove a mean
optical depth x# and a helium abundance of 0.1 relative to hydrogen below that layer. (1) tjj=2 (2) tjj=4 (3) tjflO. For comparison (dashed line) a model with the same temperature and uniform helium abundance of 10~*> is shown.
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points (crosses), taken from Wesselius and Koester (1978) imply a R/D
of 4.9±0.1x10-12.
For the EUV data (circles) we used for the deconvolution the
instrument characteristics described in Latnpton et al. (1976) and
Haisch
et al.
(1977). For
the
optimum fit
we arrive
at
R/D«3.8±0.6xl0~12 with an absolute calibration error of 30 percent.
The interstellar column density is constrained by these data to less
than 2xl0l8 hydrogen atoms cm~2.
The USX data are given for the two independent detection systems
(squares for the X-ray Focussing Collector and diamonds for the Large
Area Collimator detectors). The multicolor optimum fit (cf. Paper I)
gives an R/D of 5.5+0.8x10-12, based on the absolute calibration
accuracy
of
30
percent.
All
data
are
consistent
with
R/D=4.8+0.5x10-12, implying a white dwarf radius of 8800 km at a
distance of 62 pc.

5. FEIGE 24
Feige 24 is the other white dwarf that has been detected in the 2UV
(Margon et al.,1976c). Observations in the optical (Oke, 1974; Liebert
and Margon, 1977) and in the ultraviolet (Holm, 1976; Wesselius and
Koester, 1978) indicate that this star is slightly hotter than HZ 43.
However, Feige 24 differs from HZ 43 by the absence of detectable
signals in the 55-170 Angstrom and 114-150 Angstrom soft X-ray
channels of the EUV telescope aboard the Apollo-Soyuz satellite. As
has been noticed before (Wesselius and Koester, 1978) this could be
explained by a (uniform) helium abundance of order 10~3. However,
Feige 24 could also have a stratified atmosphere with a layer of very
low (less than 10"5) helium abundance on top of a helium rich (larger
than 0.1) atmosphere. Inspection of the curves in Figure 3 reveals
that the layer in this case is thinner than in HZ 43 and extends to a
Rosseland mean optical depth of about 2. In Figure 5 we give a
comparison of this model with the observational data. A crucial test
to distinguish between these two possibilities is the detection or
stringent upper limit of the He II A 4686 line intensity which is
formed in the upper atmosphere. The most recent search for this line
by Liebert and Margon (1977) is not yet conclusive for the helium
abundance in the upper atmosphere. An equivalent width below 120 mA
would imply n(He)/n(H) to be below 10~3 i n the upper atmosphere (Auer
and Shipman, 1977).
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Fig, 4. A -possible layered model atmosphere fit to the deconvolved data
of HZ 43. See text.
6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we may say that the measured spectral shape in the ultra
soft X-ray region 40-200 A is not compatible with photospheric
emission of a hydrogen-helium atmosphere with a uniform helium
abundance. Because of the large variation in absorption coefficient at
short wavelength, the layer defined by T ^ = l varies over 10 scale
heights (of order 100 m) for wavelengths between 40 and 200 A. As a
result, the ultra soft X-ray spectrum is sensitive to a change in
chemical composition with depth in the atmosphere. It is shown that an
atmosphere model consisting of pure hydrogen (with negligible helium
abundance < 10~5) on top of a helium rich lower atmosphere (with
helium abundance larger than 0.1) is consistent with all observational
data in the ultra soft X-ray, extreme ultra violet and optical ranges,
provided that the thickness of the hydrogen lay«sr is between a
Rosseland mean optical depth of 5 and 15. Such an atmosphere could
possibly be expected if the gravitational separation of hydrogen and
helium that takes place on a time scale of 10<> year has not yet fully
settled the atmosphere in a diffusive equilibrium. The implied mass of
the hydrogen layer is of order 1 g cm~2. A test for the suggested
layered atmosphere for the white dwarf Feige 24 will be the comparison
of the helium abundance determined by optical spectral lines versus
the lower limit determined by the ultra soft X-ray measurements.
-205-
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g'. 5. /I possible layered model atmosphere fit to the deconvolved data
of Feige 24. See text.
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ABSTRACT
The cataclysmic variable EX Hydrae has been observed in X-rays with
the EINSTEIN observatory. A 67 min periodic X-ray modulation has been
found in the
energy range 0.1-2 keV, whereas
the source is
approximately constant in the 2-15 keV interval. The modulation is
approximately in phase with the stable 67 min modulation in the
optical brightness. The X-ray spectrum changes slightly with the 67
min phase. It is shown that the observed modulation can not be due to
a variable
absorption of
intervening cool
circumstellar gas.
Quasi-simultaneous optical observations were also obtained and used to
expand the time basis of the optical modulation. We find a decrease in
thet67 min period in the last 12 years, indicating a time scale of
-P/P ~3xl0*> year. EX Hya seems to be an 'intermediate polar*. Most
likely, the origin of both optical and X-ray emission is situated near
the white dwarf and the modulation is caused by the rotation of the
white dwarf, rather than by periodic mass transfer.

(*) Some of the results in this paper I presented at the 15-th ESLAB
symposium on X-ray Astronomy, held in Amsterdam, 22-26 June 1981 and
appeared under the title "X-ray variability of EX Hya" in Space
Science
Reviews, Vol .210,221-229
(1981),by
A.Kruszewski,
R.Mewe,
J.Heise, T.Chlebowski, W. van Dijk, R.Bakker.
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1, INTRODUCTION
The cataclysmic variable EX Hydrae is known to be a spectroscopie and
eclipsing binary (Kraft and Krzeminsky 1962). Its short period of
98.26 min places this object into the ultra short period subgroup of
cataclysmic variables (Patterson 1979c; Vogt 1980) that consists
almost exclusively of objects belonging either to the magnetic AM
Herculis type objects or to the SU UMa subclass of dwarf novae (Warner
1979; Vogt 1980). However, EX Hya does not fully fit into either of
these subgroups. It was classified as an SU UMa object, but there is
no observational evidence for the appearance of superoutbursts, whose
occurrence is a necessary condition for the SU UMa membership (Bateson
1979), although there is a possibility that EX Hya is in a permanent
mild superoutburst state (Breysacher and Vogt, 1980).
The discovery of an additional periodic variation in the optical
brightness of EX Hya with a period of 67 minutes which has remained
stable for over ten years (Vogt et al. 1980), has emphasized its
unique character. This feature is also reminiscent of brightness
variations observed in AM Her and SU UMa types of objects which have
periods equal or close to orbital periods. Therefore it seems that EX
Hya is related to both SU UMa and AM Her type objects.
Various suggestions have been offered concerning the origin of
the 67 min variations (Vogt et al., 1980; Papaloizou and Piingle,
1980; Sherrington et al., 1980; Breysacher and Vogt, 1980; Cowley et
al., 1981).
They include rotation
of the white
dwarf, di«c
instabilities and periodic mass transfer.
EX Hya is known to emit during optical quiescence X-rays in the
soft (0.7-2 keV) (Cordova and Riegler, 1979; and hard ranges (2-10
keV) (Watson et al., 1978 and references cited) at a flux level at
Earth of 10~10 e r g cm~2s~^ in each energy interval. The total X-ray
flux is of the same order as the optical flux. In fact, EX Hya seems
to be one of the brightest X-ray sources among all dwarf novae in
quiescence. The X-ray observations so far did not show any clear flux
dependence on orbital or 67 min period phase. In this paper we report
the observational results obtained with the High Resolution Imager
(HRI), the Imaging Proportional Counter
(IPC) and the Monitor
Proportional Counter (MPC) onboard the EINSTEIN observatory. We have
also observed the star with the Dutch 90 cm optical telescope equipped
with the Walraven photometer at the site of ESO in La Sllla, Chile.

2. OBSERVATIONS

HRI
EX Hydrae was observed with the HRI of the EINSTEIN observatory on
January 14, 1979 for 3.9 hours (net 1.04 hours) (see Giacconi et al.,
1979, for instrumental description). The X-ray light curve obtained
from these observations is shown in Figure 1. The counts are binned in
150 s intervals in order to smooth the noise. For comparison, the
-209-
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Fig.l. X-vay light curve of EX Hya as measured with HRI onboard Einstein
Observatory on January 14, 1979. On top is drawn a highly schematic optical light curve, showing the phase of the 67 min veriodic variations and the 98 min periodic eclipses.
upper half of Figure 1 represents a schematic optical light curve with
eclipse minima. The phase was calculated with the epochs and period
from Vogt et al. (1980). The X-ray flux is variable with a factor of
three to four and a possibility of a 67 min X-ray period is
suggestive. However the time interval of the observations is too short
for drawing any firm conclusions about the relation between the
optical and X-ray variations. The average observed flux is about
8xl0~10 e r g cm~2s~l in the energy interval 0.3-3.5 keV. Assuming a
source distance of 100 pc (see Cordova et al. 1981) one would find an
X-ray luminosity Lx(O.3-3.5 keV) of approx. 10^2 e r g g-1^ comparable
to the HEAO-1 result (Cordova and Riegler, 1979). At the occasions
where a possible X-ray eclipse coincident with the optical eclipse dip
could be detected, no such effect is clearly observed.
The high spatial resolution of the HRI permits a determination of
the X-ray position with an accuracy of 5 arcsec (Grindlay 1980). The
measured
HRI
position
a(1950)=
12 h 49 m 42.4 s ,
6(1950)=-28°58"'41.4", which is within 3 arcsec from the optical
position (12h49m42.4S, -28°58'38.8") as measured on the Palomar sky
survey print and on two ESO Quick Blue survey glass copies. The
latter's accuracy is about 0.5 arcsec, and the excellent agreement
between Palomar and ESO values indicates that the annual proper motion
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of EX Hya is smaller than 0.05 arcsec yr""l. The agreement between the
optical and
X-ray positions confirms
very well
the previous
identification of the X-ray source with its optical candidate (Warner
1972; Watson et al. 1978; Schwarz et al. 1978).

IPC
In order to establish the relation between X-ray variability and the
optical lightcurve a further X-ray investigation of EX Hya was
performed with the IPC and MPC onboard the EINSTEIN observatory on
July 28, 1980 for 15.4 hours (net 6.2 hours). The light curve obtained
in these observations with the IPC, where the counts are binned in 300
s intervals, is shown in Figure 2 and clearly demonstrates an X-ray
modulation with a period of 67 min. A power spectrum analysis on these
data was performed, using the method of Deeming (1975) and taking into
account the observational windows caused by time gaps due to Earth
occultations and passage of the satellite through regions of high
radiation environment (South Atlantic Anomaly). The result is shown in
Figure 3. We find a period of 4020+60 s. The two sidelobes in the
power spectrum correspond closely to similar sidelobes in the spectral
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Fig. 2. X-ray light curve (0.3-4keV) in 200 s bin integrations as mea
sured with IPC onboard EINSTEIN observatory on July 28, 1980.
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window. It probably represents a beat between the 67 min period and
the satellite orbital period of 94.25 min. Note however the closeness
of the satellite orbital period and the binary orbital period of 98
min. The absence of an orbital frequency therefore is neither
indicative for the absence nor for the presence of an X-ray eclipse
since the corresponding phases have not properly bee.i measured. It
indicates however that there are no variations synchronized with the
orbital motion between the eclipses. It has been suggested (Warner and
McGraw, 1981) that the basic rotation period of the white dwarfs is 40
min. A beam of hard X-rays originating from the white dwarf and
rotating with this period would sweep over matter that rotates with
the orbital period of 98 min. We would thus observe the reprocessed
radiation at a beat period of 67 min. The data in the relative soft
X-ray range (0.5-3 keV) of the IPC are not consistent with having a
detectable component with period 40 minutes. Figure 4 shows the light
curve folded modulo a period of 4020 s and binned in 200 s bins. Phase
zero is arbitrary taken at the beginning of the observation sequence
(JD 2444448.6560). Each folded data point is shown. The folded total
light curve can be described by a constant flux of 2.0 counts/s and an
almost sinusoidal varying component of 1.6 counts/s. The shape of the
modulation is almost sinusoidal, around minimum somewhat wider than
around maximum. In Figure 5 we present the light curves folded modulo
4020 s for the energy interval 2-4 keV The modulations is apparently
absent above roughly 2 keV.
!Te fitted thermal line plus continuum radiation model-spectra for
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a
plasma of
uniform temperature
(Raymond
and Smith,
1977)
independently to each 200 s bin in the folded light curve. The results
for the two spectrum parameters, the temperature kT and the hydrogen
column density % are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The indicated errors
are the formal one standard deviation in the total average countrate
per bin. These errors are smaller than the spread around the average
of the individual folded points. We see from Figure 6 that there is a
slight temperature change with the phase in the 67 min period. The
temperature is lowest (approx. 2 keV) at maximum intensity and is
increasing to about 3 keV at minimum. There is also an anticorrelation
of Njj with the source intensity. At X-ray minimum the column density
of intervening cool material increases to 2xl020 atoms cm"'.
With a one temperature fit to the spectra obtained in the folded
light curve the modulation is caused by a change in the emission
measure of the plasma. Neither the small changes in kT nor the change
in % is consistent with a hypothesis of a constant emission measure
and changing temperature and/or absorption to explain the modulation
up to 2 keV. The cutoff energy E a corresponding to a column density of
10^0 cm~2 is only 0.2 keV. A modulation caused by an intervening cloud
of cold material would need a varying column density of order
10^1 cm"2, which is a factor of ten higher than observed.
We also fitted a two temperature model. Assuming that the source
consists of two components, a constant source with average of 2.0
cts/s and a 100 percent varying source, with maximum flux of 1.6
cts/s, we find a hard component of temperature kT > 3keV (derived from
a spectral fit around minimum flux level) and a softer variable
component with a temperature (derived from a spectral fit of the
difference between maximum and minimum flux level) of kT < 1.8 keV.

MPC
Since the IPC is not sensitive to X-ray with energies larger than 3
keV, we also investigated the measurements taken with the MPC (0.9-15
keV, divided in 8 energy channels). Figure 7 shows the light curve in
two energy bands (channels 1-4,0.9-3.5 keV and channels 5 to 8, 3.5-15
keV). Figure 8 represents this light curve folded with a period of
4020 s. These results confirm the modulation found in the IPC, taken
into account the lower sensitivity of the MPC to soft X-rays. Above
3.5 keV there is no evidence of any periodic variability. A Fourier
analysis only reveals the periods Psat» p sat/ 2 and Psat/3 » where
P s a t is the satellite orbital period of 94 min. These periods are
sufficiently well defined to exclude the suggestion by Warner and
McGraw (1981) for a period of 40 min in the hard X-ray range.
The MPC spectra clearly indicate multi spectral components. There
is a constant hard source and a variable soft source. The combined
counts throughout the observation in MPC channels 5 to 8 (3.5-15 keV)
fitted a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum ranging in a narrow strip in
the (kT,nu)-plane from 20 keV and nu" 3xl0"atoms cm"2 to 8 keV and
ng« 3xl02->atoms cm"2. Other spectral forms such as power law and black
body emission could be excluded. This confirms the result of Swank
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(1981) taken with the Solid Sate Spectrometer on board the EINSTEIN
observatory. Swank finds a temperature of kT ~6 keV for the hard X-ray
component in EX Hya. We subtracted the extrapolation of our best fit
thermal
bremsstrahlung spectrum
with
parameters
kT* 8
keV,
ng=3xio23 atoms cm~2from the low energy channels 1 to 4, to obtain the
spectral parameters of the soft component. This spectrum is highly
variable, both in intensity and in spectral shape and indicates
thermal bremsstrahlung at a temperature varying between 1 and 2 keV
with negligible absorption.
The 67 min X-ray period is not easy to reconcile with the
modulated mass transfer model. This model will cause a 67 min optical
variation from the 'hot spot' on the outer edge of the disc. However,
since the diffusion time through the disc is of the order of days, no
modulation in accretion rate is expected at the inner boundary of the
accretion disc,
where the X-ray
generation is
expected. The
possibility of a steady central X-ray source modulated by absorption
and reprocessing in the hot spot also seems unlikely. The X-ray
emission spectrum does not show a strong absorption change with the 67
min phase. Modulation by electron scattering in the absence of
absorption would require too high a temperature in the hot spot
(T>5xlO*> K ) . Also the nearly sinusoidal form of the X-ray modulation
would argue against scattering in a small localized hot spot rotating
at large distance from the central X-ray source*
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Optical data
Optical photometry was performed on July 11,12,13 1980 and we derived
three epochs of maxima of the 67 min period. The 67 min period is
stable which means that a linear ephemeris is sufficient to predict
nearly all times of maxima with an accuracy better than 10 minutes.
Our observations however give significant deviations from the Vogt et
al. ephemeris. A parabolic fit to the times of maxima from Table 4 of
Vogt et al. (1980) results In a marginal evidence for a period change,
being only significant to the 3.5 sigma level of accuracy. We added
one more time of maximum derived from Figure 5 of Sherrlngton et al.
(1980) and our new timings in order to make the parabolic fit on an
extended base. For the Sherrington et al. (1980) time of maximum we
derived HJD=2443986.496 . Because of the way the data were published
there is an ambiguity of an integer number of cycles. Average 0-C of
the extended time base are shown in Figure 9. The resulting parabolic
fit is:
HJD(max)«2437699.8894

±6

0.046546549*E - 9.4xlO~13*E2
±25
±2.1

We therefore conclude to a decrease of the 67 min period, significant
on a 4.5 standard deviations significance level.(During the period
1970-1982 the time scale for the period decrease P/P is 3xlO6 year.
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3. DISCUSSION
EX Hydrae is not the only object which shows an additional coherent
periodic variation. It has been known since a long time (Walker, 1956)
that an eclipsing post-nova ,DQ Her, shows coherent short term
oscillations with a period of 71 s. Recently two more objects with
similar period have been discovered. They are V533 Her with a period
of 63 s (Patterson, 1979a) and AE Aqr with a period of 33 s (Patterson
1979c). These periods are about three orders of magnitude shorter than
the corresponding orbital periods. On the other hand there exists a
class of objects, called AM Her type objects (white dwarf magnetic
binaries or polars), where the brightness variations are caused by a
white dwarf which is synchronously rotating with the orbital motion
(e.g. Chiappetti et al. 1980) (*) . EX Hya was the first object found
to be situated between these two extrema with its 98 min orbital
period and additional 67 min variations. More objects were recently
found. See Table 1, where we have listed only objects with stable
periods and not those like SU UMa type objects or nova V1500 Cyg where
variations are transient and periods highly variable.
Out of the known objects with stable optical variations, not
caused by orbital motion, all but two are observed as X-ray sources
(Chiappetti et al., 1980; Patterson et al., 1980; Schwarz et al. 1978;

TABLE I
Intermediate polars

Source

Alternative name

P orbit

TV Col

2AO526-328

5h39?2

5hll?5

H2215-086

4 01.5

20.9

H2252-035

3 35.5

14.3 13.4

4U1849-31

3 21.8

13.2

?

3AO729+103

3 14.2

15.2

?

V1223 Sgr

(*)

See list in Chapter 1.4.2
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Patterson and Price, 1981). In addition, the source H2252-O35 shows
X-ray flux variations with a frequency larger than that of the optical
variations by exactly one single
orbital frequency (White and
Marshall, 1980; Patterson and Garcia, 1980), thus proving that the
variable optical flux is caused by X-rays coming from a rotating
compact component which are reprocessed in an atmosphere of a
secondary star. It is worth to mention, that the two objects with
undetected X-ray fluxes, namely DQ Her and V553 Her (Cordova et al.,
1981) both have optical variations which are of low amplitude and are
strictly sinusoidal (Nather and Warner, 1969; Patterson ,1979a). One
can infer then that the observed light consists of highly reprocessed
radiation and that we can not see the white dwarf directly.
For most of these objects there are good reasons to believe that
such periodic variations are caused by the rotation of the white
dwarf, as is the case in AM Her type variables. It is natural then to
consider such an explanation also for EX Hya. To examine this, let us
consider the available background information concerning the system EX
Hya.
Broad band photometric data are summarized by Vogt, Krzeminsky
and Sterken (1980). The observed eclipses have variable depth ranging
from 0.3 mag to 0.8 mag and they have also variable width and shape.
This indicates that one is dealing with the eclipses of an irregularly
changing gas structure, rather than of a star. The eclipsed body may
be a hot spot at the place where a gas stream from the Roche lobe
filling secondary impacts the disc, or it is a central bright part of
the accretion disc which is obscuring the white dwarf primary
component. There is only a small hump observed to appear just before
the eclipse (Mumford, 1967) and therefore the 'hot spot' cannot be
very conspicious. Times of eclipses during the time interval of 14
years has lead Vogt et al. (1980) to conclude that the orbital period
decreases with a time scale of 36 million years, and thus would be
similar to our results of a decrease in the 67 min period. This
conclusion has been reached on a 3 sigma level and its correctness has
been challenged later by Quinley et al. (1980). Gilliland (1982) also
finds the orbital period to be constant.
Warner and McGraw (1981) noted that the flat bottom (and thus
total) eclipses all have the same minimum intensity level and that the
eclipse depth was determined by the 67 min photometric phase. At
minimum no eclipse is seen and at maximum the eclipse depth was just
the full amplitude.
The narrow eclipses and small humps which repeat with the orbital
cycle do not dominate the optical light variations of EX Hya. The more
conspicious is the
67 min periodic variability
together with
superimposed fast flickering. Vogt, Krzeminsky and Sterken (1980) saw
67 min variations in almost every observational run in a time interval
of 14 years. The amplitude is variable, even from cycle to cycle,
ranging from 0.05 mag to 0.9 mag and shows a tendency to increase
secularly from 0.2 mag in 1962 to 0.4 mag in 1976. This last statement
is contradicted by Quinley et al. (1980) who have not seen 67 min
variations in more recent observational material. There are several
multicolor observing runs obtained but
up to now very little
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information is published on the color dependence of the . 67 min
variations. In particular, Sherrington et al. (1980) published in
their Figure 5 the V and K measurements folded with the 67 min period
and found that the amplitude with the K filter (2.2 micron) is about
half that in the V filter (0.55 micron).
It is interesting to verify
If the rotating white dwarf
hypothesis is consistent with the spin up rate, derived in this paper.
Rappaport and Joss (1977) have derived a relevant formula in case of
disc accretion on rotating compact objects

where P is the period of rotation, L is the luminosity of the compact
object due to accretion, and f is a numerical factor whose value was
estimated by Rappaport and Joss as 0.003 in the case of accretion onto
white dwarfs. Accepting P=4022 s and P/P=-3.17xlO~7 per year we may
solve this equation for L to give L»3xio33 e r g s -l. This is not an
unreasonable accretion luminosity for an object like EX Hya. Therefore
the derived rate of the decrease of period is consistent with the
rotating white dwarf hypothesis.
The ultraviolet and optical spectrophotometric data (Bath et al.,
1980) give for EX Hya a spectrum which is consistent with that
predicted by a steady accretion disc model. The extension of the
measured spectrum into the infrared (Sherrington et al. 1980) results
in the conclusion that the accretion disc is quite extensive and in
particular nearly extends down to the white dwarf surface. Sherrington
et al. (1980) even conclude from the derived disc extension that the
central white dwarf must have a radius smaller than 5x10*3 cm. This
implies a large mass, close to the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 solar
masses. This conclusion can be relaxed somewhat by taking into account
possible contributions of both stellar components to the spectrum, but
it seems likely that the white dwarf mass is high and that there is
not much free space left between the surface of the white dwarf and
the inner edge of the disc.
Optical spectroscopie observations (Kraft, 1962; Breysacher and
Vogt, 1980; Cowley et al., 1981; Gilliland, 1982) show wide emission
lines which have double structure and an "S-wave" component. The
measurements of the emission lines wings yield the orbital motion of
the primary (Breysacher and Vogt, 1980; Cowley et al. 1981; Gilliland,
1982). The resulting masses range from 0.7 to 1.5 solar masses for the
primary and from 0.16 to 0.19 for the red secondary component. The
observations of Breysacher and Vogt (1980), made in 1976, show strong
dependence of the emission lines intensities on the phase of the 67
min variations. There is some phase shift present with respect to the
used ephemeris, so that the maximum of the line intensity occurs at
phase 0.9 of the 67 min period for the hydrogen and neutral helium
lines. The less accurate data for the He II 4686 line give the maximum
of intensity at phase 0.72. The observations of Cowley et al. (1980),
made in 1980, do not show a clear dependence of emission line
intensities on the 67 min phase. Certainly their observations of the
H-y line do not fit into a cosine curve with maximum at phase 0.9,
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but the fit is much better if the phase of maximum is shifted, to 0.7.
This can be treated as an independent confirmation of the decreasing
period of the 67 min variations.
An important observational constraint is the measured total width
of the emission lines which gives the rotation speed of the innermost
part of the accretion disc as 4000 km/s (Gilliland, 1982). Using
Shipman's (1977) tabulation of the mass-radius relation for white
dwarfs, one derives a lower limit of 0.8 solar masses for the mass of
the white dwarf. In this limiting case the disc extends down to the
white dwarf surface. For higher masses there may be some free space
between the disc and the white dwarf.

Tentative model for EX Hya
We have observed in EX Hya a constant hard X-ray component (> 2 keV)
fitting a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum of 10 keV and a variable
soft X-ray (0.3-2 keV) component, whose intensity is modulated with a
period of 67 min. Both components are likely to originate near the
white dwarf or at the inner edge of the disc, since it is there where
most of the accretion energy is liberated. The low absorption column
density by cool intervening gas and the nearly sinusoidal modulation
exclude the possibility of a constant X-ray source, whose intensity is
modulated by a hot spot at the outer edge of the disc.
We suggest the following tentative model for EX Hya. The inner
edge of the disc does not graze the white dwarf surface but is held
off at a small distance by a moderately strong magnetic field. This
can be the case if indeed the white dwarf mass is close to 1.4 solar
masses. The soft X-ray emission and optical emission originate from a
hot spot situated at the inner edge of the disc. This spot may be
caused by the axial asymmetry of a magnetic field not coaligned with
the rotation axis of the white dwarf. The azimuthal position of the
hot spot at the inner edge of the disc rotates synchronously with the
magnetic field. The modulation in soft X-rays and in visible light is
thus caused by the rotation of the white dwarf. Within the inner edge
the accretion flow is dominated by the magnetic field and guided along
the field lines onto the poles of the field at the surface of the
white dwarf. Near the surface a shock forms and hard X-rays are
liberated by thermal bremsstrahlung, similar to the column accretion
onto AM Her type variables.
The above tentative picture explains most of the observed
properties of EX Hya. A crucial test for this hypothesis will be the
detection of X-ray eclipses simultaneous with the optical eclipses.
With the present EINSTEIN observations we did not observe the right
phases to verify this.
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ABSTRACT
We present a high resolution (X/AA. -80) Soft X-ray spectrum (44-95
Angstrom) of the magnetic white dwarf binary AM Her obtained with the
Objective Grating Spectrometer on board the Einstein observatory. The
average spectrum over two orbital cycles exhibits a smooth continuum
that excludes optically thin bremsstrahlung as the emission mechanism.
Black body fits to the continuum strongly limits the range of
allowable parameters and indicate a 'color' temperature in the soft
X-ray range between 40 and 55 eV (90 percent confidence limits). After
egress of the eclipse the spectrum hardens and indicates a black body
temperature increase from 38 eV to 52 eV. This is interpreted as a
limb darkening effect of a layer with negative outward temperature
gradient. Assuming that the heating of this layer takes place at
optical depth larger than one, we take the total radiative flux above
the heated layer to be constant. Both the soft X-ray spectrum and the
UV spectrum are consistent with a plane parallel layer in approximate
radiative equilibrium with an effective temperature of 20 eV, hence
much lower than the color temperature in the soft X-ray range. We
discuss some properties of such layers at this temperature, (a) The
observed temperature change after egress of the X-ray eclipse is
consistent with limb darkening, (b) The color temperature in the soft

(*) To be published in Astronomy and Astrophysics. Paper presented at
the European conference on "Very hot plasma's in astrophysics", In
Nice, 8-10 Nov 1982.
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X-ray range is insensitive to the effective temperature, (c) A
variable heating source at large optical depth associated with a
variable accretion rate, changes the soft X-ray intensity but does not
change the soft X-ray nor the UV spectral shape.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cataclysmic variable AM Herculis is the prototype of a growing
subclass of cataclysmic variables called "AM Her type objects", "White
dwarf magnetic binaries" or "Polars". The properties of these objects
are reviewed by Chiapetti, Tanzi and Treves (1980).
The principle defining property for membership of this subclass
is the presence of large optical circular polarization, which is
variable with a stable period in the range of one to a few hours.
Linear polarization is usually absent but it sometimes appears for a
short time in the form of a linear polarization spike at a specific
phase of the circular polarization variability curve. The phase of
maximum linear polarization is defined as the zero point of the so
called magnetic phase.
The optical spectra resemble the optical spectra of cataclysmic
variables at quiescence. AM Her type objects have been observed in a
wide range of spectral regions from the radio to hard X-rays. Whenever
they are observed with sufficient signal to noise ratio they always
show periodic flux variations with periods that are equal to the
magnetic period, but with various phase dependencies. Irregular
fluctuations are often superimposed on the periodic variations. It is
generally assumed that these periodicities are caused by the rotation
of the white dwarf which is magnetically coupled to the binary
component, so that the rotational and orbital motions are in perfect
synchronism.
During the recent optical minimum state of AM Her in 1980 it was
possible to observe the contributions from both stellar components to
the optical spectrum (Patterson and Price, 1981; Young et al. 1981;
Schmidt et al. 1981; Latham et al. 1981; Hutchings et al. 1981). An
observed pattern of Zeeman components in absorption hydrogen lines
shows that the magnetic field strength varies from 10 to 20 MGauss and
is much less than expected from the circular polarization in the
optical continuum. The red stellar
component shows a spectral
classification of M4-5V. Under the assumption that the red component
is a normal main sequence star the implied distance is in the range
40-90 pc. The U.S.N.O. parallax measurements (Dahn 1980, quoted by
Schmidt et al. 1981) of AM Her is IT -0.0083"±0.005". A distance of
order 100 pc therefore seems proper for estimating the physical
parameters of the system.
After the first identification of AM Her with the X-ray source
3U1809+50 (Berg and Duthie 1977; Hearn et al. 1976) several other
identifications of this type of object have followed (Griffith et al.
1979; Charles and Mason 1979; Patterson et al. 1981; Hearn and
Marshall 1979; Agrawal et al. 1981; Visvanathan et al. 1982; Biermann
et al. 1982; Mason et al. 1982; Tapia 1982) and it seems now that
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X-ray radiation of comparable or higher flux than In the optical
spectral region Is another common property of AM Her type objects.
AM Her has been observed several times In the soft X-ray range
(below 0.25 keV) (Hearn and Richardson 1977; Bunner, 1978; Tuohy et
al. 1978; Hayakawa et al. 1979; Rothschild et al. 1981; Fabbiano et
al. 1981). These low spectral resolution observations are consistent
with the soft X-ray flux being due to black body radiation from a
medium of temperature less than 50 eV. The soft X-ray flux curve shows
a broad nearly total eclipse centered on magnetic phase 0.1. This
eclipse is interpreted as the obscuration of a bright magnetic polar
cap by the white dwarf itself. The implied total luminosity strongly
depends on the assumed spectral shape. If one assumes a black body
spectrum with a temperature (see e.g. Tuohy et al. 1978) as low as 20
eV, then one sees only the tail of Wien's part of the spectrum and
most of the implied luminosity at this temperature (10^6 erg/s) is in
the unobservable EUV
part of the spectrum.
If, however, the
temperature is larger than 40 eV a larger part of the black body
spectrum is
directly observed in
the soft X-ray
range, the
contribution of the unobservable EUV part in smaller and the implied
total luminosity is smaller than 8xio" erg/s.
Raymond at al. (1979) and Tanzi et al. (1980) have observed the
ultraviolet spectrum of AM Her with IUE. They found that the eclipsed
part of the UV spectrum fits a Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum with the flux
being proportional to v* . The low total UV flux is not consistent
with optically thick cyclotron radiation of electrons at a temperature
of 18 keV, as is indicated by the hard X-ray bremsstrahlung spectrum.
Under the assumption that they see the same spectral component as
observed in the X-rays, Raymond et al. (1979) derive a black body
temperature between 25 and 30 eV. If the dominant radiation source in
AM Her is indeed the soft X-ray and UV black body component, then this
presents difficulties for the interpretation in terms of column
accretion onto the polar cap of the white dwarf.
Proportional counters in the energy region below 0.28 keV have an
energy resolution larger
than 100 percent and
therefore give
essentially only a flux determination in the entire pass band. The
spectral parameters such as the temperature of a black body curve can
often only be given as upper limits. Observations of AM Her in the
soft X-ray region with high spectral resolution such as available with
the Objective Grating Spectrometer on board the EINSTEIN observatory
are useful to determine the detailed spectral shape. Spectral features
such as emission or absorption lines could tell us about the physical
conditions such as density and temperature in the emitting region. An
accurate determination of the continuum can lead to a much more
restricted range of allowable spectral parameters than is possible
with proportional counters. Such observations could also answer the
important question whether the soft X-ray spectrum and the spectrum of
the eclipsed ultraviolet flux can be fitted to a single temperature
emitting region and if this is the case it will allow us to
interpolate the total radiation emitted in the unobserved extreme
ultraviolet spectral region. If on the contrary, the UV and Soft X-ray
components are of a different origin, an accurate determination of the
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soft X-ray temperature allows an extrapolation into the
obtain the total black body luminosity.

EUV range to

2. OBSERVATIONS
AM Her was observed with the Objective Grating Spectrometer on board
the Einstein Observatory on March 17 and 18, 1979. An estimate of the
visual brightness of AM Her at this time was made by members of the
AAVSO and is m=12.8 (Fabbiano et al. 1981). This means that our
observations were made when AM Her was in its optical bright state.
The observatory is described by Giacconi et al. (1979) and the
spectrometer calibration and efficiency is described by Seward et al.
(1982). The image on the High Resolution Detector HRI of a grating
observation consists of a zero order spot which is usually centered in
the middle of the field, with on both sides the dispersed photons. For
AM Her we used the 500 lines/mm gratings because of its higher
efficiency above the instrumental Carbon K-edge at 44 Angstrom and
because of its larger range in wavelengths. The calibration of the
spectrometer in combination with the telescope and the HRI detector
was performed at 10 discrete energies and with a continuum source. In
the X-ray range above 44 Angstrom the efficiency is determined by
measurements with the Carbon K-a and Boron K-a lines at 44.7 and 66.9
Angstrom respectively. In addition a few samples have been measured at
discrete wavelengths ranging in small steps between 44 and 120
Angstrom. The efficiency curve above 44 A is fixed by the 44.7 A
calibration point and
the known wavelength dependence.
As an
independent verification the Boron 66.9 Angstrom calibration point
falls on top of this curve. The accuracy of the two calibration points
at 44.7 and 66.9 A is estimated to be 5-10 percent and is determined
by the purity of the line radiation used. The extrapolation of this
accuracy to 120 Angstrom implies an uncertainty of 25 percent at this
wavelength. We have used two extreme cases in the slope of Che
efficiency curve that fall within these errors to indicate the maximum
systematic error in the derived spectral parameters.
The zero order of the data is used to obtain a light curve which
will be discussed in the next section. The first order radiation of AM
Her is observed and detected up to the edge of the field of view,
corresponding to 95 Angstrom. The first order is spread in a direction
perpendicular to the dispersion direction, caused by the support
structure of the gratings. By applying a narrow mask and summing over
the direction perpendicular to the dispersion one obtains a high
resolution spectrum (0.5 A at 44 A and 1 A at 90 A) with an effective
area of 0.7 cm2. A wide mask gives a higher 3fficiency (1.2 cm^) and
lower resolution (approximately 5 Angstrom from 44-90 Angstrom) The
spectra thus obtained will be discussed in section 4.
Another AM Her type object, namely AN UMa, has also been included
in the observing program. The time of observation (May 19/20 ,1979)
was coincident with the faint optical state of the system, m-16.5
(Szkody et al. 1981). AN UMa has been generally faint, both in optical
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and X-ray spectral regions, during the year 1979 (Szkody et al. 1981;
Gilmozzl et al. 1981), but from February 26 until March 1 it was
observed to have exceptionally faint (19-20) blue magnitudes, while on
April 21 the magnitude was back to only moderately faint (16.5) value
(Liebert et al. 1982). We did not detect the source at all with the
1000 lines/mm grating. The absence of the zero order signal implinr an
upper limit of about lO"1^ erg cnT^s"1 in the 0.1-4 keV energy
interval. This value is a factor of 7 smaller than that published by
Szkody at el. (1981) related to 1PC measurements obtained on the same
day.

3. LIGHT CURVE AND SPECTRAL CHANGES
Figure la shows the counting rates binned in 100 s intervals plotted
as a function of heliocentric time. A circle of radius of 65 arcsec
around the zero order was used for collecting these counts. The
magnetic phase calculated from the Epoch of HJD 2443014.7647 (Tapia
1977) using a period of 0.12892774 days (Young and Schneider 1979) is
also indicated. Due to the near commensurability of the magnetic
period of AM Her and the siderial period of the Einstein satellite
(186 and 93 min respectively) only limited intervals of the magnetic
phases are covered by the observations. They cover, however, most of
the totality phases of the X-ray eclipse. The low background of the
HRI detector permits to determine the level of residual flux still
present during totality phases. It amounts to 2.5±0.5 percent of the
average uneclipsed flux.
The egress from the eclipse has been observed twice, and its
shape and phase is quite similar to what was observed by Hearn and
Richardson (1977), Tuohy et al. (1978,1981) and Crosa et al. (1981).
It seems that the egress part of the X-ray eclipse behaves in a
reasonably repeatable way. The part of the flux curve in the interval
of magnetic phase 0.60-0.85 shows instead large variations. The flux
was high and subject to irregular flaring in these phases during the
first orbital cycle, and it was nearly ten fold fainter and relatively
constant during the next orbital cycle. Still different behaviour was
shown in this phase interval by HEA0-1 observations (Tuohy et al.
1981). One can see that the flux curve of AM Her in the soft X-ray
region is highly variable from cycle to cycle and there is no hope of
obtaining an accurate flux average based on observations during a few
cycles only.
To obtain an indication of the change of the spectrum with time
we have divided the first order photons into two intervals with
approximately equal countrate. We define the ratio of the countrates
in the interval 44 to 67 Angstrom and 67 to 95 Angstrom here as the
'hardness' ratio. This hardness ratio is plotted in Figure lb in bins
of 400 seconds. It shows that the spectrum is variable with time on a
time scale of at least 400 s. In particular in both observed times
after egress of
the eclipse the hardness
ratio significantly
increases. This increase is, at least in part, caused by higher
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temperatures, as Is shown from a fit to the spectral data. The
spectrum during the first 1200 s after egress of the second ellipse is
fitted with a black body temperature 35 to 41 eV and column density of
intervening cool mass of < 4xlO 19 atoms cm"2 (These values are the
extremes of the chi square contours at the 1 sigma error level). The
spectrum during 1200 s at the top of the last peak in the intensity
curve (Figure la) is fitted with black body temperatures from 46 to 63
eV with corresponding column densities ranging from 4x10*' atoms
cm~2 at 46 eV to lxlO1* atoms cm~2 at 63 eV.
In the phase interval 0.60-0.85 a remarkable feature is observed.
The flux drops from a relatively high value to a level only about
twice higher than the flux during the totality phases of the eclipse.
The whole transition took place in only 400 seconds. The hardness
ratio during the low intensity period does not change appreciably (see
Figure lb). A spectral fit during this low state indicates a black
body temperature of 45 + l f L 1 1 eV and an upper limit to the column
density of 4x10^-9 atoms cm~2 (1 sigma error limits).
There are in principle two possible explanations for such an
abrupt, nearly total, disappearance of the soft X-ray radiation.
Either it is obscured by some opaque mass, or the source has cooled
down to sufficiently low temperature. The first possibility faces
difficulties in finding an obscuring mass. It has to be quite large,
because the low flux episode last longer than 20 percent of the
magnetic cycle. Therefore an obscuring mass has to be very close to
the radiating source. It is difficult to imagine a fully opaque cool
mass which is absent a single orbital cycle earlier and which has
edges sharp enough to account for the abruptness of the flux decrease,
if this decrease is caused by geometrical factors due to orbital
motion. Also the spectral parameters do not indicate an increase in
absorbing intervening mass. It is possible that the obscuring cloud is
hot and optically thick to electron scattering. Such a cloud could be
formed during the 400 seconds of flux decrease. The free fall time
scale is only a few seconds and the position of the shock in the
accretion column can be subject to an oscillatory instability with a
possible uplifting of the shock position (Langer et al. 1982). It is
therefore not unlikely that occasionally a hot cloud is formed which
is optically thick to electron scattering. The black body photons are
then upscattered to higher energies and should be observed as hard
X-rays.
The other explanation rests on assuming that the disappearance of
the soft X-ray flux is due to an abrupt stop of the source of incoming
matter. The free fall time scale is short enough (few seconds) and the
way in which the matter is supplied seems to be sufficiently irregular
for such a case to be imaginable. If the source of the heating is at
optical depth not much larger than 1 one can show that the thermal
energy content above this layer is sufficiently small as to allow a
small enough cooling time at the black body emission rate at
temperatures of order a few tens electron volt. If this explanation is
correct then the
disappearance of the soft
X-rays should be
accompanied by a similar disappearance of the hard X-rays.
Hard X-rays (2-20 keV) were simultaneously measured with the MPC
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detector on board the EINSTEIN observatory. We present the light curve
with time bins of 245.76 s in Figure lc. Unfortunately there are no
hard X-ray observations available during the sudden intensity drop at
low energies.

4. HIGH RESOLUTION SOFT X-RAY SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
The soft X-ray raw countrate spectrum of AM Her obtained with the high
resolution mask is shown in Figure 2. There are no spectral features
such as
emission or
absorption lines
above the
statistical
fluctuations. The absence of emission lines excludes the possibility
that the soft X-rays are produced by bremsstrahlung, as suggested by
King and Lasota (1979). The
bremsstrahlung spectrum of cosmic
abundances at a temperature of order 3x10^ K (Mewe and Gronenschild,
1981) shows pronounced S VII lines at 52, 61 and 72 Angstrom and Si VI
lines at 70 A, which are more than an order of magnitude above the
continuum. Figure 3 shows the expected counting rate for such a
spectrum for an emission measure of 1057cm-3 a t a distance of 100 pc.
This type of spectrum is also excluded by the UV measurements (Raymond
et al. 1979).
Because of the absence of spectral features we used subsequently
only the wide, high efficiency mask of 175 arcsec. The photon spectrum
obtained by summing both first order spectra, after applying small
corrections for second order radiation and using the efficiency given
by Seward et al. (1982) is shown in Figure 4. No flux has been
measured above the instrumental Carbon K edge at 0.284 keV. Absence of
line emission indicates optically thick source emission. We have
tested the data for two emission models, viz. black body emission and
emission from a layer in radiative equilibrium with a constant
radiative flux.
a) Black body models
The data have been fitted with black body source spectra with varying
temperature and varying absorption of cool intervening gas. For all
data integrated over the total observing time we obtained a best fit
at Tbk= 46 eV with interstellar column density nH=2.8x10*9 atoms cm"*^.
This best fit source spectrum is drawn through the data in Figure 4.
The chi square contours for acceptable fits at the 90 percent
confidence level (x2 * X 2 +4.6 for a 2 parameter fit) is shown in
Figure 5. To test the influence of an uncertainty in the calibrations
we took two extreme cases for
the efficiency, such that the
efficiencies fall within 25 percent of the nominal values. The
resulting areas in the T-njj plane for acceptable fits are also shown
in Figure 5. The black body temperature is thus bounded by 44 and 50
eV, while the limits on
interstellar absorption are 5x10*8 to
2
5x10*9 atoms cm" . The projected area of a black body at the optimum
fit for a temperature of 46 eV and nif"3.2x10*9 atoms cm"2 at a
distance of 100 pc then is J.4 1 0 ^ ^2
cm2 or
a
fraction
f
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of the area of the white dwarf, where djQO l s t n e distance to the
source in units of 100 pc and Rg is the radius of the white dwarf in
units of 10 9 cm, with
f-,.JX,O

The implied luminosity for a
observed intensity is
Sb

=

R2
9
black body spectrum

of T»46 eV

at the

6.3xl032xd20() erg s'1

where djQO i s fc^e distance in units of 100 pc. This is two orders of
magnitude lower than Raymond et al. (1979) derive for the black body
luminosity of a temperature 25 to 30 eV in the UV. The flux in the
2500-3000 Angstrom range of a black body of area 1.4x10*4 c m 2 a t a
temperature of 46 eV is 10"** erg cm~2s~* or two orders of magnitude
lower than observed in the UV. Based on the black body emission model
it would appear that the soft X-ray emission and UV emission originate
from different regions of the white dwarf star. The soft X-ray
emission is confined to a small area on the polar cap, whereas the UV
emission might originate from a much larger area, possibly extending
to a large fraction of the white dwarf surface. A detailed light curve
in the UV does not exist. It is thus unknown what the extend of the UV
eclipse is in comparison with the X-ray eclipse.
The derived temperature and interstellar absorption are in
general agreement with earlier soft X-ray measurements, although the
allowable range of parameters in the OGS observations is more limited.
Tuohy et al. (1978) found an upper limit of 40 eV. Their absorption
column density at this value, however, is much larger (2x10^0 atoms
cm~2) than we found. Rothschild et al. (1981) find an upper limit for
the black
body component of
50 eV
and quote an
range of
0.2-5x10^0 atoms cm~2 fOr the column density. The OGS observations are
consistent with their upper part of allowable temperatures and lower
part of interstellar absorption.
b) Layer in radiative equilibrium
If one assumes that the source of the heating at the magnetic polar
cap of the white dwarf is mainly concentrated at optical depth larger
than one, then the outward radiative transport of energy will force a
layer with a negative temperature gradient. When the absorption
coefficient is strongly dependent on the frequency or when scattering
plays an important role, it is known that black body emission models
are a very bad approximation to the emergent emission from such a
layer, obtained under the assumption of a constant outward radiative
flux. This is for example the case in the hot white dwarf HZ 43 (Heise
and Huizenga, 1980). A black body fit to the soft X-ray spectrum of
this source leads to temperatures of order 180000 K, whereas the
effective temperature, as determined from a combined fit to the
optical, UV, EUV and soft X-rays is only 60000 K. In Figure 6 we show
the emergent spectrum for layers in radiative equilibrium at effective
temperatures ranging from 150000 K to 240000 K for a mixture of helium
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Fig. 6. The Eddington fluxes Hv for model atmospheres with effective temperatures from 150000 K (bottom curve)y 200000 K and 240000 K
(top curve). A black body curve of temperature 240000 is given by
the dashed line. The helium to hydrogen abundance is 0.15 by number.
and hydrogen at an abundance of nue/n{i=0.15 and with an acceleration
of the gravity of log g~8. For comparison a Planck curve at
temperature 240000 K has been drawn. We see in Figure 6 the well known
effect in model atmospheres, that the emission is shifted to the short
wavelengths as compared to black body emission at the same effective
temperature. The color temperature in the soft X-ray range is much
larger than the effective temperature. Furthermore it appears that
increasing effective temperatures have only a small effect on the
spectral shape longward and shortward of the He II Lyman edge at 228
Angstrom, but evidently do effect the total intensity.
We fitted the soft X-ray grating spectrum of AM Her with the
models given in Figure 6 and obtained a good fit for effective
temperatures from 200000 K to 240000 K with an additional absorption
by intervening cool mass of column density 6±2xlO*9 atoms cm~2. The
normalization constant of the best fit at 240000 K leads to an
effective projected emission area A of 8*3xlO^-^cm^ at a distance of
100 pc. The implied total luminosity ka T^ff than is 2x10^2 erg s~*.
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The expected UV flux from these models is just what is observed by
Raymond et al. (1979).
If T65is the optical depth at 65 Angstrom in the middle of the
observed spectral range and if z is defined as the depth of the layer
for which 1^5(2)"!, then we estimated the amount of limb darkening in
the soft X-ray range by computing the temperature at the layer
z cos( 6 ) . We find for T(z cos40°) a temperature which is 60 to 70
percent less than T(z) and therefore conclude that the decrease in
observed color temperature after egress of the X-ray eclipse is
consistent with being due to limb darkening.

5. ACCRETION MODELS FOR AM HER
A generally accepted model of AM Her assumes that the luminosity of
the system arises from the infall of matter onto a part of the white
dwarf surface. This matter comes from the binary component and is
channeled along field lines onto one of the stellar magnetic poles. In
this one dimensional accretion problem a strong shock is formed above
but near the white dwarf and the matter is heated to temperatures
typically around 10-100 keV. Beyond the shock the matter cools in a
settling atmosphere and equilibrium is reached when the cooling equals
the accretion energy flux. In the first solution to this problem
(Fabian, Pringle and Rees, 1976; Lamb, 1979 ) it was assumed that the
principle cooling mechanism is thermal bremsstrahlung in the hard
X-ray range and, when the magnetic field is strong enough, by
cyclotron emission which would be in the optical and UV for field
strengths of order 200 MGauss. This was the magnetic field expected,
if the polarization in the optical continuum is interpreted as due to
low order cyclotron radiation. About half of this total radiation
would be absorbed by the white dwarf atmosphere and reradiated as
black body radiation in the soft X-ray range and one would expect the
relation
bb

cycl

brems

to hold approximately. Since the soft X-ray black body flux is much
larger than the observed hard X-ray bremsstrahlung flux it was
expected that the cyclotron radiation in the UV would be appreciable.
This picture was invalidated by the failure to detect this large UV
flux (Raymond et al. 1979; Tanzi et al. 1980). Instead they detected
the tail of hot black body radiation at a temperature that has an
upper limit of 20 eV. The radiation source apparently is not optically
thick to cyclotron radiation in the UV. This must mean that the
magnetic field is much smaller than 200 MG. Later an observed pattern
of
Zeeman splitted
hydrogen absorption
lines
leads to
the
determination of the magnetic field between 10 and 20 MG.
The equality of equation (1) does not hold. The discrepancy
depends on how the source spectrum behaves In the part between the UV
and the soft X-rays that is hidden behind the interstellar medium. For
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a luminosity as expected from a black body spectrum of 20 to 30 eV (of
which the Rayleigh-Jeans part is observed in the UV and Wiens's part
in the soft X-rays) the black body luminosity is a few hundred times
larger than the bremsstrahlung luminosity. As a result of our detailed
measurements of the spectral shape we have concluded that this cannot
be the case, since the UV and soft X-rays cannot be parts of the same
black body component. If, however, we use the shape of the emergent
spectrum from a layer in radiative equilibrium under approximate
constant flux conditions, the EUV flux is suppressed by He II and we
find a total emission of 2x10^3 e r g s~l consistent with both the UV
and soft X-ray measurements. This is still an order of magnitude
larger than the hard X-ray bremsstrahlungs component. The original
accretion model has been modified by Kylafis and Lamb (1982) to
include back scattering of the outcoming photons in an optically thick
medium. This, however, could only explain a mild excess of the soft
X-rays over the hard X-rays. The factor of 10 larger soft X-ray flux
as compared with the hard X-ray flux is being explained by either
trying to increase the soft X-ray flux by an additional energy source,
such as nuclear burning, or by modifying the cooling processes (e.g.
to include thermal conduction) in the post shock region of the
accreting column. These possibilities are summarized as follows,
i) Nuclear burning.
The excess black body luminosity might be caused by nuclear burning of
the accreted material (Weast et al. 1979; Raymond et al. 1979). This,
however, is a process not likely to be steady. Papaloizou et al (1982)
investigate the conditions under which the steady burning might be
expected. With normal CNO abundance the allowable accretion rates are
too low to be of relevance for cataclysmic variables,
ii) Non radiative transport of energy out of the shock region.
This problem is considered by King and Lasota (1979) and worked out in
more detail by Frank,King and Lasota (1982). The height of the shock
that stands off the stellar surface is determined by the cooling of
the settling atmosphere below the shock. With relatively inefficient
radiative cooling this height is fairly large. However, as already
earlier suggested by Fabian et al. (1976), thermal conduction can be
important and can lead to a completely other set of solutions for the
column accretion onto the white dwarf, where the height above the star
is much smaller. (In fact smaller than the equipartition length scale
between ions and electrons, so that the one-fluid assumption for the
shock is wrong and a two fluid treatment becomes necessarily). Cooling
is now dominated by means of electron thermal conductivity to the
stellar surface. The hot, optically thin post shock region of the
accretion flow is now limited in size and the bremsstrahlung (hard
X-ray) component is correspondingly reduced. The bulk of the accretion
flow energy is carried into the
optically thick part of the
photosphere, thermalized and reradiated as soft X-rays. This would, at
least in principle, explain the large ratio of soft to hard X-ray
luminosity.
iii) Inhomogeneous accretion flow.
Recently Kuypers and Pringle (1982) suggested still another solution
to this problem by considering a non-stationary flow, which precludes
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the formation of a standing shock front. The accretion pressure of the
incoming flow turns out to be of the same order as the phot'ospheric
pressure (at unit optical depth) of a white dwarf at the thermalized
accretion energy temperature T^b* If the accretion flow is not
homogeneous, but lumpy with a lumpiness factor X=<p2>/<p>2, the accretion
pressure is locally increased by this factor. These blobs will
penetrate to a much deeper level. Since the optical depth in a
radiative atmosphere is approximately proportional to the pressure,
the bulk of the accretion energy is released at large optical depths
in the white dwarf atmosphere and is radiated away at temperatures
closer to the black body temperature
6. CONCLUSION
We have measured with high spectral resolution the spectral shape of
the soft X-ray continuum of AM Her. The continuum is smooth and does
not show spectral lines. The shape of the continuum can be described
by a black body color temperature of 46 eV and absorption of
intervening
cool mass
of
column
density between
5x10*8 a n d
5x10*9 atoms cm""2, The extrapolation of this black body curve is not
consistent with the assumption that the UV and soft X-ray source are
part of the same spectral component.
We measured after
egress of the eclipse
an increase in
temperature that is consistent with limb darkening caused by a
negative outward temperature gradient. If we approximate this source
by a layer with constant radiative flux in radiative equilibrium and
thus assume that the bulk of the atmospheric heating occurs at optical
depth larger than one, we find that both the X-ray spectrum and the UV
rpectrum are consistent with an effective temperature of 20 eV and a
column density of intervening cool mass of 2x10*9 atoms cm""2. The
total luminosity from the UV to soft X-rays then is 2x10^3 erg s~*.
The spectral shape (or the color temperature) in the X-ray range
for the relevant range of effective temperatures is insensitive to the
effective temperature. This explains why in general no correlation has
been found between the soft X-ray flux and the soft X-ray spectral
shape.
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Uit het spectrum van een hete Witte Dwerg rond de He-II absorptiekant bij
228 Angstrom kan men de mogelijke gelaagdheid van de abondantie van helium
in de steratmosfeer bepalen.
Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk IV.5

2. De emissie van harde Rontgenstraling (> 1 keV) in dwergnovae is het gevolg
van remstraling veroorzaakt door gas dat van de binnenrand van de
accretieschijf valt op de poolgebieden van een relatief zwak magneetveld
van de Witte Dwerg.
Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk IV.3

3. Het is waarschijnlijker dat de Rontgenbron ANS0208+07 1) werd veroorzaakt
door een reusachtige stervlam op één van de KO of K2-type heldere sterren
binnen het onzekerheids gebied van de positie, dan dat het een prototype
zou zijn van onstabiele nucleaire verbranding bij lage accretiesnelheid op
het oppervlak van een neutronenster, zoals gesuggereerd door Wallace,
Woosley en Weaver 2 ) .
1
2

) Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk III.5
) R.K.Wallace,S.E.Woosley,T.A..Weaver,1982,Ap.J.,258, 696.

4. De zogenaamde "absorptie dips" *) in de lichtkromme van Cygnus X-l zijn
toe te schrijven aan de verandering van de spectrale index en niet van
absorptie van koud circumstellair gas.
Het optreden ervan tijdens de
"Cygnus X-l low state" en de tijdschaal van het gebeuren is een aanwijzing
voor een kleine variable accretieschijf.
Massatransport vindt daarom
waarschijnlijk plaats via een sterrenwind.
1

) Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk II.1

5. Reeds op grond van waarnemingen uit 1969 leidde Margon et al. *) uit de
interpretatie van het spectrum van de heldere Rontgenbron GX340+0 af, dat
dit spectrum consistent was met dat van een zwarte straler van een
oppervlak van dat van een neutronenster.
Zij vonden een straal van 8Ï4
km.
Als deze conclusie juist is, waren Margon et al. de eersten, die de
straal van een neutronenster hebben kunnen vaststellen.
Als deze conclusie onjuist is, toont hun analyse aan dat Rontgenspectra met een
karakteristieke temperatuur van -10 7 K
en totale
helderheid van 10^7- 10^8 e r g g-1^ altijd aanleiding kunnen geven tot
schattingen van de afmeting van het emissiegebied van de orde van 10 km,
indien de spectra geïnterpreteerd worden als deel van een Planckse kromme.
De interpretatie van spectra van Rontgenbursters is behept met
dezelfde onzekerheid.
1

) B.Margon et al.,1971,Ap.J.(Letters),169,L45.

k6. (a)
De locatie
van de
binnenrand van
een accretieschijf
rond
gemagnetiseerde compacte objecten, de z.g. Alfvénstraal, wordt bepaald
door het gelijkstellen van de magnetische schuifspanning t.g.v. een
dipoolveld met de visceuze schuifspanning in de schijf.
In gevallen
waarin de magnetische dipool-as niet samenvalt met de rotatie-as is de op
deze wijze gedefinieerde Alfvénstraal een functie van de azimuthhoek in
het vlak van de schijf.
(b) De karakteristieke, radiele diffusietijd van gas aan de binnenrand van
de accretieschijf rond een witte dwerg blijkt van de orde van een uur te
zijn. 1)
Uit (a) en (b) volgt dat in langzaam roterende Witte Dwergen, zoals
EX Hya (P-67 min), de binnenrand van de schijf niet cylindersymmetrisch
zal zijn.
Dit verschijnsel kan de modulatie verklaren in de zachte
Rontgen en optische emissie van EX Hya. 2 )
*) F.Paerels,
schijven.

verslag van een

onderzoek over

niet-stationaire accretie-

2) Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk IV.6

7. In berekeningen van modelatmosferen van Witte Dwergen wordt vaak de
versnelling van de zwaartekracht op g»K)8 cm s~2 gesteld, omdat de
resulterende continuumflux in het optische en UV deel van het spectrum ongevoelig is voor de precieze waarde * ) • De verwachte emissie in het kortgolvig gebied van 40-100 Angstrom blijkt echter wel afhankelijk te zijn
van de versnelling van de zwaartekracht 2 ) .
1) L.H.Auer and H.L.Shipman,1977,Ap.J..(Letters),211,L105.
2) Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 1.4.1, Fig.2.

8. Voor de afbeelding van de hemel in Rontgenstrallng kan men gebruik maken
van een camera, die bestaat uit een positiegevoelige detector, op enige
afstand voorzien van een plaat met een patroon van open en dichte
vierkantjes, gearrangeerd in een rechthoekige matrixvorm (masker). Iedere
puntvormige bron werpt een schaduw van dit masker op de detector.
De
ligging van deze schaduw bepaalt de richting van de bron.
De afbeelding is één-éinduidig als de twee-dimensionale periodieke
autocorrelatiefunctie van het masker constant is bij een verschuiving
ongelijk nul.
Camera's gebaseerd op deze maskerplaten vormen het enige type, waarnee zonder reflectie (en dus geschikt voor harde Rontgenstraling) een
groot gezichtsveld gepaard kan gaan met een groot ruimtelijk- en tijdoplossend vermogen en een optimale benutting van het gevoelig oppervlak
van de detector.

9. Zij h(X)«hmXm+...+hiX+ho een polynoom van de graad m met coëfficiënten 0
of 1,
zij aj.i-l,...,n met n»2m-l, de pseudostochastische reeks bestaande uit 0
en 1, die gevormd wordt door het schuifregister
m-1
a.
= E h.a. . (modulo 2 optelling; a,, ... , a willekeurig
ï+m
j=Q j ï+J
1
m
dan is bekend dat de reeks a^ een één-dimensionale autocorrelatiefunctie
heeft, die constant is bij een verschuiving ongelijk nul 1 ) .
Indien de
polynoom irreducibel is, volgt een reeks ter lengte n^ro-l.
Men kan op tenminste twee onafhankelijke manieren {a^} afwikkelen op
een twee-dimensionaal masker van dimensies ng»2m/2-i en ny» 2m'2+l
waarvoor geldt dat ook de twee-dimensionale periodieke autocorrelatiefunctie constant is.
Deze zijn
de rijgewijze afwikkeling en de
diagonaalsgewijze afwikkeling (modulo de randen).
Andere mogelijkheden, zoals een
gegeneraliseerde paardesprong (1,1)
(l+p.^+q) (l+2p,l+2q) .... (p,q,geheel positief,p niet deler van nH,q niet
deler van ny) komen overeen met een rijgewijze nummering van een pseudostochastische reeks gebaseerd op een andere irreducibele polynoom.
1

) een overzicht van de eigenschappen in
F.J.MacWilliams,N.J.A.Sloane (1976),IEEE.64,1715-1729.

10. We definiëren een zelfdragend masker als en masker, waarin ieder gesloten
vierkantje tenminste
aan twee
hoekpunten verbonden
is met
twee
verschillende andere gesloten vierkantjes.
Een masker geconstrueerd uit de pseudostochastische reeks in Stelling
9 door diagonaalsgewijze afwikkeling, is nooit zelfdragendI ) .

1) bewijs maakt gebruik van de "venster eigenschap", zie
J.H.van Lint,F.J.MacWilliams,N.J.A.Sloane,(1979),
Siam J.Appl.Math.,36,62-72.

11. (a) Zij {a^,i»l,..,n} een pseudostochastische reeks gegeven in Stelling 9,
plaats onder de één-dimensionale rij vierkantjes, die gesloten zijn
als a^-1 en open als a^-O (i»l,...,2m-l), eenzelfde één-dimensionale rij
geconstrueerd uit aj+ ai+i(mod 2),
dan is op grond van deze constructie ieder dicht vierkantje tenminste
aan één hoekpunt verbonden met een ander dicht vierkantje.
(b) Als a±+ a±+im ai+n„(modulo 2 optelling, indices modulo 2"-!), dan is
het twee-dimensionale, rijgewijs afgewikkelde masker van dimensie nHx ny»
2m-l een zelfdragend masker ï).
(c) De eis onder (b) is equivalent
een deler is van X n +X +1.

met de bewering dat

1) Een dergelijk (255x257) zelfdragend masker
van deze stellingen.

de polynooa h(X)

is afgebeeld op

de omslag

12. Als het optreden van stervlamaien In vlamsterren een Indicatie Is voor de
magnetische activiteit op deze sterren, dan wordt de hypothese 1), dat de
grenslaag tussen radiatieve kern en convectieve mantel een belangrijke rol
speelt bij de magnetische activiteit van hoofdreekssterren, niet door de
waarnemingen bevestigd. Tenminste 40 procent van de rodedwergvlamsterren
is volledig convectief.
i) A.A.van Ballegooijen, 1982, Stelling 5, Proefschrift Un.v.Utrecht.
13. Een uitbreiding van het Copernicaanse wereldbeeld:
niet alleen is de Aarde beroofd van zijn centrale positie in het
heelal,
niet alleen is de Zon slechts een willekeurige ster,
niet alleen is ons melkwegstelsel er één uit vele,
maar bovendien zijn de baryonen waaruit melkwegstelsel, Zon, Aarde en
wijzelf zijn opgebouwd, niet de belangrijkste materie, maar vormen
slechts een fractie van de voornamelijk uit neutrino's bestaande massa
in het heelal.
14. De maatschappelijke opvatting van het liefdesideaal wordt gekenmerkt door
de 'romantische liefde' (het idee dat er één ware liefde is, dat liefde op
het eerste gezicht ontstaat en dat liefde alles overwint).
Ondanks
toegenomen problemen 2 ) , blijkt het belang en de rol van het huwelijk
daarbij sterk toegenomen * ) .
Het valt te voorspellen dat deze ontwikkeling in conflict komt met
een maatschappij, waarin de traditionele rollenscheiding tussen man en
vrouw in de arbeidsverhouding afgezwakt wordt maar waarbij deelname aan
het arbeidsproces voor zowel man als vrouw moeilijker wordt.
In plaats
van het
huwelijk zullen dan
affectieve relaties in
een ruimere
vriendenkring 3 ) weer een belangrijkere rol gaan spelen.
1

) "De Liefde (ontleed)",Red. R.Veenhoven, 1978, Kooyker, Rotterdam.
2) "De problematische liefde",Red. H.de Haan,E.van der Wolk, 1979,
Intermediar Bibliotheek, Amsterdam.
3
) "Vriendschap",Red. B.Buunk,1983, Uitg.Donker, Rotterdam.

